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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background
i.

PMP were appointed to undertake a local needs assessment and audit of open space,
sport and recreation facilities across the Borough of Allerdale in accordance with the
requirements of the latest Planning Policy Guidance Note 17 (Planning for Open
Space, Sport and Recreation, July 2002) and its Companion Guide (September 2002).

ii.

The Council commissioned PMP to undertake steps one to three of the five step
process outlined in the Companion Guide (and below). The steps of PPG17 are
specifically:
•

Step 1 – Identifying Local Needs;

•

Step 2 – Auditing Local Provision;

•

Step 3 – Setting Provision Standards.

iii.

It is the intention that the Council will then use the recommended local standards of
provision to identify surpluses and deficiencies, draw up strategic options and
prepare policies to be incorporated into the Local Development Framework (LDF).

iv.

The study considers nine typologies of open space, specifically:
•

parks and gardens

•

natural and semi natural open space (NSN)

•

amenity greenspace (AGS)

•

provision for children and young people

•

outdoor sports facilities

•

indoor sports facilities

•

allotments and community gardens

•

green corridors

•

churchyards and cemeteries.

v.

The analysis has been undertaken by type of open space looking at different areas
across the local authority boundary. These are referred to as analysis areas. The
use of analysis areas allows examination of data at a more detailed local level, and
provides a geographical background to the analysis.

vi.

In agreement with the Council, the analysis areas are based on the wards that make
up the Borough of Allerdale. These were determined by existing work taking place in
the grouping of Parish Councils and other related work on settlement boundaries in
the authority. The wards have been amalgamated into five analysis areas. This
excludes the Lake District National Park (LDNP) on the basis that the planning
responsibility for this area lies with the LDNP Authority, who are undertaking their
own Core Strategy in due course. The analysis areas are highlighted in Map 1
overleaf.
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Map 1 - Analysis areas of Allerdale Borough Council

vii.

The key outputs of the study include:
•

a full audit of all accessible open spaces across the Borough categorised
according to the primary purpose of the site (in line with the typologies
highlighted previously). This audit is stored on a GIS layer and linked Access
database
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viii.

•

an assessment of the open space, sport and recreational needs of residents
in Allerdale, derived from a series of consultations

•

production of local provision standards (quantity, quality and accessibility) for
each type of open space where appropriate, in accordance with local needs

•

recommendations to address the key findings and drive future policy.

Full details of the methodology and standard setting process can be found in
Sections 2 – 11 of the report. A full programme of consultation and site assessments
was carried out and the findings of this work feeds directly into the local standards.
Current position

ix.

The current provision of all open space, sport and recreation facilities in Allerdale is
summarised in Table 1 overleaf. Further information on this can be found throughout
the individual Sections and in Appendix E.
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Table 1 - Quantity of provision across Allerdale
Analysis
Area

Population

Parks
and
Gardens
(ha)

NSN
(ha)

Workington

31,006

56.45

91.36

Wigton

12,858

1.55

Cockermouth

13,792

Aspatria and
Silloth

AGS
(ha)

Prov. for
children
(ha)

Prov. for
young
people
(ha)

21.91

2.99

0.13

7.22

2.15

0.28

10.61

3.42

2.66

11,712

1.28

5.4

Maryport

16,084

0.72

Overall

85,452

70.61

Out door
Sport
Fac. (ha)

Total
existing
open
space
prov.
(ha)

Surplus /
deficiencies
in
quantitative
terms (ha)

8.86

40.04

221.74

75.71

0.00

2.2

15.88

29.28

-31.27

0.67

0.00

0.73

24.36

42.45

-22.52

23.31

1.28

0.00

2.74

13.38

47.39

-7.77

23.2

13.22

0.88

0.00

7.48

14.9

60.4

-15.36

130.60

63.25

6.10

0.13

22.01

108.56

401.26

-1.22
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x.

Interpretation of table 1 highlights that the main findings linked to the quantity of
provision are as follows:
•

when all of the local quantity standards are considered collectively,
Workington is the only analysis area where the current level of provision (ha)
is greater than the provision required (ha) to meet the cumulative local
quantity standard

•

the Wigton, Cockermouth, Aspatria and Silloth and Maryport analysis areas
all have deficiencies in the overall provision of open space (ha). The analysis
area which would require the largest increase in provision to satisfy the
cumulative open space quantity standard is Wigton. This analysis area would
require a 108% increase in the existing level of provision. The main
contributing factor is an undersupply of parks and natural and semi natural
green space

•

across the typologies, the greatest quantitative shortfall is in provision for
children and young people, which requires a substantial increase across the
Borough to meet the quantity standard for these two typologies

•

overall the Borough has a small shortfall of open space, sport and recreation
provision in quantity terms. However, this is skewed by the significant surplus
in Workington. Therefore, as specified throughout the report, the quantity
standards need to be applied in conjunction with the accessibility standards.

Setting local standards
xi.

In line with PPG17 guidance, local standards were set for quality, quantity and
accessibility for each type of open space with the exception of indoor sport facilities.
The standards set are summarised in Table 2 below.
Table 2 – Locally derived standards
Typology

Quantity
standard (ha
per 1000)

Parks and
Gardens

0.83

Accessibility standard

15 minute walk time in
urban areas (720 metres)

% Quality target

79%

15 minute drive time in
rural areas
Natural and Semi
Natural

1.52

15 minute walk time
(720m)

61%

Amenity Green
Space

0.74

10 minutes walk (480m)

69%

Provision for
Children

0.67 facilities

10 minutes walk (480m)

72%

Provision for
young people

1.5 facilities

Urban (15 minute walk
time)

83%

Rural (20 minute drive
time)
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Typology

Quantity
standard (ha
per 1000)

Accessibility standard

% Quality target

Outdoor Sports

1.27

15-minute walk (720m) to
local outdoor sports (grass
pitches, tennis and
bowling greens)

78%

20-minute drive (8km) to
synthetic turf pitches and
golf courses
Allotments

xii.

0.26

15 minutes walk (720m)

72%

The key issues arising for each typology are summarised below:
Parks and gardens
•

consultation with residents suggests that level of provision is about right, with
51.3% of respondents to the household questionnaire indicating that there is
sufficient provision

•

parks are very important to residents in Allerdale, with a large number of
respondents to the household survey using them more than once a month
(51.8%)

•

the highest level of satisfaction can be found in Cockermouth where 63.2% of
residents feel that there is sufficient or more than enough of this typology

•

when comparing the provision per 1000 population against the local standard
of 0.83, only provision in Workington (surplus of 30.72 ha) meets the
minimum standard. The remaining four analysis areas all show deficiencies
leading to an overall deficiency of 31.35 hectares

•

the average quality score of parks and gardens within Allerdale is 79%,
showing that generally the quality of parks and gardens within the Borough is
good

•

one of the most significant issues regarding the quality of parks appears to be
dog fouling and litter, with 36% and 35% of respondents respectively to the
household survey stating it was a “significant problem”

•

consultation highlights that there is an emphasis in favour of walking to local
parks and gardens, both in terms of current travel patterns and expectations.
Of those users that visit parks and gardens more often than any other
typology, 74% currently walk and 26% use cars.
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Natural and semi natural green space
•

the quantity of provision of natural areas in Allerdale is good with residents
feeling that the provision is about right or more than enough (57.5%)

•

natural and semi natural open space is very popular with residents of
Allerdale, with 59% of respondents stating that they visit this typology more
than once a month. Additionally this type of open space was selected as the
type used most frequently by respondents (39%)

•

the recommended standard takes into account the differences in the current
level of provision between the analysis areas, and also the differences in
expectations of residents living in these areas

•

the characteristics of the Borough as predominantly rural and the abundance
of natural and semi natural open space has been acknowledged in setting the
local standard

•

the quality of natural and semi natural areas is good with a significant number
of sites scoring average or good. 51% of respondents to the household
survey felt that the quality of natural and semi natural sites was good

•

the majority of residents (63%) would expect to walk to natural and semi
natural areas, highlighting the importance of an even distribution across the
Borough.

Amenity green space
•

the findings of the household survey indicate that there is a split in opinion
regarding the quantity of amenity green space in Allerdale. In total, only
40.3% of the population stated that there is more than enough/about the right
amount of amenity green space, while in contrast 46% indicated that there
was insufficient

•

when looking at the future provision per 1000 of the population balanced
against the standard of 0.74 hectares, four of the analysis areas show a
deficiency, the largest being in Cockermouth (-9.87 hectares)

•

cleanliness and ongoing maintenance are perceived to be critical factors in
determining the quality of amenity areas. Residents highlighted that safety
concerns are a particular barrier to usage of amenity space

•

the average quality score of amenity green space sites is 69%, although there
is a significant range in the quality of provision across the area. The highest
level of satisfaction for this type of open space was found in Cockermouth
and Aspatria

•

residents would expect to access these spaces by walking, again highlighting
the significance of having an even distribution throughout the Borough. It is
clear that there are deficiencies in Cockermouth and Wigton analysis areas.
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Children and young people
•

the provision of facilities for children is poor with an uneven distribution across
the Borough. The level of provision ranges from 0.28 hectares per 1000
population in Wigton to 2.99 hectares per 1000 population in Workington

•

the lowest average quality score can be found in Maryport

•

Workington is the only analysis area with provision for young people,
highlighting the need for more provision throughout the Borough

•

the perception of a lack of provision for teenagers is the most conclusive of all
the open space typologies. Other consultations highlighted the negative
impact that a lack of provision for young people is perceived to have on the
quality of other types of open space across the Borough, in particular
provision for children

•

in relation to provision for children, four areas show a future deficiency in
provision, while Aspatria and Silloth is the only area showing a surplus in
provision

•

the Council’s strategic play sites (Harris Park, Camp Road, Vulcans Park),
located in larger parks, were perceived to be of higher quality

•

residents expect to walk to play areas and facilities for children and young
people, highlighting the importance of even distribution and local provision.

Outdoor sport facilities
•

there is an even distribution of outdoor sport facilities across the Borough,
although provision in Workington and Cockermouth is higher than the other
analysis areas

•

residents raised concerns that the issues were with quantity of provision as
opposed to quality. The view that community use of school sites would
significantly advance the level and quality of provision across the Borough
was raised through various aspects of the consultation

•

residents would expect to walk to grass pitches (61%), while the remainder
would prefer to drive to tennis courts, bowling greens, synthetic turf pitches,
and golf courses. This suggests that residents are prepared to travel further to
use the site of their choice; a sustainable method of travel should be
encouraged for local outdoor sport facilities

•

access to school sites is currently limited and would help meet demand if
access was improved.

Allotments
•

in total, 32.6% of the population felt there was about right/more than enough
provision for allotments within Allerdale, with 27.2% stating that there was not
enough/nearly enough

•

the average quality of allotments is good with only a small number of sites
scoring below 60%
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•

allotment users prefer to walk to sites, highlighting the importance of an even
distribution.

The way forward
xiii.

In order to identify geographical areas of importance and areas where local needs
are not met, quantity and accessibility standards should be applied together. The
accessibility standards will help to determine where quantitative deficiencies are of
high importance. For example, the quantity standard table suggests the largest
deficiency in provision for children is within the Wigton analysis area. However,
within this area the two existing play areas in Wigton town could have sufficient
provision to satisfy the local standard whilst outlying villages are very poorly catered
for. As a consequence applying the standards together is a much more meaningful
method of analysis than applying the standards separately. This also helps with the
prioritisation of sites.

xiv.

The accessibility standards should be used to create circular catchments around
each open space to give an assessment of those areas served and not served by
existing provision. Of those areas that appear to be served by existing provision, it
will be necessary to adjust the catchments to take account of barriers that prevent
free movement. For each form of provision this analysis will identify those areas
where there are accessibility deficiencies.

xv.

Cemeteries and churchyards do not have quantity or accessibility standards set due
to the nature of these facilities, however there are a series of recommendations to
address quality issues.

xvi.

Finally, indoor sports facilities have been considered separately based on no
requirement to set local standards. Nevertheless, standards for swimming pools and
sports halls have been set based on a national sports facility toolkit and a review of
Active Places. The priorities identified should complement those set out in the
emerging Indoor Facilities Strategy.
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SECTION 1 – INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Introduction and background
The study
1.1

In January 2007, Allerdale Borough Council (the Council) appointed PMP to
undertake an assessment of the Borough’s open space, sport and recreation
facilities, together with an assessment of local needs and the production of local
standards. The agreed local provision standards will form an important element of the
Council’s LDF.

1.2

The study is underpinned by several key objectives, specifically:

1.3

•

to enable the establishment of an effective approach to planning open space,
sport and recreation facilities

•

to set robust local standards based on assessments of local needs

•

to facilitate improved decision making as part of the Development Control
process

•

to guide/steer/influence S106 negotiations.

The study is undertaken in accordance with the requirements of the updated PPG17
(Steps 1 -3), and its Companion Guide published in September 2002.
National Policy Context: Planning Policy Guidance Note (PPG) 17: Planning for
Open Space, Sport and Recreation & Assessing Needs and Opportunities PPG17 Companion Guide

1.4

PPG17 states that local authorities should undertake robust assessments of the
existing and future needs of their communities for open space, sport and recreational
facilities (paragraph 1).

1.5

The document also states that local authorities should
undertake audits of existing open space, sports and
recreational facilities. The information gained from the
assessment of needs and opportunities should be used to set
locally derived standards for the provision of open space,
sport and recreational facilities in their areas (paragraph 7).
The Government believes that national standards are
inappropriate, as they do not take into account the
demographics of an area, the specific needs of residents and
the extent of built development.

1.6

The policy guidance sets out priorities for local authorities in
terms of:
•

assessing needs and opportunities – undertaking audits of open space, sport
and recreational facilities

•

setting local standards

•

maintaining an adequate supply of open space

•

planning for new open space.

Allerdale Borough Council - Open Space, Sport and Recreation Study
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1.7

The companion guide sets out the process for undertaking local assessments of
needs and audits of provision. It also:
•

indicates how councils can establish the needs of local communities and
apply provision standards

•

promotes a consistent approach across varying types of open space.

1.8

PMP and the Council have followed the recommendations of steps 1 -3 of PPG17
throughout the study and the full methodology used is set out in Section 2.

1.9

This report provides justification for the local standards recommended, detailing
current provision and setting out local community need.

1.10

Following the acceptance of these agreed local provision standards the Council will
apply them to current provision across the Borough, enabling the identification of
geographical priorities and site-specific issues.
Why public open space?

1.11

1.12

PPG 17 states that well designed and
implemented planning policies for open
space, sport and recreation are
fundamental to delivering broader
Government objectives, which include:
•

supporting an urban renaissance

•

supporting a rural renewal

•

promotion of social inclusion and
community cohesion

•

health and well being

•

promoting more sustainable development.

Open space, sport and recreation provision in the Borough of Allerdale has an
important role to play in supporting the implementation of these objectives.
Function and benefits of open space

1.13

Open spaces provide a number of functions within the urban fabric of towns and
villages, for example, the provision for play and informal recreation, a landscaping
buffer within and between the built environment and/or a habitat for the promotion of
biodiversity.

1.14

Each type of open space has different benefits, which depend on the type of open
space, for example allotments for the growing of own produce, play areas for
children’s play and playing pitches for formal sports events. Open space can
additionally perform a secondary function, for example outdoor sports facilities have
an amenity value in addition to facilitating sport and recreation.

1.15

There is a need to provide a balance between different types of open space in order
to meet local aspirations. An understanding of local expectations and aspirations is
therefore central to the effective provision of open space.

Allerdale Borough Council - Open Space, Sport and Recreation Study
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1.16

Changing social and economic circumstances, changed work and leisure practices,
more sophisticated consumer tastes and higher public expectations have placed new
demands on open spaces. Open spaces can also promote community cohesion,
encourage community development and stimulate partnerships between the public
and private sector. The provision of open spaces and recreation provision is key to
an ideal, sustainable and thriving community.

1.17

It is widely recognised that the provision of high quality ‘public realm’ facilities such
as parks and open spaces can assist in the promotion of an area as an attractive
place to live, and can result in a number of wider benefits. These wider benefits are
highlighted in Appendix A.
Local features and demographics

1.18

Allerdale Borough Council is one of five authorities making up the sub-region of
Cumbria. Located on the west coast of Cumbria and rural in nature the Borough is
made up of six principal towns including Workington, Keswick, Cockermouth, Wigton,
Silloth and Aspatria, major rural villages and smaller settlements. A third of Allerdale
lies within the Lake District National Park (LDNP) boundary. With the location of the
LDNP as one of the UK’s most frequently visited tourist destinations, provision of
green space is important not only to local residents, but to the many visitors that flock
to the area.

1.19

Allerdale Borough Council’s vision is for Allerdale to be a ‘great place to live, work
and visit. High quality open space is central to the Council delivering its vision. At
present across a range of quality of life indicators Allerdale is performing well,
90.13% of the population believe that parks and open spaces have got better or
stayed the same over the past three years and one of the top corporate priorities is to
address the provision of activities for teenagers.

1.20

Projections of an increase in the Borough’s population from 93,493 to circa 108,700
in 2029 (based on ONS population projections) will further enhance the development
pressures on land. This additional population will not only increase the pressure on
land for development, but will also ensure that demand for various open space, sport
and recreation facilities increases.

1.21

Analysis of the profile of the population in Allerdale highlights a greater proportion of
residents over 50, and lower proportions of residents under 30 than the national
average, including a lower proportion of households with children in comparison to
the national average. This suggests that local aspirations may differ from other areas,
and it is essential to ensure that the open space, sport and recreation facility stock
meets the needs of residents across the age spectrum.

1.22

The Index of Multiple Deprivation (ODPM, 2004) is a measure of multiple deprivation
and enables the comparison of deprivation from authority to authority. When looking
at the overall rank of each Local Authority in the country, Allerdale is ranked 105th
out of 354 areas where a rank of 1 is the most deprived in the country and a rank of
354 is the least deprived. Of the 31 wards of Allerdale, eight are considered deprived
(with three of these falling into the worst 10% in the UK).
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Structure of the report
1.23

This report is split into 12 sections. Section 2 sets out the methodology for
undertaking the study and Section 3 sets out the strategic context to provide the
background and context to the study.

1.24

Sections 4-11 relate to each of the typologies identified within the scope of the report.
Each typology chapter sets out the strategic context to that particular typology, the
recommended quantity, quality and accessibility standards and a short summary of
key issues emerging.

1.25

The suggested next steps for the Council, following the adoption of the
recommended local standards are outlined in brief in Section 12, The Way Forward.

1.26

A number of appendices are referenced throughout the report. These appendices
supplement the information provided within the main body of the text and provide
further detail of work undertaken.
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Undertaking the study
Introduction
2.1

As highlighted in Section 1, this study was undertaken in accordance with PPG17
and its Companion Guide. This companion guide suggests ways and means of
undertaking such a study and emphasises the importance of undertaking a local
needs assessment, as opposed to following national trends and guidelines. The four
guiding principles in undertaking a local assessment are:
(i)

local needs will vary even within local authority areas according to sociodemographic and cultural characteristics

(ii)

the provision of good quality and effective open space relies on effective
planning but also on creative design, landscape management and
maintenance

(iii)

delivering high quality and sustainable open spaces may depend much more
on improving and enhancing existing open space rather than new provision

(iv)

the value of open space depends primarily on meeting identified local needs
and the wider benefits they generate for people, wildlife and the environment.

2.2

PPG17 recognises that individual approaches appropriate to each local authority will
need to be adopted as each area has different structures and characteristics.

2.3

The findings of this report and the methodology used to reach these conclusions are
therefore specific to the aspirations and expectations of residents of the Borough of
Allerdale.
Types of open space

2.4

The overall definition of open space within the government planning guidance is:
“all open space of public value, including not just land, but also areas of water such
as rivers, canals, lakes and reservoirs which offer important opportunities for sport
and recreation and can also act as a visual amenity”.

2.5

PPG17 identifies ten typologies of open space including nine types of open space
and one category of urban open space. It states that assessments of needs and
audits of existing open space, sport and recreation facilities should include all of
these typologies, or variations of it.

2.6

Table 2.1 overleaf sets out the types of open space that have been included within
this study and provides a brief definition of each typology.

2.7

In line with guidance set out in PPG17, all accessible open space, sport and
recreation facilities across the Borough have been included within the study,
regardless of their ownership or specific management arrangements. Given that
open space is provided by a variety of parties, investment to raise standards will
have to come from various sources and not just the Council.
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Table 2.1 – Typologies of open space
Type

Definition

Primary Purpose

Parks and
gardens

Includes urban parks, formal gardens and country
parks. Parks are often a mix of facilities with
different types of open space, eg incorporating
children’s play facilities and sport pitches, which
are however classified separately.

• informal recreation
• community events.

Natural and
Semi-Natural
Greenspaces

Includes publicly accessible woodlands, urban
forestry, scrub, grasslands (eg downlands,
commons, meadows), wetlands and wastelands.

•
•
•

Amenity
Greenspace

Most commonly but not exclusively found in
housing areas. Includes informal recreation green
spaces and village greens.

•
•
•

Provision for
Children

Provision for
young
people

Outdoor
Sports
Facilities

Areas designed primarily for play and social
interaction involving children below age 12. While
it is recognised that a wide variety of opportunities
for children exist (including play schemes and
open spaces not specifically designed for this
purpose), as per PPG17, this typology considers
only those spaces specifically designed as
equipped play facilities.
Areas designed primarily for play and social
interaction involving young people aged 12 and
above. While it is recognised that a wide variety of
opportunities for young people exist (including
youth clubs and open spaces not specifically
designed for this purpose) as per PPG17, this
typology considers only those spaces specifically
designed for use by young people eg:
• teenage shelters
• skateboard parks
• BMX tracks
• Multi Use Games Areas.
Natural or artificial surfaces either publicly or
privately owned used for sport and recreation.
Includes school playing fields. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

wildlife conservation,
biodiversity
environmental
education and
awareness.
informal activities
close to home or
work
children’s play
enhancement of the
appearance of
residential or other
areas.

• children’s play.

•

activities or meeting
places for young
people.

•

facilities for formal
sports participation.

outdoor sports pitches
tennis and bowls
golf courses
athletics
playing fields (including school playing fields)
water sports.
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2.8

Type

Definition

Primary Purpose

Allotments

Opportunities for those people who wish to do so
to grow their own produce as part of the long-term
promotion of sustainability, health and social
inclusion. May also include urban farms. This
typology does not include private gardens.

•

Cemeteries
&
Churchyards

Cemeteries and churchyards including disused
churchyards and other burial grounds.

• burial of the dead
• quiet contemplation.

Indoor Sport
Facilities

Sport and recreation is not formally defined for the
purposes of PPG17. However, it does state that
for the purpose of assessments of need and
audits of existing built facilities for sport and
recreation, local authorities should use a typology
which includes swimming pools, indoor sports
halls, indoor bowls and indoor tennis.

•

growing vegetable,
fruit and flowers
(drop root crops).

facilities for formal
sport and physical
activity participation.

The PPG17 open space types that have been excluded from this study are
“accessible natural countryside in urban fringe areas” and “civic spaces”. PPG17
states that variations of the suggested typologies appropriate to the provision and
characteristics in each administrative area should be considered. The wide expanses
of accessible countryside in Allerdale mean that there is little value in auditing and
assessing these spaces. The study however recognises the role of these spaces and
the interaction between countryside and more formal open space provision is taken
into account while considering each individual type of open space. Civic spaces,
although audited, were not considered appropriate for analysis in Allerdale due to the
small amount of urban analysis areas that make up the Borough.
The geographical area

2.9

For the purposes of this study the Lake District National Park (LDNP) area was
excluded from the study’s geographical area as the planning responsibility for this
area lies with the LDNP Planning Authority who are embarking on their own Core
Strategy in due course (however an audit of the formal sport and recreation facilities
within the LDNP was provided as an aside to the study).

2.10

The authority was divided into 5 areas (referred to as analysis areas). These were
determined by existing work taking place in the grouping of Parish Councils and other
related work on settlement boundaries in the authority. This is in line with the
approach identified in PPG17, which suggests the use of boundaries to identify
specific geographic areas.
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2.11

This approach ensures that the findings of the local needs assessment can be
analysed spatially and also provides a broad indication of the distribution of open
spaces across the authority area. Although these areas were used as a basis for the
consultation programme and standard setting only, they nevertheless provide a
useful starting point for understanding the provision of open space within the
Borough. The areas (and the boundaries used to define these areas) are:
•

Workington Area

•

Maryport Area

•

Cockermouth Area

•

Wigton Area

•

Aspatria and Silloth Area.

PPG 17 – 5 step process
2.12

The PPG17 Companion Guide sets out a five step logical process for undertaking a
local assessment of open space. This study covers steps 1 to 3 as set out below.
steps 4 and 5 will be undertaken by the Council.

2.13

Although presented as a linear process below, in reality, steps 1 and 2 were
undertaken in parallel.

2.14

The 5 step process is as follows:
•

Step 1 – Identifying Local Needs – completed by PMP

•

Step 2 – Auditing Local Provision – completed by PMP

•

Step 3 – Setting Provision Standards – completed by PMP

•

Step 4 – Applying Provision Standards – to be completed by the Council

•

Step 5 – Drafting Policies – recommendations and strategic priorities – to be
completed by the Council.

Our process
2.15

The following steps detail how the study has been undertaken in accordance with
PPG17.
Step 1 - Identifying local needs

2.16

In order to identify local needs, a series of consultations were carried out, including:
•

household questionnaires

•

neighbourhood drop in sessions

•

IT Young People Survey

•

Parish/Town Council surveys

•

consultation with external agencies

•

internal one-to-one consultations with Council officers.
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2.17

Background is provided on each of the key elements of the consultation in the
paragraphs that follow.
Household survey

2.18

The household survey provides an opportunity for randomly selected households to
comment on provision, quality and accessibility of open space, sport and recreation
facilities as well as being given the opportunity to comment on any site-specific
issues.

2.19

5,000 questionnaires were distributed to households across the Borough to capture
the views of both users and non-users of open spaces, sport and recreation facilities.
Officers at the Council provided 5,000 randomly selected addresses across the five
analysis areas.

2.20

Random distribution of questionnaires to a geographically representative sample
(based on the populations living in each of the five identified analysis areas) of
households across the authority ensures that representatives from all age groups,
socio economic groups and gender were given the opportunity to participate. In order
to promote an even response rate across ages and gender, residents in the
household with the next birthday were asked to complete the questionnaire. A copy
of the household survey and accompanying covering letter can be found in Appendix
B.

2.21

420 postal surveys were returned, providing a statistically sound sample that can be
used to assume responses for the remaining population within the Borough of
Allerdale. Obtaining more than 400 responses means that the results are accurate to
+/- 5% at the 95% confidence interval. This means that if 70% of the survey sample
said that they think that the quality of parks and gardens is good, we can be 95%
confident that had we interviewed the entire population of the Borough, the results
would have been between 65% and 75%.

2.22

Specific questions in the household questionnaire directly input into the standard
setting process, for example, whether residents consider there to be sufficient
provision of each typology of open space and the reason for their views. The
responses therefore provide a statistically sound basis for the setting standards
process, enabling full justification and robust evidence to reinforce decisions taken.
Neighbourhood drop in sessions

2.23

2.24

Neighbourhood drop in sessions were held in five locations across the Borough of
Allerdale, specifically:
•

The Market Hall, Wigton

•

Main High Street, Aspatria

•

The Lowther Went, Cockermouth

•

Carnegie Theatre, Workington

•

Coop Supermarket, Maryport.

These sessions were advertised to the public via the local press, posters and
invitations to the Parish/Town Councils and intended to provide an informal
opportunity to residents of the local area to give their views on open space, sport and
recreation issues across the Borough. Key issues arising from discussions feed
directly into the recommended local standards.
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IT Young People Survey
2.25

Consultation with young people and children is traditionally difficult, however it is
important to understand the views of this large sector of the community.

2.26

Two questionnaires were therefore posted on the internet and all schools within the
Borough’s boundaries were notified of the website address and asked to encourage
their pupils to complete the questionnaires. One questionnaire was intended for
pupils of a primary school age and one was designed for younger people.

2.27

The level of response to the surveys was pleasing; with 276 responses received. The
information obtained through the distribution of these questionnaires is instrumental
in the development of the local standards.
Parish/Town Council Survey

2.28

A questionnaire was distributed to all Parish/Town Councils to gain their views on the
quantity, quality and accessibility of open spaces within their settlements. With a
number of open space sites owned/managed by local Councils this was an important
element of the consultation, in particular in getting comments on site specific issues.
External Agencies Questionnaire

2.29

Questionnaires were distributed to key regional and local external agencies with the
primary purpose of obtaining the viewpoint of key stakeholders and ensuring that the
recommended local standards dovetail with local and regional priorities.
Internal officers

2.30

Internal consultations with Council officers were undertaken in order to understand
the work, focus and key priorities of the Council and to provide a detailed strategic
and practical overview.
Step 2 - Auditing local provision

2.31

A comprehensive audit of local provision was undertaken, building on information
already held by the Council and using a variety of other sources including:
•

existing GIS information

•

aerial photography

•

Local Plan maps and
proposals maps

•

landline/Mastermap data

•

•

local knowledge

existing documents,
strategies and reviews

•

site visits.
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2.32

A total of 359 sites were identified across the Borough during the audit process. Each
site was classified into the relevant typology according to its primary purpose.

2.33

Site assessments were then carried out to all sites identified through the audit
process. Site assessments provided an opportunity to cross check the audit
database and the classifications of sites, as well as enabling an assessment of the
quality, quantity and accessibility of each site.

2.34

A meeting was held with Council officers to discuss the audit and ensure that it was
complete and accurate. Any amendments were made to both the mapping and the
site assessment database.

2.35

Site assessments were undertaken using a matrix enabling comparisons between
sites in the same typology and across typologies. For consistency purposes, all sites
were assessed by the same person. Sites were rated against the following
categories:

2.36

(i)

accessibility

(ii)

quality

(iii)

wider benefits.

The site assessment process resulted in an overall quality and accessibility score for
each site in addition to ratings for each individual factor. A full list of sites and their
scores can be found in Appendix C. The site assessment matrix can be found in
Appendix D.
Step 3 - Setting provision standards

2.37

PPG17 advocates that planning policies for open space, sport and recreation facilities
should be based upon local standards derived from a robust assessment of local need.

2.38

Key themes emerging from consultations in addition to the findings of the open space
audit and site assessments were therefore used as a basis to determine provision
standards for each type of open space in terms of quantity, quality and accessibility.
The local standards therefore directly represent the local needs and expectations of
residents of the Borough of Allerdale.

2.39

The methods used to determine standards are outlined in brief below. The full
justification for each recommended standard for Allerdale Borough Council, following
this process, can be found in Appendices E, F and G.

2.40

The application of these robust local standards based on assessments of need and
existing provision will form the basis for addressing quantitative and qualitative needs
through the planning process.

2.41

The application of local standards should consider the future requirement for open
space (based on future population projections) as well as the current level of
provision. Future demand should be projected up to 2021 in line with the LDF/core
strategy.
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Quantity
2.42

The open space audit enables an understanding of the quantity of provision of each
type of open space in each analysis area of the Borough. The collection of this level
of detail enables the calculation of the provision of each type of open space per 1000
population. This information is provided within typology specific Sections 4 – 11, and
is also summarised within Appendix H.

2.43

In order to ensure that any standards set are reflective of local community needs and
opinions, the key themes relating to quantity which emerged from consultations in
each geographical area are analysed by typology. The key issues for each type of
open space are summarised within Sections 4 – 11 and further detail is provided
within Appendices E, F and G. Local standards are subsequently set taking into
account the current level of provision compared to the perceived community need.

2.44

The overall aim of the quantity assessment is to:
•

provide an understanding of the adequacy of existing provision for each type
of open space

•

establish areas suffering from deficiency of provision of each type of open
space; and

•

provide a guide to developers as to the amount of open space expected in
conjunction with new development.

2.45

Provision standards should then be applied, in conjunction with accessibility and
quality standards to determine shortfalls, surpluses and priority areas for investment
and improvement. This forms step 4 of the PPG17 process that the Council will be
looking to implement.

2.46

Table 2.2 below summarises the process undertaken to set local quantity standards.
Table 2.2 – Key stages of setting local quantity standards
Process Stage

Methodology

Consultation
(household
survey)

Consideration of the findings of the household survey with
regards the quantity of provision for each type of open space.
This analysis provides a robust indication (at an authority
wide 95% confidence level) of public perception of the
existing level of provision of all different types of open spaces.

Consultation
Comments
(Quantity)

PPG17 indicates that where local provision is regarded as
inadequate it is important to establish why this is the case. A
feeling of deficiency can sometimes be due to qualitative
issues of existing open space sites rather than actual quantity
issues.
It is therefore important to assess findings of both the
household survey, and the more subjective consultations
including IT young people survey, Parish/Town Council
survey and neighbourhood drop in sessions in order to gain a
thorough understanding of local community need and
perception.
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Process Stage

Methodology

Current Provision Assessment of the current quantity of provision.
(per 1,000
population)

National
Standards

Analysis of any existing national standards for each typology.
These are usually provided by national organisations eg
National Playing Fields Association for playing pitches. It is
important to ensure that national standards are taken into
account as part of determination of local standards.

Existing Local
Standards)

Consideration of existing local standards for each typology
that are currently applied by Allerdale Borough Council.
These include standards set out in the Local Plan and in other
strategies and documents.

Benchmarking

Figures detailing actual provision and subsequent local
standards set by PMP within other green space and open
space projects to provide a comparison benchmark when
setting local standards.

PMP
PMP recommendation of a local standard. The standard is
Recommendation based on an assessment of the local community need and
perceptions of the adequacy of existing levels of provision.
PMP Justification Full justification for the recommended local standard based
on qualitative and quantitative consultations are provided for
each typology.

Accessibility
2.47

2.48

Accessibility is a key assessment of open space sites. Without accessibility for the
public the provision of good quality or good quantity of open space sites would be of
very limited recreational value. The overall aim of accessibility standards should be to
identify:
•

how accessible sites are

•

how far people are willing to travel to reach open space; and

•

areas that are deficient in provision (identified through the application of local
standards).

Similar to quantity standards, accessibility standards should be derived from an
understanding of the community views, particularly with regards to the maximum
distance that members of the public are willing to travel.
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2.49

Distance thresholds (ie the maximum distance that typical users can reasonably be
expected to travel to each type of provision using different modes of transport) are a
very useful planning tool especially when used in association with a Geographical
Information System (GIS). PPG17 encourages environmentally friendly forms of
transport such as walking, cycling and public transport. There is a real desire to move
away from reliance on the car.

2.50

Accessibility standards are set in the form of a distance in metres where walking is
considered to be the most appropriate mode of travel, and a drive time where driving
to the open space site would be more appropriate.

2.51

Table 2.3 outlines the key stages in setting local accessibility standards.

2.52

The site assessments also provide an indication of accessibility at each specific site,
taking into account the entrance to the site, transport to the site and information and
signage.
Table 2.3 – Key stages in setting accessibility standards
Process Stage

Methodology

National
Standards

Analysis of any existing national accessibility standards for
each typology.

Existing Local
Standards

Consideration of existing local standards for each typology
that are currently applied. These include standards set out in
the Local Plan and in other strategies and documents.

Benchmarking

Figures detailing local standards set by PMP within other
green space and open space projects to provide a
comparison benchmark when setting local standards.

Consultation
(household
survey)

Consideration of the findings of the household survey with
regards the distance expected to travel to each type of open
space and the 75% threshold level. The use of the 75%
threshold level is consistent with recommendations in
PPG17– it represents the distance that 75% of the population
is willing to travel and is used to ensure that extreme
responses are discounted.

Consultation
Comments
(Accessibility)

Findings of qualitative consultations regarding access to open
space sites and the distances people expect to travel to reach
open space sites.

PMP
PMP recommendation for a local accessibility standard. The
Recommendation standard is based on an assessment of the local community
need and perceptions of the adequacy of existing levels of
provision.
PMP Justification Full justification for the recommended local standard based
on consultations and local expectations are provided for each
typology.
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Quality
2.53

2.54

2.55

Quality and value of open space are fundamentally different and can sometimes be
completely unrelated. An example of this could be:
•

a high quality open space is provided but is completely inaccessible. It’s
usage is therefore restricted and it’s value to the public limited; or

•

a low quality open space may be used every day by the public or have some
significant wider benefit such as biodiversity or educational use and therefore
has a relatively high value to the public.

The overall aim of a quality assessment should be to identify deficiencies in quality
and key quality factors that need to be improved within:
•

the geographical areas of the Borough

•

specific types of open space.

All sites assessed were given a score for a range of factors, which can be classified
under four main headings, specifically:
•

cleanliness and maintenance

•

security and safety

•

vegetation

•

ancillary accommodation.

2.56

These scores are then weighted (multiplied either by 4, 3, 2 or 1) to reflect the
perceived importance of the factors. Factors which are given higher weightings (eg
cleanliness and maintenance – 4) are perceived to be the most important and to
have the largest impact on the quality of the site. Factors with a higher weighting will
therefore influence the total score more than factors with lower weightings. All
features classified under the overall main heading will be given the weighting
associated with that heading.

2.57

Scores for each factor, taking into account the weighting, can then be translated into
a percentage or quality index. Where the site assessor considered a particular factor
to be “not applicable”, the percentage does not take account of this factor and the
overall score is therefore not biased by these factors.

2.58

The quality standards set as part of the study are intended as an aspirational vision
that reflects what the community want. The vision should be applied to existing open
spaces in addition to providing a benchmark when designing and creating new areas
of open space. These visions are reflective of the aspirations and expectations of the
community derived from local consultations.

2.59

The key steps to setting a quality vision are set out in Table 2.4 overleaf:
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Table 2.4 – Setting a quality vision
Process Stage

Methodology

Consultation
(household
survey)

Consideration of the findings of the household survey with
regards the key quality features expected in each type of
open space and consideration of the key issues experienced
at existing open space sites.

Consultation
Comments
(Quality)

Findings of qualitative consultations regarding the importance
of different quality features at each site, in addition to
problems experienced at current sites used.

National
Standards

Analysis of any existing qualitative standards for each
typology.

Existing Local
Standards

Consideration of existing local standards for each typology
that are currently applied. These include standards set out in
the Local Plan and in other strategies and documents.

PMP
PMP recommendation for a local quality vision. The standard
Recommendation is based on an assessment of the local community need and
the key features that people like to see for each different type
of open space. These key features are divided into essential
and desirable features and should be applied to all new sites
and should inform the enhancement of existing open space
sites.
PMP Justification Full justification for the recommended local standard based
on consultations and local expectations are provided for each
typology.
2.60

The site assessment matrices (which can be found in Appendix D) completed for the
open space sites across the Borough provide a score for quality, site access and an
assessment of any wider benefits, such as educational benefits.

2.61

The application of the process for each typology, along with the agreed benchmark
score can be found in typology specific Sections 4 – 11.
The way forward

2.62

The next steps for the Council to implement will be outlined in Section 12.
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Strategic context
3.1

This strategic review summarises the context for open space, sport and recreation
facilities on a national, regional and local scale.

3.2

As indicated, Planning Policy Guidance Note 17 and the Companion Guide,
Assessing Needs and Opportunities are the key overarching documents (see Section
1) to shape this study. They reflect a recognition from the Government of the wider
benefits derived from the provision of open space, sport and recreation facilities,
including;
•

supporting an urban renaissance

•

supporting a rural renewal

•

promotion of social inclusion and community cohesion

•

health and well being

•

promoting sustainable development.

3.3

In addition to PPG17, there are numerous other national documents and agencies
that shape the strategic context to open spaces, sport and recreation facilities across
the country and as such influence the provision of facilities and the findings of this
report.

3.4

Appendix I sets out the national strategic context, including Living Spaces: Cleaner,
Safer Greener which was produced by the ODPM in 2002 and led to the creation of
CABE Space, a national government agency which has the overall aim “to bring
excellence to the design, management and maintenance of parks and public space in
towns and cities”.

3.5

The following sets out the regional and local strategic context for the Borough of
Allerdale considering overarching documents and their relationship to this study only.
Documents specific to one type of open space will be reviewed within typology
specific Sections 4 – 11.
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Document reviewed

Summary

The Regional Spatial
Strategy for the
North West (March
2003)

The importance of open spaces is identified within the core approach of the
strategy. Specific references include:
•

“open spaces have a vital role to play. Parks, squares, greens and wildlife
areas can all help create a stronger and more attractive identity – with
more opportunities for leisure and recreation, increased biodiversity and
healthier lifestyles”.

•

“open spaces within settlements, all have a strong influence on the
character and distinctiveness of many of the Region’s towns” and

•

“it is important that valuable habitats and open spaces are retained within
settlements and that a vibrant mix of land uses is maintained”.

Links to Open Space, Sport and
Recreation Study
This study for Allerdale will aid in
the development of communities
by providing sustainable open
space. The enhanced quality of
open spaces will also create
attractive and distinctive areas
across the Borough.
Inequality in a number of areas will
look to be reduced as part of the
study. The increased provision of
open spaces can contribute to
reducing health inequalities.

Policy ENV11 within the RSS focuses on Health and Recreation and further
supports the importance of sport and recreation, with references to:
•

safeguarding and enhancing facilities for sports and recreation

•

increasing activity rates and opportunities to participate in sport.

The strategy also provides a framework for the physical development of the
region. The objectives of relevance to this open space study are:
1.

the development of urban, rural and coastal communities as safe,
sustainable, attractive and distinctive places to live, work and visit

2.

the reduction of economic, environmental, educational, health and other
social inequalities between North West communities

3.

the protection and enhancement of the region’s built and natural
environmental assets, its coastal areas and unique culture and heritage.
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Document reviewed

Summary

Links to Open Space, Sport and
Recreation Study

North West on the
Move

North West On The Move is the Regional Sport & Physical Activity
Plan. Its formulation has involved national, regional and local consultations with
key stakeholders, agencies and organisations across the private, public and
voluntary sectors that fully understand the strategic issues and local needs of
the region. It has two main aims:

This open space, sport and
recreation study will help the
Council to identify priorities for
improved sport and recreation
provision across the Borough,
encouraging an increase in
participation.

1.

to significantly increase participation in sport & physical activity

2.

to widen access and reduce inequality in participation amongst priority
groups.

The plan recognizes that the target to increase participation by one per
cent year on year, leading to 50% participation across the north west by
2020, can only be achieved with shared commitment from all partners to
deliver the plan across the region.
These partners include sporting and non-sporting organisations that
have a role to play in sport from a participation perspective and other
socio-economic perspectives.
The plan aims to achieve the seven key outcomes set out within the
national Sport England Framework for delivery, specifically:
•

increase participation in club and community sport

•

improve levels of sport performance

•

widen access to sport

•

improve the health and well being of people through sport

•

create safer and stronger communities through sport

•

improve education through PE and sport

•

benefit the economy through sport.
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Document reviewed

Summary

Links to Open Space, Sport and
Recreation Study

It identifies six key interventions including:
•

building the delivery system

•

building capacity

•

marketing sport

•

building infrastructure

•

improving performance

•

strategic planning.

Investment in sport in the North West will be profiled through these key
interventions to achieve the required outcomes. The priority groups identified
within the target for the North West are:
•

women and girls – with participation rates 14% less than those for men

•

black and ethnic minorities – who participate 6% less than the average

•

people with disabilities – with participation rates almost half the average

•

people on low incomes – likely to participate one third of the average.
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Document reviewed

Summary

Links to Open Space, Sport and
Recreation Study

Allerdale Borough
Council Local Plan
(1999-2006)

The Local Plan provides a clear local framework to guide and promote
development where it is needed, and protect the quality of Allerdale’s natural
and built environment.

The Local Plan guides and controls
development of Allerdale. The
protection of existing open spaces,
and the designation of sites as
potential new open space sites
highlights the importance of
greenspaces within Allerdale.

•

•

the aims of the plan are:
−

promoting and encouraging the local economy

−

improving the quality of the local environment.

the objectives of the strategy, relevant to this study are:
−

enhance the image of Allerdale

−

promote and encourage sustainable development

−

improve environmental awareness

−

manage and enhance the built and natural environment

−

promote and enhance safe and secure communities.

The plan aims to ensure there is a balance between development, conservation
and other concerns such as sustainability and the environment. Achieving
sustainable development is at the forefront of the planning agenda and is the
key vision of the Plan.
The leisure policies aim to protect the provision of open space, the extension or
protection of existing facilities and to enhance the environment, and these are
the areas where most positive impacts occur.
“However, many marginally positive impacts accrue for biodiversity and travel
patterns as provision of such facilities in appropriate locations could result in
habitat creation and reduce the distance to travel to access such amenities”.
Allerdale Borough Council - Open Space, Sport and Recreation Study

This study will inform and support
the revision of policies and the
future policy direction for
greenspaces across the Borough.
The study will enable the
prioritiisation of areas where new
open spaces are required and
highlight open spaces which are of
high value to the local community
and/or wildlife and should be
protected.
The open space study will help the
Council make the most efficient
use of resources, therefore
reducing overheads and promoting
and encouraging the local
economy.
It will also contribute to improving
the local environment by
highlighting locations where the
quality of open space can be
improved.
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Document reviewed

Summary

Links to Open Space, Sport and
Recreation Study

Although the Local Plan will be superceded by the Local Development
Framework, it remains the document against which all developments will be
assessed at the current time.

The open space study will adopt a
strategic approach, with
sustainability at the centre of its
approach.

Several policies relate specifically to open space, sport and recreation in the
plan. Examples include:
•

Section 4 of the Local Plan covers environmental protection and is
concerned with the quality of the natural environment

•

Policy EN19 states that any development proposal has to give regard to
the conservation and enhancement of the landscape and where possible
features of landscape importance should be protected

•

Policy EN20 of the plan states that developments within or near the
Solway Coast Area will be required to protect its natural beauty. Any
development that will have an adverse effect will not be permitted, unless
there is an overriding need for the development. Recreational
developments may be permitted if they meet the criteria.

The open space study will ensure
the protection and enhancement of
the landscape, Areas Of
Outstanding Natural Beauty,
Landscapes Of County Importance
and Locally Important Landscape
Areas.
The open space study will show
where there is insufficient provision
of play areas and where they are
most needed. This guarantees that
Policy L1 is adhered to, which
states that developments of 15-60
houses should incorporate a
‘Local Area for Play’ (100sqm and
buffer zone).
The study will identify shortfalls in
provision of sports pitches and
potential areas of shortfall.
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Document reviewed

Summary

Allerdale Playing
Pitch Strategy

The playing pitch strategy assesses the provision of playing fields in Allerdale.
Football, rugby union, rugby league, cricket, hockey and touch rugby are the
playing pitches assessed in the strategy.
The strategy states there is adequate provision of football pitches in Allerdale to
meet current and future demand. However, a number of teams have
inadequate changing facilities or none at all, team questionnaires showed low
levels of satisfaction with the quality and maintenance of pitches and a minority
of teams cannot play on their preferred match day.

Links to Open Space, Sport and
Recreation Study
The Open Space Study will
consider the provision of sports
facilities and provide a strategic
overview of outdoor sports
facilities, supporting the findings of
the study.

The provision of rugby union pitches in Allerdale is adequate to meet current
and future needs. Rugby teams were also satisfied with the provision and
quality of pitches.
Rugby union teams in Allerdale are satisfied with the current level of provision
and quality of pitches in Allerdale. All teams play on their first choice pitch,
however a number of teams have inadequate or no changing facilities. The
provision of pitches in Allerdale is sufficient to meet current and future need.
Teams show a general satisfaction with the quality of pitches, with the
exception of Workington Sports Centre.
Within Allerdale there is adequate provision of cricket pitches to meet current
and future need. Teams indicate a high satisfaction with the quality of pitches
and the vast majority play on their first choice pitch. However, changing
facilities were perceived to be inadequate or not available.
There are a number of grass hockey pitches within Allerdale, but they are not
suitable for competitive matches. Therefore all league matches are played
outside the Borough.
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Document reviewed

Summary

Links to Open Space, Sport and
Recreation Study

Allerdale
Development
Strategy

This strategy outlines broad principles upon which the Local Plan must conform
to. Two key aims of the strategy are:

The enhancement and
development of open space can
attract outside interest in Allerdale,
which could help promote the local
economy in a sustainable way.

1.

to promote the local economy in a sustainable way

2.

to protect and enhance the natural and built environment.

A key aim of the study is to protect
and enhance the natural and built
environment.
Allerdale Local
Development
Framework Core
Strategy (issues and
options) September
2006

The Core Strategy will set out the basic principles and policy direction for
planning and development in Allerdale (outside the National Park) up to 2021.
The vision of the strategy is for Allerdale to retain its spatial characteristics,
develop to meet the needs of various communities and regenerate and
enhance the deprived areas of the Borough.
The spatial objectives of the strategy are:
1.

to plan, manage and enable development to meet the needs of the
whole community

2.

to protect and enhance the environmental, heritage and other cultural
assets of Allerdale

3.

to ensure that the design and location of all development respects the
character and local distinctiveness of Allerdale and promotes
inclusiveness, safety, well being, and quality of life

4.

to ensure that the natural and built environment can, where appropriate,
be enjoyed by all people, now and for generations to come, and
thereby, contribute to health, quality of life, and economic prospects

Allerdale Borough Council - Open Space, Sport and Recreation Study

The open space study will consider
the need to protect the current
provision of open space in
Allerdale. The needs of the
community will be identified
through thorough consultation and
deprived areas of the Borough will
be enhanced through the
improvement of open space in the
local community.
Any recommended development
will be based upon the assessment
of open space and consultation
with local residents. This will
ensure the needs of the whole
community are met.
The study provides a holistic
approach open space improvement
and protection in Allerdale.
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SECTION 3 – STRATEGIC CONTEXT
Document reviewed

Summary

Links to Open Space, Sport and
Recreation Study

5.

to protect and enhance community facilities and services, and to
maximize their accessibility

6.

to protect the countryside and important landscapes from unnecessary
and/or damaging development.

A strategic approach to open space
provision and awareness of the
characteristics of Allerdale is
adopted in the study.
Social inclusion and community
safety will be promoted through the
increased provision of open space
and by improving access to open
space the health benefits of sport
and recreation will be available
through participation.
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Summary and conclusions
3.6

The provision of open spaces, sport and recreation facilities contributes to the
achievement of wider governmental objectives such as social and community
cohesion, urban renaissance and promoting a healthy and enjoyable life.

3.7

Many organisations are willing to work in partnership together to manage and
develop existing open spaces and share similar aims and objectives eg protecting,
enhancing and maximising usage and nature conservation value of open spaces.

3.8

Points emerging from the strategic review that are integral to the development of this
open space assessment in Allerdale include:
•

increasing participation in sport and active recreation is a key component of
national policies. This is highlighted through the regional delivery plan and is
also a focal point of the playing pitch strategy and the Local Development
Framework Core Strategy. This assessment will enable that future priorities
help to achieve this objective

•

improvements to the perception of the safety and quality of open spaces will
ensure that the community continue to value the spaces provided and that
they contribute positively to the culture of the Borough. The findings of this
study will guide future improvements and ensure that open space sites
effectively meet local need.

3.9

In summary, this review of strategic documents highlights the regional and local
importance of open space within Allerdale and how the delivery of open space, sport
and recreation facilities can meet wider aims and objectives. This local needs study
will also contribute to the delivery of aims and objectives of national and regional
agencies.

3.10

The context of specific local documents, policies and strategies will be highlighted
within the individual typology sections where the relevant policies apply.

Allerdale Borough Council - Open Space, Sport and Recreation Study
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Parks and gardens
Definition
4.1

This type of open space includes urban parks, formal gardens and country parks that
provide opportunities for various informal recreation and community events within
settlement boundaries.

4.2

Parks often contain a variety of facilities and amenities, including some that fall within
different classifications of open space, eg children’s play facilities, sport pitches and
wildlife areas. For classification purposes, the different facilities within parks have been
separated according to the PPG17 typology under which they most appropriately fall.
Large green areas, footpaths, lakes and less dense woodland will provide the park
area (total hectares) and the other facilities will be calculated separately under their
own classification. This ensures that open space sites are not counted twice within the
PPG17 assessment.

4.3

Parks provide a sense of place for the local community and help to address social
inclusion issues within wider society. According to the recently published Park Life
Report (June 2007), 83% of those questioned feel that parks are a focal point of
community life. Parks also provide an important recreational resource, and many
residents enjoy visiting parks to walk or to undertake more physical exercise. They also
frequently offer ecological benefits, particularly in more urban areas.

4.4

The provision of high quality local parks can be instrumental in the achievement of
increased participation targets, ensuring that all residents are able to access local
facilities for informal recreation – particularly walking. The Active People Survey
reveals that walking is the most popular recreational activity for people in England.
Over 8 million adults aged 16 and over (20%) did a recreational walk for at least 30
minutes in the last four weeks. Local park facilities provide key opportunities for
residents to participate in informal physical activity.

4.5

Larger facilities tend to attract users from a wider catchment than the smaller parks and
usually have a higher local profile. The main strategic and free to access public parks
within the urban areas include Vulcan Park and Curwen Park in Workington and Harris
Park in Cockermouth. The household survey reveals that these parks are extremely
well used.
Figure 4.1 – Harris Park, Cockermouth (Site ID 360)
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Strategic context and consultation
Strategic context - national
4.6

A national survey commissioned by Sport England, the Countryside Agency and
English Heritage was undertaken during 2003, studying the provision of parks within
England. The aims of the survey were to establish:
•

how many adults in England use parks?

•

what activities people take part in when visiting parks?

•

the reasons why people visit particular parks

•

the levels of satisfaction with the amenities on offer

•

why non-users do not use parks?

4.7

The definition of a park used in the survey was very broad and included both formal
provision such as town parks, country parks, recreation grounds and also less formal
provision such as village greens and common land.

4.8

The findings of the study were:

4.9

•

just under two thirds of adults in England had visited a public park during the
previous 12 months

•

there is a distinct bias in the use of parks by social groups, with almost three
quarters of adults from the higher social group visiting a park compared with
only half of those from the lower social group

•

people from black and ethnic minority communities also have relatively low
participation as well as those adults with a disability

•

over 8 in 10 adults who had used a park in the previous 12 months did so at
least once a month during the spring and summer with almost two thirds visiting
a park at least once a week. Women tended to visit parks more often than men

•

it is estimated that the 24.3 million adults who use parks make approximately
1.2 billion visits to parks during the spring and summer months and 600 million
visits during the autumn and winter months – a total of 1.8 billion visits a year

•

the most popular type of park visited was an urban or city park.

There are a number of regional and local documents that refer to the importance of
parks and gardens. These are set out in Table 4.1 overleaf.
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Table 4.1 – Strategic context – regional and local

Document reviewed
Allerdale Local
Development
Framework Core
Strategy (issues and
options)

Summary of key strategic drivers
The spatial objectives of this strategy are:
•

to protect and enhance the environmental, heritage and other
cultural assets of Allerdale

•

to ensure the natural and built environment can, where
appropriate, be enjoyed by all people, now and for generations to
come, and thereby, contribute to health, quality of life, and
economic prospects

•

to protect and enhance community facilities and services, and to
maximize their accessibility.

September 2006

Allerdale Local Plan
(1999-2006)

Links to open space, sport and
recreation study
The open space study will aim to
ensure that open space in
Allerdale meets local needs. The
needs of the community will be
identified through thorough
consultation and the Borough will
be enhanced through the
improvement of open space.

Section 4 of the Local Plan covers environmental protection and is
concerned with the quality of the natural environment.

The open space study will
contribute to improving the local
environment by highlighting
Policy EN19 states that any development proposal has to give regard to locations where the quality of open
the conservation and enhancement of the landscape and where
space can be improved.
possible features of landscape importance should be protected.
Policies EN22 and EN23 extends protection to areas designated as
Landscapes of County Importance and Locally Important Landscape
Areas. Policy EN24 also states that the character and features of parks
and gardens of historic or landscape interest will be protected and
enhanced.
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SECTION 4 – PARKS AND GARDENS

Document reviewed

Summary of key strategic drivers

Links to open space, sport
and recreation study

Although there are no current Green Flag awards within the Borough the
Council is seeking to achieve Green Flag status at Vulcan Park in
Workington and there is an investment programme in place to address the
existing maintenance issues.
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SECTION 4 – PARKS AND GARDENS
Quantity of existing provision
4.10

The provision of parks and gardens in the Borough is summarised in Table 4.2 below.

Number of sites

Smallest site
(Hectares)

Largest site
(Hectares)

LDF Population
(2021)

Provision per 1000
population (2021)

Workington

56.45

5

1.21

33.12

38,063

1.4831

Wigton

1.55

1

2.76

2.76

15,784

0.0982

Cockermouth

10.61

2

1.29

9.32

16,931

0.6267

Aspatria and
Silloth

1.28

1

1.28

1.28

14,377

0.0890

Maryport

0.72

1

0.72

0.72

19,745

0.0365

Overall

70.61

10

0.72

33.12

104,900

0.6731

Analysis Areas

Current Provision

Table 4.2 – Provision of parks and gardens across Allerdale

4.11

The key issues emerging from Table 4.2 above and consultations relating to the
quantity of provision of parks across the Borough include:
•

the highest level of provision can be found in Workington where there is 56.45
hectares, equating to 1.48 hectares per 1000 population by 2021

•

the responses from the household survey suggest that people believe provision
of parks and gardens is about right or more than enough (51.3%). However,
41.8% believe there is nearly or not enough

•

the highest level of satisfaction can be found in Cockermouth where 63.2% of
residents feel that there is sufficient or more than enough of this typology

•

consultations across the Borough indicated that Vulcans Park in Workington
and Harris Park in Cockermouth are highly regarded parks within Allerdale.

Setting provision standards – quantity
4.12

The recommended local quantity standard for parks and gardens has been
summarised overleaf. Full justification for the local standard is provided within
Appendix E.
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SECTION 4 – PARKS AND GARDENS
Quantity Standard (see Appendices E and H – standards and justification,
worksheet and calculator)

Existing level of provision

Recommended standard – parks and
gardens

0.83 ha per 1000 population.

0.83 ha per 1000 population

Justification
Consultation suggests that there is a strong emphasis on the level of provision being
about right with 51.3% of respondents to the household questionnaire indicating that
there is sufficient provision. This view was reinforced by consultation findings across
the geographical areas of the Borough with the highest level of satisfaction found in
Cockermouth (64%).
Parks are very important to residents in Allerdale, with a large number of
respondents to the household survey using them more than once a month (51.8%).
Whilst parks and gardens could be split into two separate tiers, urban and rural, it is
recommended that the Council adopt a quantity standard based on the overall level
of provision. This will provide a greater degree of flexibility in terms of providing
parks that are suitable for that locality rather than strict adherence to separate
quantity standards for urban and rural areas.
The current level of provision of parks and gardens is equivalent to 0.83 ha per
1,000 population in Allerdale. The recommended standard (which should be viewed
as a minimum level of provision across all areas) is lower than levels of provision in
Workington but provides scope for new provision in other analysis areas.
This indicates that any new park provision should be focused in Wigton, Maryport
and Aspatria where provision is lowest. New provision in Aspatria is less of a priority
than other areas due to the high levels of amenity green space provision.
The application of the quantity and accessibility standards should be undertaken
alongside natural and semi natural provision and amenity green space (given their
similar “informal open space function”). This will help with the prioritisation of
quantitative increases.

4.13

Table 4.3 overleaf sets out the application of the local quantity standard for parks and
gardens.
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Table 4.3 - Application of quantity standard (See Appendix H)

Analysis areas

Future provision
balanced against
local standard
(0.83 hectares per
1000 population)
(2021)

Workington

4.14

24.86

Wigton

-11.55

Cockermouth

-3.44

Aspatria and Silloth

-10.65

Maryport

-15.67

Overall

-16.46

The following key issues arise from Table 4.3 above:
•

the local quantity standard has been set at the existing level of provision. This
will help address current deficiencies in provision. Four out of the five analysis
areas would require further park provision to meet the recommended standard

•

when comparing the provision per 1000 population against the local standard of
0.83, only provision in Workington (24.86) exceeds the minimum standard. The
remaining three analysis areas all show deficiencies leading to an overall
deficiency of –16.46ha

•

leading into 2021 (as population figures rise), unless further provision is made
to meet the local standard of 0.83 hectares per 1000 population, the overall
position moves to an undersupply of 16.46 hectares, equating to 0.16 hectares
per 1000 population.

Current provision – quality
4.15

The quality of each site has been assessed through a detailed site visit and the
completion of a detailed site assessment matrix, as described in section two and
provided in detail in Appendix D. It is important to note that the quality score represents
a snapshot in time and records only the quality of the site at the time of the site visit.
The average quality range for sites in each area can be seen overleaf in Table 4.4.

4.16

The quality scores are weighted according to the findings of the local consultation.
Those elements that were highlighted through consultation as being a particularly
important determinant of the quality of a park have been given a higher weighting to
ensure that they have a greater influence on the overall quality score that each site
achieves. The full rationale behind this approach is set out in Appendix F.

4.17

The Green Flag Award is the national standard for parks and green space, providing a
benchmark of excellence in recreational green areas. No parks have achieved this
accreditation in Allerdale during 2007.
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Table 4.4 – The quality of parks and gardens in Allerdale

4.18

Analysis Area

Number
of sites

Quality
Range (%)

Average
Score
(%)

Highest Quality
Sites

1 – Workington

5

57% - 94%

68%

Moorclose Park

2 – Wigton

1

79%

79%

Maryport Memorial
Park

3 – Cockermouth

2

73% - 99%

86%

Harris Park

4 – Aspatria and
Silloth

1

84%

84%

St Mungoes Park

5 – Maryport

1

84%

84%

Maryport Memorial
Park

The key issues emerging from Table 4.4 and consultation in relation to parks and
gardens in Allerdale include:
•

the average score of parks and gardens within Allerdale is 79%, showing that
generally the quality of parks and gardens within the Borough is good. Vulcan
Park, Harris Park and Maryport Memorial Park achieved the highest scores. Of
these, Vulcan Park is the only site that has been nominated as having potential
to achieve Green Flag status

•

with a score of 99%, Harris Park is considered to be very good and could be
used as an example of good practice

•

despite the relatively high scores, 47% of respondents to the household survey
think that the quality of parks and gardens in Allerdale is average

•

the levels of satisfaction vary across all of the analysis areas, with only a 23%
difference between the highest and lowest ratings

•

other consultations indicated that parks and gardens are particularly highly
valued, with residents using them frequently. There was a particular emphasis
on the quality and accessibility of parks as opposed to the quantity of parks.
The IT young people survey revealed that parks and gardens are the fourth
most popular type of open space used by young people and children.

Setting provision standards – quality
4.19

The recommended local quality vision for parks and gardens has been summarised
overleaf. Full justification for the local standard is provided within Appendix F.
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Quality Standard (see Appendix F)
Recommended standard – PARKS AND GARDENS
Local consultation, national guidance and best practice therefore suggest
that the following features are essential and desirable to local residents:
Essential

Desirable

Flowers/Trees

Clear Footpaths

Clean/Litter Free

Litter Bins

Well Kept Grass

Toilets

Detailed analysis of the local consultation suggests that with regards to
parks, the relative importance of the key components is as follows. These
scores have been used to weight the site assessments.
Component of quality

Proportion of possible
total responses received

Weighting

Security and Safety

11%

1

Cleanliness and
maintenance

49%

4

Vegetation

23%

3

Ancillary accommodation

17%

2

A quality standard has been devised which reflects both aspirations and
concerns expressed through local consultations (as demanded by PPG17)
and also the Green Flag Award criteria (the national benchmark). The quality
vision incorporates aspirations from other types of open space recognising
the multifunctionality of parks.
In order to improve the quality of parks across the Borough it is important that
the Council implement and strive to achieve a quality standard that will
ensure consistency and high quality provision. Attractive, well-designed and
well-maintained parks are key elements of good urban design and are
fundamentally important in delivering places in which people want to live. The
standard has been formulated to ensure that park provision is sustainable,
balanced and ultimately achievable. The improvement of quality and
accessibility to parks and the promotion of best practice sites such as Harris
Park should increase local aspirations and encourage usage of parks. Many
consultees highlighted the importance of good quality park provision in
encouraging residents and visitors to use parks in the Borough.
One of the most significant issues regarding the quality of parks appears to
be the dog fouling and litter with 36% and 35% of respondents respectively to
the household survey stating it was a “significant problem”.
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Setting provision standards - accessibility
4.20

The accessibility of sites is paramount in maximising usage and providing an
opportunity for all people to use this type of open space. The recommended local
standard is set in the form of a distance threshold and is derived directly from the
findings of the local consultations.

4.21

Site specific accessibility issues were also analysed as part of the programme of site
visits where information and signage, transport and general issues were assessed.

4.22

Consultation and analysis highlights that the key issues with regards to accessibility
include:
•

there is an emphasis in favour of walking to local parks and gardens both in
terms of current travel patterns and expectations. Of those users that visit parks
and gardens more often than any other typology, 74% currently walk

•

residents at drop in sessions indicated that they would be willing to travel further
to reach the more valued parks in the Borough. This is supported by 26% of
respondents to the household survey, who would be willing to drive to this type
of open space

•

site assessments suggested that general access to the sites was good at the
majority of parks. Harris Park and Moorclose Park received the highest
accessibility scoring of all the sites.
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Setting provision standards – accessibility
4.23

The recommended local accessibility standard for parks and gardens has been
summarised below. Full justification for the local standard is provided within Appendix
G.
Accessibility Standard
Recommended standard – Parks and gardens

URBAN STANDARD – 15 MINUTE WALK TIME (720m)
RURAL STANDARD – 15 MINUTE DRIVE TIME
Justification
Setting separate accessibility standards for urban and rural areas is consistent with
PPG17, which makes reference to hierarchies of provision. This is in recognition of
the fact that large facilities tend to attract users from a wider area and have a higher
local profile. Residents are less likely to travel the same distances to local parks.
The wider catchment of town parks was further highlighted at drop-in sessions with
many visitors to the area having used these facilities.
Linking in with the health agenda, it is important to consider sustainable methods of
transport and encouraging walking and cycling to and within open spaces. There is
a clear expectation from residents in the more urban areas (Workington) that a walk
time is required. A 15-minute walk time is recommended, as this is also consistent
with the 75% threshold level as advocated in the PPG17 Companion Guide.
Setting smaller accessibility catchments could provide unrealistic expectations in
terms of delivering further provision in areas outside of the distance threshold –
however given that 51% think that the current level of provision is about right it is
unlikely that increased provision will be required. Emphasis should be on enhancing
the quality of provision and using the opportunity to improve the range of facilities at
the smaller parks. It is important to seek to enhance the accessibility of all existing
parks – for example by promoting new entrance points or better routes to them
and/or information and signage.

Applying provision standards – identifying geographical areas
4.24

In order to identify geographical areas of importance and those areas with required
local needs, the quantitative provision of parks and gardens in Allerdale should be
considered alongside the recommended local standard for accessibility. The quantity
standards enable the identification of areas that do not meet the minimum provision
standards, while the accessibility standards will help determine where those
deficiencies are of high importance. Applying the standards together is a much more
meaningful method of analysis than applying the standards separately. This will be
discussed in greater detail in Section 12 ‘The Way Forward’.
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Natural and semi natural provision
Definition
5.1

This type of open space includes woodlands, urban forestry, scrubland, grasslands (eg
downlands, commons, meadows), wetlands, nature reserves and wastelands with a
primary purpose of wildlife conservation and biodiversity within the settlement
boundaries. In some instances there may be some sites classified as amenity green
space that also provide a natural and semi natural function, thus highlighting the
overlap between typologies.

5.2

Larger sites that sit outside of settlement boundaries have not been audited (for
example much of the Solway Coast). However, they are important sites and where
appropriate, have been recognised in the report.

5.3

Although natural and semi natural open space plays a key role in wildlife conservation
and biodiversity, the recreational opportunities provided by these spaces are also
important. In this respect, natural and semi natural open spaces play a similar role and
function to that of amenity green space and parks and gardens.

5.4

This section outlines the strategic context and key consultation findings in relation to
natural and semi natural open space. It concludes with the development of local
standards.
Figure 5.1 – Hall Park Recreation Area
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Table 5.1 – Strategic context – regional and local
DocumentReviewed
reviewed
Document

Summary
of key strategic drivers
Summary of key strategic
drivers

Linkstotoopen
openspace,
space, sport
Links
sport
and
recreation
study
and recreation study

Allerdale Local Plan
1999-2006

The local plan aims to ensure that the natural and built environment can, where
appropriate, be enjoyed by all people, now and for generations to come, and
thereby, contribute to health, quality of life, and economic prospects.

The application of the local
standards for natural and semi
natural provision contained
within the study will ensure an
appropriate balance between
further provision and
enhancement of existing
provision.

Policy EN 25 recognises the importance of the open countryside and states that
it cannot be replaced; therefore these areas should be protected from
unnecessary built development.
The importance of natural areas within the urban environment is also
recognised in Policy EN37, stating that when assessing potential development,
there should be a regard to the amenity or townscape value of the site.
Policy EN20 of the plan states that developments within or near the Solway
Coast Area should protect its natural beauty. Any development that will have an
adverse effect will not be permitted, unless there is an overriding need for the
development. Recreational developments may be permitted if they meet the
criteria.
Allerdale Environment
Strategy

The Allerdale Environment Strategy highlights the following objectives:
•

the Council will continue to adopt policies which aim to protect the natural
environment from intrusive development

•

the Council will continue to improve the town centres of Allerdale

•

the Council will continue to produce planning policies which encourage
development, but not at the expense of the environment

•

the Council will oppose development which is harmful, or intrusive to the
environment.
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The application of the local
standards for natural and semi
natural provision contained
within the study will ensure an
appropriate balance between
further provision and
enhancement of existing
provision.
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Document reviewed
Solway Coast Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty Management
Plan 2004 – 2009

Summary of key strategic drivers
•
•

Links to open space, sport
and recreation study

the Strategy provides the foundation for the protection and enhancement of This study will serve to provide
further protection for the NSN
natural and semi-natural areas on the Solway Coast
sites in the area and contribute
the vision for 2030 is to provide a sustainable future for the landscape,
to the achievement of the
wildlife, local communities and visitors.
overall vision.
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Quantity of existing provision
5.5

The provision of natural and semi natural green space in the Borough is summarised in
Table 5.2 below. The Solway Coast has been excluded from the quantity calculations
as it covers a substantial proportion of the Allerdale coastline. As a consequence,
incorporating this area would skew the findings and give a misleading picture as to the
amount of natural and semi natural open space in the Borough.

Number of sites

Smallest site
(Hectares)

Largest site
(Hectares)

91.36

38

0.11

13.64

38,063

2.4002

Wigton

7.22

6

0.33

3.04

15,784

0.4574

Cockermouth

3.42

8

0.12

0.89

16,931

0.2020

Aspatria and
Silloth

5.40

4

0.3

3.46

14,377

0.3756

Maryport

23.20

7

0.36

10.05

19,745

1.1750

Overall

130.60

63

0.11

13.64

104,900

1.2450

LDF Population
(2021)

Current Provision

Workington

Analysis Areas

5.6

Provision per 1000
population (2021)

Table 5.2 – Provision of natural and semi natural areas across Allerdale

The key issues emerging from Table 5.2 and consultation include:
•

there are currently 63 natural and semi natural open spaces in Allerdale. The
overall level of provision equals 130.60 hectares, producing an average size of
2.07 hectares per open space. The size of sites ranges significantly with some
sites equivalent to 0.11 hectares whilst others are far larger pieces of land
covering up to 13.64 hectares. To a large extent this can be explained by the
broad nature of this typology

•

whilst all analysis areas contain small natural and semi natural areas, the
largest site in the Cockermouth area is only 0.89 hectares. In contrast,
Workington and Maryport both contain sites over 10 hectares

•

as shown in Table 5.2, there is a large variety in terms of both the number of
sites and the level of provision per 1000 population. Workington contains the
largest number of sites (38), whilst the smallest number is in the Aspatria and
Silloth (4)

•

the responses from the household survey suggest people believe the provision
of natural and semi natural areas is about right or more than enough (57.5%)
compared to 35.1% stating there is nearly or not enough

•

when examining the analysis areas, levels of satisfaction with regards quantity
are highest within Aspatria and Cockermouth.
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Setting provision standards – quantity
5.7

The recommended local quantity standard for natural and semi natural spaces has
been summarised below. Full justification for the local standard is provided within
Appendix E.
Quantity Standard (see Appendices E and H – standards and justification,
worksheet and calculator)
Existing level of provision

Recommended standard

1.52 hectares per 1000.

1.52 hectares per 1000 population
Justification

Current provision across Allerdale is equivalent to 1.52 hectares per 1000
population. The spread of natural and semi natural provision across the Borough
varies and it can be seen that provision is significantly higher in Workington than it is
in Cockermouth. Due to the size of the Solway Coast and its subsequent tendency
to skew figures, it has been removed from the calculation of the local standard. This
ensures that the standard is reasonable.
The overall split in opinion between provision being about right and insufficient is
perhaps representative of the uneven distribution – which suggests a large contrast
across Allerdale with some areas well served by natural and semi natural green
spaces whilst in other areas there are likely to be locational deficiencies. The
recommended standard takes into account the differences in the current level of
provision between the analysis areas, and also the differences in expectations of
residents living in these areas. In light of the overriding levels of satisfaction with
existing levels of provision, the standard has been set at the existing level.
This standard should be considered a minimum level of provision.
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5.8

The application of the local standard for quantity results in the following findings and
key issues:
Table 5.3 - Application of quantity standard (See Appendix H)

Analysis Areas

Workington

.

Future provision balanced
against local standard
(1.52 hectares per 1000
population)
33.50

Wigton

-16.77

Cockermouth

-22.32

Aspatria and Silloth

-16.45

Maryport

-6.81

Overall

-28.85

•

applying the standard up to 2021 reveals that all areas apart from Workington
show a deficiency per 1000 of the population. Therefore, further provision will
be required in order to meet the local standard in these localities

•

Workington has sufficient provision when measuring the existing provision
against the recommended local standard of 1.52 hectares per 1000 population.
This suggests that in quantitative terms, there is sufficient natural open space to
meet demand

•

the rural characteristics of the Borough and the abundance of natural and semi
natural open space have been acknowledged in setting the local standard.

Current provision - quality
5.9

The quality of existing natural and semi natural open space in the Borough was
assessed through site visits and is set out in Table 5.4 overleaf. It is important to note
that site assessments are conducted as a snap shot in time and are therefore reflective
of the quality of the site on one specific day.

5.10

The quality scores are weighted according to the findings of the local consultation.
Those elements that were highlighted through consultation as being a particularly
important determinant of the quality of natural areas have been given a higher
weighting to ensure that they have a greater influence on the overall quality score that
each site achieves. In particular, the quality and variety of the vegetation was perceived
to be particularly important for natural and semi natural open spaces. The full rationale
behind this approach is set out in Appendix F.
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Table 5.4 – Quality of natural and semi natural open space across Allerdale
Quality
Range

Average
Score

Workington

40%-96%

65%

Stainburn Road (ID 312)

Wigton

44%-77%

59%

Wigton NSN (ID 439)

Cockermouth

56%-76%

64%

Etterby Close NSN (ID 364)

Aspatria and
Silloth

58%-78%

65%

Mawbray NSN (ID 607)

Maryport

51%-71%

61%

The Promenade (ID 480)

Analysis Area

5.11

Highest quality sites

The key issues emerging from Table 5.4, consultations and the site assessments
include:
•

two sites scored highly (Stainburn Road and Isabella Road) and can be
considered to be examples of good practice

•

51% of respondents to the household survey felt that the quality of natural and
semi natural sites was good, 32% indicated these open spaces were average
and the remaining 18% felt that the quality of sites was poor

•

Harrington Reservoir Local Nature Reserve (LNR) was highlighted in
consultations as a high quality site with well defined paths and an excellent
amount of natural wildlife and vegetation.

Setting provision standards – quality
5.12

The recommended local quality standard for natural and semi natural open space has
been summarised overleaf. Full justification for the local standard is provided within
Appendix F
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Quality Standard (see Appendix F)
Recommended standard – NATURAL AND SEMI NATURAL OPEN
SPACE
Local consultation, national guidance and best practice therefore suggest
that the following features are essential and desirable to local residents:
Essential

Desirable

Footpaths

Well Kept Grass

Dog Bins

Nature Features

Clean/Litter Free

Litter Bins

Detailed analysis of the local consultation suggests that with regards to natural and
semi natural areas, the relative importance of the key components is as follows:

Component of quality

Proportion of possible
total responses received

Weighting

Security and Safety

11%

1

Cleanliness and
maintenance

55%

4

Vegetation

25%

3

Ancillary accommodation

16%

2

The main issues identified through local consultations centre around litter and
dog fouling and this is reflected in the need for sites to be clean and litter
free. Natural and semi natural green spaces are one of the more commonly
used green space typologies of residents in Allerdale (as indicated in the
household survey). As a consequence, the need to balance recreation and
wildlife needs is reflected within the vision ensuring that quality is maintained
while providing access. There is also a need to maintain and improve the
biodiversity and wildlife value of all open space sites.
The standard also incorporates the Council and public aspirations for safe,
clean and functional natural open spaces that are well used and promoted for
their conservation and educational benefits. To facilitate the management of
sites, the vision suggests the involvement of and consultation with the local
community. As evidenced in the local consultation, Cleanliness and
maintenance and Vegetation are considered important factors in the quality
of natural and semi natural open space and are key components of the
vision. The Green Flag Criteria represent a key national benchmark of quality
for natural sites and the key elements of this standard are therefore also
included within the proposed vision.
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Setting current provision - accessibility
5.13

The accessibility of sites is paramount in maximising usage as well as providing an
opportunity for all people to use the site. The recommended local standard is set in the
form of a distance threshold and is derived directly from the findings of the local
consultations.

5.14

Site specific accessibility issues were also analysed as part of the programme of site
visits where information and signage, transport and general issues were assessed.

5.15

Consultation and analysis highlights that the key issues with regards accessibility
include:
•

natural and semi natural open space is very popular with residents of Allerdale
with 59% of respondents stating that they visit this typology more than once a
month. Additionally this type of open space was selected as the type used most
frequently by respondents (39%)

•

the household survey reveals that 63% of people would expect to walk to
natural and semi natural areas in the Borough as opposed to only 30% who
would expect to drive. Of those users who visit natural and semi natural open
space more often than any other typology, 63% currently walk and only 33%
use cars

•

anecdotal evidence suggests that residents feel well provided for with regards
to natural and semi natural provision and the majority of comments related to
the quality of such provision as opposed to quantity. Particular examples raised
through the drop in sessions included Siddick Ponds and the coastal path from
Workington to Silloth (Solway Coast). Various issues such as litter, dog fouling
and noise pollution (quad bikes) were highlighted. Other views expressed the
importance of balancing the wildlife and ecological benefits with the recreational
opportunities offered by such sites

•

site assessments highlighted that information and signage was a key issue with
a large number of sites considered very poor. In terms of general access and
transport, the most common rating was average.

Setting provision standards – accessibility
5.16

The recommended local accessibility standard for natural and semi natural open space
has been summarised overleaf. Full justification for the local standard is provided within
Appendix G.
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Accessibility Standard
Recommended standard

15 MINUTE WALKTIME (720M)
Justification
Local consultation highlights a preference in walking to natural and semi natural
sites as opposed to driving (33% of respondents would travel by car, whilst 63% of
people stated that they would travel by foot). To a certain extent, this choice will
relate to the varying size and function of spaces within each locality.
A drive time standard would produce a significantly larger distance threshold than a
walk time standard. PPG17 states that higher thresholds may be appropriate if there
is no realistic possibility of sufficient new provision to allow lower thresholds to be
achievable, but can result in levels of provision that are too low and may not meet
some local needs. In the context of the local consultation findings regarding the
quantity of provision (26% think that there is not enough as opposed to 14% who
think there is more than enough), and given the rural nature of the Borough and the
close proximity of all settlements to natural and semi natural open space, a standard
based on a walk time is recommended, helping to deliver a greater number of
localised natural and semi natural open spaces.
An assessment of the 75% threshold level Borough wide suggests that residents
are willing to walk up to 15 minutes to a natural and semi natural open space. Given
the high levels of agreement from respondents to the household survey regarding
the appropriateness of a 15-minute walk time, it is recommended that the standard
is set at this level.
*a straight-line distance of 720m has been used rather than the pedestrian distance of 1200m. This is
based on average walking distances reduced by a factor of 40% to account for the fact that people do not
walk in straight lines. The 40% factoring is based on the approach set out in the NPFA Six Acre Standard.

Applying provision standards – identifying geographical areas
5.17

In order to identify geographical areas of importance and those areas with required
local needs the quantitative provision of natural and semi natural open spaces in
Allerdale should be considered alongside the recommended local standard for
accessibility. The quantity standards enable the identification of areas that do not meet
the minimum provision standards, while the accessibility standards will help determine
where those deficiencies are of high importance. Applying the standards together is a
much more meaningful method of analysis than applying the standards separately.
This will be discussed in greater detail in Section 12 ‘The Way Forward’.
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Amenity green space
Definition
6.1

Amenity Green Space is most commonly found in housing areas. It includes informal
recreation spaces and green spaces in and around housing, with a primary purpose of
providing opportunities for informal activities close to home or work, enhancing the
appearance of residential or other areas. Amenity green space provides more of a
visual amenity for older residents and a meeting place for young people.

6.2

Amenity green space is also often found in villages, in the form of village greens.
Amenity spaces can have an overlapping function with parks and gardens and natural
areas and can also be used as informal areas of play for children where there are no
other facilities. It is important therefore to consider the provision of amenity spaces in
the context of other types of open space. This is of particular importance during the
application of local standards.

6.3

There are a number of benefits in providing this type of open space including recreation
value, a meeting place or/and focal point for communities. It is also important to
recognise and take account of the secondary functions of amenity green space, in
particular the visual benefits.

6.4

Amenity spaces can play an integral role in increasing participation in physical activity
across the Borough, providing local opportunities for recreation and informal sport.
Figure 6.1 – Silloth Green (Site ID 377)

Strategic context and consultation
6.5

Table 6.1 overleaf sets out the key issues for amenity green space emerging from a
review of strategic documents across Allerdale.
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Table 6.1 – Local strategic context – amenity green space
Document reviewed
Allerdale Local Plan (1999)

Summary

Links to open space, sport and
recreation study

Policy EN37 and EN38 seek to protect all informal open space in
urban areas which possess amenity or townscape value. They will
also be protected by policy L4, which sets out to protect the loss
of existing community facilities. Policy REN1 seeks to protect
small areas of land which have an amenity or cultural role and are
valued by local communities.

This open space study will provide a
detailed understanding of the quality and
quantity of existing provision. The study will
also provide new local standards specific to
the provision of amenity green space within
Allerdale. This should be used to guide the
provision in new developments.
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Current provision - quantity
6.6

Amenity green spaces provide an important urban function, visually breaking up the
urban area and providing informal recreation opportunities. They also provide important
recreational spaces within villages, perhaps as a village green or as part of a local
recreation ground. This may be the only open space available within a village.

6.7

It is important to recognise the secondary functions of amenity green space, specifically
the visual benefits. Amenity green space sites may also provide a resource to meet
deficiencies in other typologies, eg play provision or outdoor sports facilities. This
should be considered during the application of the local quality, quantity and
accessibility standards.

6.8

The provision of amenity green space across the Borough is set out in Table 6.2 below.

Number of sites

Smallest site
(Hectares)

Largest site
(Hectares)

LDF Population
(2021)

Provision per 1000
population (2021)

Workington

21.91

33

0.04

4.77

38,063

0.5756

Wigton

2.15

3

0.11

1.84

15,784

0.1362

Cockermouth

2.66

10

0.07

0.57

16,931

0.1571

Aspatria and
Silloth

23.31

16

0.05

13.78

14,377

1.6213

Maryport

13.22

20

0.16

1.38

19,745

0.6695

Overall

63.25

82

0.04

13.78

104,900

0.6030

Analysis Areas

Current Provision
(Hectares)

Table 6.2 – Provision of amenity green space in Allerdale

6.9

The key issues emerging from Table 6.2 include:
•

the overall level of provision in Allerdale equates to 63.25 hectares, which
matches the local standard (0.74 hectares per 1000 population)

•

while Aspatria and Maryport have sufficient amenity spaces in quantitative
terms to exceed the local standard, Workington, Cockermouth and Wigton all
display an undersupply of amenity green space per 1000 population

•

the findings of the household survey indicate that there is a split in opinion
regarding the quantity of amenity green space in Allerdale. In total, only 40.3%
of the population stated that there is more than enough/about right amount of
amenity green space areas while in contrast 46% indicated that there was
insufficient

•

Aspatria displays the highest level of satisfaction with 48% of residents
suggesting the provision is more than enough/about right. This is unsurprising
given that this area has the highest level of provision at 23.31 hectares.
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Setting provision standards – quantity
6.10

The recommended local quantity standard for amenity green space has been
summarised below. Full justification for the local standard is provided within Appendix
E.
Quantity Standard (see Appendices E and H – standards and justification,
worksheet and calculator)
Existing level of provision

Recommended standard

0.74ha per 1000 population

0.74ha per 1000 population
Justification

The current level of provision is equivalent to 0.74 hectares per 1000 population.
Consultation highlights the importance of these sites for recreational and landscape
purposes in providing green space in what would otherwise be a built up area.
Furthermore, of those residents who expressed an opinion (household survey) 46%
think that the level of provision is insufficient, whilst only 40% think that the level of
provision is about right. A standard at the existing level of provision is recommended
(the recommended standard should be viewed as a minimum standard). This will
enable the Council to focus on improvements to the quality of sites to ensure that
each area fulfils a role that is complementary to the surrounding green space
network but also deliver new sites in areas of quantitative deficiency. This is
particularly important in light of the emphasis on these spaces for landscape benefits
as well as localised recreational resources.
The application of the recommended local standard shows that the greatest
requirement for amenity green space is within Cockermouth, where provision is
lower than the proposed quantity standard. However, it is important to consider the
provision of amenity green spaces alongside the provision of parks and gardens and
provision for children as they have similar functions. Amenity green spaces are
smaller facilities that tend to attract only local users. As highlighted in the
consultations, amenity spaces are particularly important in the provision of local
informal play opportunities for children and young people. Those residents living
within close proximity to a park may have no need for local amenity green space as
well although this type of open space will still be important in the context of visual
amenity.
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6.11

Table 6.3 below, sets out the application of the local quantity standard for amenity
green space.
Table 6.3 - Application of quantity standard (See Appendix H)

Analysis areas

6.12

Future balanced against local
standard
(0.74 hectares per 1000
population)

Workington

-6.26

Wigton

-9.53

Cockermouth

-9.87

Aspatria and Silloth

12.67

Maryport

-1.39

Overall

-14.38

The following key issues arise from Table 6.3 above:
•

the overall standard is set at the current level of provision. By 2021, in light of
population increases, there will be an overall shortfall in provision of over 14ha

•

when looking at the future provision per 1000 of the population balanced
against the standard of 0.74 hectares, four of the analysis areas show a
deficiency, the largest being in Cockermouth (-9.87 hectares)

•

the only analysis area where supply exceeds the minimum standard is Aspatria
and Silloth (by 12.67 hectares). Aspatria contains the largest overall amount of
provision (23.31 hectares) and the biggest individual site (13.78 hectares).

Current provision - quality
6.13

The quality of existing amenity green space in the Borough was assessed through site
visits and is set out in Table 6.4 overleaf. It is important to note that site assessments
are conducted as a snap shot in time and are therefore reflective of the quality of the
site on one specific day.

6.14

The quality scores are weighted according to the findings of the local consultation.
Those elements that were highlighted through consultation as being a particularly
important determinant of the quality of natural areas have been given a higher
weighting to ensure that they have a greater influence on the overall quality score that
each site achieves. In particular, the quality and variety of the vegetation was perceived
to be particularly important for amenity green spaces. The full rationale behind this
approach is set out in Appendix E.
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Table 6.4 – The quality of amenity green spaces in Allerdale
Analysis Area

6.15

Number
of sites

Quality
Range

Average
Score

Highest Quality
Sites

1 – Workington

16

39%-100%

67%

Helena Thompson
Museum (ID 311)

2 – Wigton

3

60%-71%

67%

Brackenlands (ID
433)

3 – Cockermouth

10

61%-88%

76%

Limetree Crescent
(ID 373)

4 – Aspatria and
Silloth

16

54%-100%

77%

Allonby Shore (ID
606)

5 – Maryport

20

44%-87%

64%

Marine Road (ID 580)

The key issues emerging from Table 6.4 and the consultation relating to the quality of
amenity green space include:
•

the quality of amenity areas is perceived to be average by 51% of household
respondents. A low percentage of people stated that they were good (16%) as
opposed to poor (33%). Other consultations highlighted that safety concerns
are a particular barrier to usage of amenity space

•

the average score for amenity green space sites is 69% although there is a
significant range in the quality of provision across the area. The highest level of
satisfaction for this type of open space was found in Cockermouth and Aspatria

•

seven sites scored below 50%. Poor quality sites such as these should be
prioritised for enhancement to help achieve the quality vision/standard set for
this type of open space

•

cleanliness and maintenance of amenity green spaces were perceived to be
particularly important to residents

•

high quality sites, especially sites achieving a score above 80% should be
protected, specifically if they have high/significant usage. The aspiration should
be for all amenity green spaces to fall within this category and achieve the
quality vision

•

sites considered to be of high quality but with no or low/insignificant usage
should be investigated further. Options for sites falling into this category include
re-designation to other open space types to increase its value.

Setting provision standards – quality
6.16

The recommended local quality vision for amenity green space has been summarised
overleaf. Full justification for the local standard is provided within Appendix F.
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Quality Standard (see Appendix F)
Recommended standard – AMENITY GREEN SPACE
Local consultation, national guidance and best practice suggest that the
following features are essential and desirable to local residents:
Essential

Desirable

Footpaths

Well Kept Grass

Dog Bins

Nature Features

Clean/Litter Free

Litter Bins

Detailed analysis of the local consultation suggests that with regards to
amenity green spaces, the relative importance of the key components is as
follows:
Component of quality

Proportion of possible
total responses received

Weighting

Security and Safety

11%

1

Cleanliness and
maintenance

55%

4

Vegetation

25%

3

Ancillary accommodation

16%

2

Analysis suggests the improvement in quality of amenity green space
is considered to be more important than increasing its provision.
The local consultation reveals that amenity green spaces are one of the least
used types of open spaces in the area, although they provide an important
meeting place for children and young people. The importance of these sites
as a visual amenity was reinforced across consultations, highlighting the
need for high quality amenity space provision.
Provision of amenity green space needs to be considered in the context of
parks, to ensure that they are complimentary to the wider green space
network and increase their level of usage. For this reason, it is particularly
important for larger sites to contain informal play opportunities and for smaller
sites to provide an important visual amenity function and promote a sense of
ownership. The recommended quality standard addresses some of the key
concerns at existing open space sites cited by residents, notably cleanliness
and maintenance. The standard also considers residents’ aspirations.
Amenity green spaces can serve an important function in urban areas
breaking up the urban fabric. As a consequence, an important aspect in the
vision is for a spacious outlook. The standard incorporates both public and
Council aspirations and has been designed to promote best practice
encouraging informal play where sites are large enough - it is also designed
to link in with the Green Flag criteria where appropriate.
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Current provision - accessibility
6.17

The accessibility of sites is paramount in maximising usage as well as providing an
opportunity for all people to use the site. The recommended local standard is set in the
form of a distance threshold and is derived directly from the findings of the local
consultations.

6.18

Site specific accessibility issues were also analysed as part of the programme of site
visits where information and signage, transport and general issues were assessed.

6.19

Consultation and analysis highlights that the key issues with regards accessibility
include:
•

the household survey reveals that 75% of people would expect to walk to
amenity green spaces in the Borough, with 63% of respondents stating a
journey should take between 5-10 minutes – this highlights the expectation that
these open spaces will be provided locally

•

the IT young people survey illustrates the value of amenity green spaces to
children and young people, who use these spaces as an opportunity to meet
with friends, particularly due to their locality to residential areas

•

site assessments revealed that the general access to sites is good, with the
majority of results either good or very good. The information and signage at
sites was poor, however, this may be due to the nature of the typology.

Setting provision standards – accessibility
6.20

The recommended local accessibility standard for amenity green space has been
summarised overleaf. Full justification for the local standard is provided within
Appendix G.
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Accessibility Standard
Recommended standard

10 MINUTE WALKTIME (420m)
Justification
Given the large emphasis on walking rather than driving in terms of the expectations
of respondents it is suggested that a walking standard is set. The expressed desire
for local amenity space supports the perception that a standard based on travelling
on foot is most appropriate.
At a Borough wide level, the 75% threshold level from the household survey of a 10
minutes walk is higher than the modal response (5 minutes). Setting a standard
based on the 75% threshold level of a 10-minute walk time has been considered,
although this has to be rationalised against the local nature of open space in
general and the aspiration of residents for these local open spaces. In the absence
of open space, sport and recreation provision within close proximity of residents, the
value of localised amenity green spaces is particularly important. As evidenced in
the IT Young People Survey, the popularity of these spaces reinforces the need for
a walking standard, as these spaces provide a means for informal play.
Furthermore, having a smaller distance threshold will reveal a larger number of
accessibility deficiencies. Within these areas the provision of alternative forms of
open space can often substitute for provision of informal amenity green spaces
(NSN) and new amenity green spaces may therefore not be a priority in these
areas. A smaller accessibility catchment will ensure all residents have local access
to some type of open space, facilitating delivery of increased participation in sport
and physical activity. Additionally the importance of local provision to break up the
urban landscape should also not be underestimated

Applying provision standards – identifying geographical areas
6.21

In order to identify geographical areas of importance and those areas with required
local needs the quantitative provision of amenity green space in Allerdale should be
considered alongside the recommended local standard for accessibility. The quantity
standards enable the identification of areas that do not meet the minimum provision
standards, while the accessibility standards will help determine where those
deficiencies are of high importance. Applying the standards together is a much more
meaningful method of analysis than applying the standards separately. This will be
discussed in greater detail in Section 12 ‘The Way Forward’.
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Provision for children and young people
Definition
7.1

PPG17 defines provision for children and young people as one of its nine green
space typologies. It states that the broad objective of provision for children and young
people is to ensure that they have opportunities to interact with their peers and learn
social and movement skills within their home environment. At the same time, they
must not create nuisance for other residents or appear threatening to passers-by.

7.2

This typology encompasses a vast range of provision from small areas of green
space with a single piece of equipment (similar to the typology of amenity green
space) to a large multi purpose play areas. The National Playing Fields Association
categorises play facilities into three distinct types of facility, specifically:
•

Local Areas of Play (LAPs)

•

Local Equipped Areas of Play (LEAPs)

•

Neighbourhood Equipped Areas of Play (NEAPs).

7.3

PPG17 notes that using these sub-types often ignores the needs of older children
such as teenagers. Each site and range of equipment has a different purpose and
often serves a different age group and catchment. Provision of facilities for children
does not necessarily negate the need for provision for young people and vice versa.

7.4

For this reason, this typology has been subdivided and provision for children and
facilities for young people have been analysed separately.

7.5

Provision for children is taken to include equipped children’s play areas and
adventure playgrounds, which are perceived to cater for children under 12.

7.6

Facilities for young people is taken to include the following types of provision:

7.7

•

Multi-Use Games Areas (MUGAs)

•

Skateparks

•

Basketball Courts

•

Youth Shelters

•

Informal Kickabout Areas

•

BMX tracks.

Examples of both types of provision within Allerdale are illustrated in Figures 7.1 and
7.2 overleaf.
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Figure 7.1 - Harris Park Play Area (Site ID 180)

Figure 7.2 - Ramsay Brow Skate Park (Site ID 549)

7.8

This section of the report sets out the strategic context, key findings emerging from
consultation and assessment of current provision for children and young people.
Local standards have been derived from the local consultation undertaken as part of
this study and are therefore directly representative of local needs.

7.9

The Big Lottery Fund (http://www.biglotteryfund.org.uk/index) has recently allocated
£155 million of funding for provision of children’s play facilities. The play initiative is
based on the recommendations of the 2004 play review Getting Serious About Play,
which defines children’s play as “what children and young people do when they
follow their own ideas, in their own way and for their own reasons.”

7.10

The initiative aims (selected few) to:
•

create, improve and develop children and young people’s free local play
spaces and opportunities throughout England, according to need
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7.11

7.12

•

ensure that local authorities work with other local stakeholders to develop
children’s play strategies and plans

•

ensure that good, inclusive and accessible children’s play services and
facilities are provided locally.

Local authorities applying for funding are required to consult with relevant
stakeholders including children and young people, provide a detailed play strategy
and include a portfolio of proposed projects. Examples of individual projects that can
form part of the portfolio include:
•

adventure playgrounds, BMX and skateboard parks

•

small public playgrounds and creating a play area

•

informal sports facilities

•

a mobile play team, play workers (either paid or volunteers) and holiday and
after school play activities.

Halcrow have recently developed a draft play strategy, ‘Playing for Real’ on behalf of
Allerdale Borough Council and in conjunction with other partners. This is based on
PPG17 criteria and is further discussed further in Table 7.1 overleaf.
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Table 7.1 – Regional and local strategic context
Document reviewed

Summary

Allerdale Local Plan A new quantity standard is to be applied when developing a Green Spaces Strategy, and this
will feed into the new Local Development Framework.

Currently, Policy L1 lays out NPFA standards for children’s play space in appropriate housing
developments as set out below. In large developments, where no location is identified, there
will be an appropriate nearby/off-site facility.
1. 15 – 60 dwellings – the provision of a local area for play with a minimum equipped
activity zone of 100 square metres
2. 60 – 150 dwellings – the provision of a local equipped area for play with a minimum
equipped activity zone of 400 square metres

3. 150+ dwellings – the provision of a neighbourhood equipped area for play with a

Links to open space, sport
and recreation study
The contributions required towards
children’s equipped playspaces in
the Local Plan should be reviewed
in light of the quantity, quality and
accessibility standards contained
within this report. Adopting these
new standards in the Local
Development Framework will help
to ensure that new development
plays its part in delivering an
adequate level of open space, sport
and recreation facilities for new
communities.

minimum equipped activity zone of 500 square metres.
An overriding play policy and strategy is to:

A Play Strategy for
Allerdale

“increase the quality of children’s play opportunities in a variety of settings and to ensure that
all Allerdale’s children and young people have easy access to such opportunities”.
There is an emphasis on ensuring easy access to play opportunities in local neighbourhoods
which includes designated play spaces and shared public space. Linked to this, the strategy
refers to the development of pathways to improve accessibility and play opportunities for
children. The draft strategy goes on to make recommendations on distance thresholds for the
individual play sites in both urban and rural areas:
•

urban areas – fixed equipped play areas – straight line threshold of 600m (walking
standard)

•

rural areas – fixed equipped play areas – straight line threshold of 1.5km (cycling
standard)

•

rural areas – fixed equipped play areas – straight line threshold of 7.5km (drive time).
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The recommendations and
consultation within the Play
Strategy should link directly with the
recommendations and standards
within this study.
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Document reviewed

Summary

Allerdale Strategic
Playsites Policy
(1998- 1999)

Within this policy there was a focus on concentrating resources through the development of a
hierarchy of play sites, categorised as follows:
A. primary importance (retained and improved)
B. secondary importance – play areas renovated when appropriate)

Links to open space, sport
and recreation study
The appropriateness of these
priorities will be reflected in the
Open Space, Sport and Recreation
Study through the application of
local standards.

C. those which serve housing developments and there is no other local provision.
In 1998, the Council adopted a policy of concentrating resources on several key sites (eg
Harrington Marina, Sandy Lonning and Harris Park) due to resource issues. As part of the
development of a new strategy, a hierarchy of play sites has been proposed and will be
developed through further consultation with Town, Parish Councils and Housing
Associations.
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Current quantity provision
7.13

The provision of facilities for children in the Borough is summarised in Table 7.2
below.

7.14

Largest site
(Hectares)

LDF Population
(2021)

Provision per 1000
population (2021)

38,063

0.08

0.01

0.45

14,377

0.02

12

0.01

0.31

19,745

0.04

1.28

9

0.01

0.19

16,931

0.09

0.88

3

0.04

0.17

15,784

0.04

6.10

57

0.01

2.13

104,900

0.06

Number of sites

2.13

Current Provision

0.01

Analysis Areas

Smallest site
(Hectares)

Table 7.2 – Provision for children in Allerdale

Workington

2.99

23

Wigton

0.28

10

Cockermouth
Aspatria and
Silloth
Maryport

0.67

Overall

The key issues emerging from Table 7.2 and consultation include:
•

there are currently 57 children’s play areas in Allerdale, with significant
differences in the level of distribution across the analysis areas. The level of
provision ranges from 0.28 hectares per 1000 population in the Wigton to
2.99 hectares per 1000 population in Workington

•

the average site size of a children’s play area within the Borough is 0.11
hectares. Workington has the largest play area, covering 2.13 hectares

•

responses from the household survey suggest that there is an overall
dissatisfaction with the quantity of provision for children. 57% of the
population believe that there is nearly enough/not enough, opposed to 35%
who believe there is more than enough/about right

•

many residents at drop in sessions reiterated the viewpoint that there is a lack
of provision for children. This linked to the Allerdale Strategic Playsites Policy
1998-99, which chose to focus resources on a number of strategic sites. This
was perceived to be particularly apparent in the small rural settlements eg
Rossley and Ireby

•

the two most commonly mentioned types of facilities that children responding
to the IT Survey wanted near to their homes were play areas with interesting
play equipment and kickabout areas.
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7.15

The provision of facilities for young people in the Borough is summarised in Table 7.3
below.

7.16

Provision per 1000
population (2021)

16,084
85,452

LDF Population
(2021)

11,712

Provision per 1000
population

31,006
12,858
13,792

Current Provision

Workington
Wigton
Cockermouth
Aspatria and
Silloth
Maryport
Overall

Current Population

Analysis Areas

Table 7.3 – Provision for young people in Allerdale

0.13
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.0042
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

38,063
14,377
19,745
16,931

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.13

0.0000
0.0015

15,784
104,900

0.00
0.00

The key issues emerging from Table 7.3 and consultations relating to quantity of
provision include:
•

Table 7.3 supports the findings from the household survey that there is a lack
of provision in Allerdale. Only Workington has a facility equipped for young
people

•

unsurprisingly the majority of residents (77%) stated that the level of provision
for young people is insufficient. In contrast, only 3.1% think that there is more
than enough provision. These views may be reflective of the definition of this
typology

•

over 68% of residents in all areas indicated that provision was insufficient in
quantitative terms to meet local needs. This view is further strengthened by
the proportion of residents who feel there are nearly enough facilities for
teenagers (4.4%)

•

provision for young people was a key theme throughout all consultations, with
the majority of comments focusing on a lack of activities/facilities for young
people across the Borough

•

the perception of a lack of provision for teenagers is the most conclusive of all
the open space typologies. Other consultations highlighted the negative
impact that a lack of provision for young people perceived to have on the
quality of other types of open space across the Borough, in particular on
provision for children.
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Setting provision standards - quantity
7.17

The recommended local quantity standards for children’s provision has been
summarised below. Full justifications for the local standards are provided within
Appendix E.
Quantity Standard (see Appendices E and H – standards and justification,
worksheet and calculator)
Existing level of provision

Recommended standard

6.10 hectares (equivalent to 0.07 ha
per 1000 population)

0.08 hectares per 1000 population/
equivalent to 0.67 facilities per 1000
population

Justification

The current level of provision is equivalent to 6.10 hectares per 1000 population.
The extent to which locational deficiencies may exist within each analysis area will
be dependent on the specific location of each facility (illustrated through the
application of the relevant quantity standard discussed in Appendix H).
A key theme emerging from the consultation has been a shortage of provision for
children (for example almost 57% of respondents to the household survey think that
the level of provision is insufficient). This is supplemented by comments regarding
the quality of existing sites. A standard has been recommended (derived from the
local consultation) that seeks to encourage new provision in some areas, and quality
improvements in other areas.
7.18

The recommended local quantity standard for young people’s provision has been
summarised overleaf. Full justifications for the local standards are provided within
Appendix E.
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Quantity Standard (see Appendices E and H – standards and justification,
worksheet and calculator)
Existing level of provision

Recommended standard

0.13 ha, equivalent to 0.1 facility per
1000 population

0.2 facilities per 1000 population

Justification

The current level of provision is equivalent to 0.1 facility per 1000 population. This is
substantially lower than the level of provision for children and reflects the lack of
provision that was a key theme across consultations. Almost 73% of respondents to
the household survey felt that the existing level of provision was insufficient. There is
only one facility within the Allerdale boundaries at the current time.
In light of the low number of dedicated facilities for young people, it is likely that large
areas of deficiency will be identified. Provision for young people should also be
considered in the context of the provision of parks and amenity space, which provide
informal opportunities for young people.
Respondents to the IT Young Peoples Survey stated that the level of provision is
inadequate as was the case for children’s provision. Both adults and young people
made similar comments at drop in sessions around the Borough and the lack of
provision for young people was a key issue across all consultations. A standard has
therefore been recommended that is above the existing level of provision. The
location of facilities was perceived to be particularly important to encourage young
people to use facilities.
Consultation therefore clearly indicates that there is a requirement for further
provision across all analysis areas and consequently the standard has been set
above the existing level of provision. The recommended standard of 1.5 facilities per
1000 population would result in the need for almost 15 additional facilities, assuming
that these would be of similar size to the current facility in Workington.

7.19

Table 7.4 below, sets out the application of the local quantity standard for children
and young people.
Table 7.4 - Application of Quantity Standard (See Appendix H)
Future provision
Balanced Against
Local Standard
for Children
(0.08 hectares per
1000 population)

Future provision
Balanced Against
Local Standard
for Young People
(0.02 hectares per
1000 population)

Workington

-0.06

-0.63

Wigton

-0.98

-0.32

Cockermouth

-0.68

-0.34

0.13

-0.29

Maryport

-0.70

-0.39

Overall

-2.29

-1.97

Analysis areas

Aspatria and Silloth
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7.20

The following key issues arise from Table 7.4:
•

in terms of children’s facilities, the application of the of the local standard
(0.08 ha per 1000 population) shows an overall shortfall in provision across
the Borough of 2.29 ha per 1000 population by 2021

•

four areas show a future deficiency in provision while Aspatria and Silloth is
the only area showing a surplus in provision

•

the current undersupply for young people is 0.02 hectares per 1000
population. Workington is the only analysis area with a facility for young
people which explains the deficiencies above

•

future population projections significantly increase deficiencies within the
Borough, reinforcing the need for increased provision for young people.
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Current provision – quality
7.21

The quality of provision for children and young people was assessed through site
visits and is set out in Table 7.5 below. It is important to note that site assessments
are conducted as a snap shot in time and are therefore reflective of the quality of the
site on one specific day. During the production of this study, Halcrow Group Limited
(completing the Play Strategy on behalf of the Council) had also undertaken site
visits of play areas and assessed these sites in detail. Their respective scores have
also been taken into account in setting the local standard and are discussed in more
detail in Appendix F.

7.22

The quality scores are weighted according to the findings of the local consultation.
Those elements that were highlighted through consultation as being a particularly
important determinant of quality have been given a higher weighting to ensure that
they have a greater influence on the overall quality score that each site achieves.
The full rationale behind this approach is set out in Appendix F. Cleanliness and
maintenance was perceived to be the key issue for both children and young people.
For young people, security and safety was considered to be more important than the
facilities at the site. Facilities took on greater importance in the provision of sites for
children.
Table 7.5 – Selection of quality assessment results
Number
of sites

Quality
Range

Average
Score

Highest Quality Site

1 – Workington

23

55% - 99%

67%

Vulcan Park Play Area

2 – Wigton

1

68%

-

West End Close Play Area

3 – Cockermouth

8

71% - 98%

74%

Harris Park Play Area

4 – Aspatria and
Silloth

9

69% - 94%

88%

Westnewton Play Area

5 – Maryport

12

43% - 88%

59%

The Green off Old Road
Children’s Play Area

Analysis Area

7.23

The key issues emerging from Table 7.5, site assessments and consultation relating
to the quality of facilities for children and young people include:
•

40% of respondents to the household survey rated the quality of play areas as
average and 37% poor. The lowest level of satisfaction was found in Maryport
and this is reflected in the quality scores, with Maryport containing the four
lowest scoring sites and the lowest average score in the Borough

•

53% of sites scored 70% and over, suggesting the need for minor
improvements at these sites in Allerdale

•

however, seven sites scored below 50% highlighting the need for significant
quality improvements at these sites
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•

consultation indicated that the quality of children’s play areas is rated average
by 40% of household survey respondents. A higher percentage of people
stated that they were poor (37%) as opposed to being good (23%)

•

many residents at drop in sessions expressed concerns that older children
use facilities intended for younger children and cause damage and vandalism.
It was felt that this may be a consequence of a lack of provision for teenagers

•

the Council’s strategic play sites (Harris Park, Camp Road, Vulcans Park)
were perceived to be of higher quality

•

consultation indicated that the quality of teenage facilities is rated as poor by
83% of household survey respondents. This is significantly higher than for any
of the other typologies

•

the high level of dissatisfaction with the quality of facilities is consistent across
all geographical areas of the Borough. These issues surrounding the quality
of existing provision are compounded by the dissatisfaction with the quantity
of provision.

Setting provision standards – quality
7.24

The recommended local quality vision in terms of provision for children has been
summarised below. Full justification is provided in Appendix F.
Quality Standards (See Appendix F)
Recommended standard – Provision for children
Local consultation, national guidance and best practice therefore suggest
that the following features are essential and desirable to local residents:
Essential

Desirable

Play Equipment

Well kept grass

Litter Bins

Good Access

Clean/Litter Free

Equipment maintenance

Detailed analysis of the local consultation suggests that with regards to play
areas for children, the relative importance of the key components is as
follows:
Component of quality

Proportion of possible
total responses received

Weighting

Security and Safety

15%

1

Cleanliness and
maintenance

54%

4

Vegetation

16%

2

Ancillary accommodation

22%

3
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Recommended standard – Provision for young people
Local consultation, national guidance and best practice suggest that the
following features are essential and desirable to local residents:
Essential

Desirable

Clean/Litter Free

Equipment maintenance

Good Access

Clear Footpaths

Range of Facilities/Equipment

Litter bins

Safety/Lighting

Detailed analysis of the local consultation suggests that with regards to
provision for young people, the relative importance of the key components is
as follows:
Component of quality

Proportion of possible
total responses received

Weighting

Security and Safety

25%

2

Cleanliness and
maintenance

33%

4

Vegetation

13%

1

Ancillary accommodation

32%

3

Analysis highlights the need for innovative and imaginative provision of
facilities for young people. Community involvement from young people in the
provision of facilities was also considered to be particularly important.

Setting provision standards – accessibility
7.25

The accessibility of sites is paramount in maximising usage as well as providing as
opportunity for all people to use the site. The recommended local standard is set in
the form of a distance threshold and is derived directly from the findings of the local
consultations.

7.26

Local access to provision for children and young people is particularly important in
order to promote use of the site.

7.27

Site specific accessibility issues were also analysed as part of the programme of site
visits where information and signage, transport and general issues were assessed.
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7.28

7.29

Consultation and analysis highlights that the key issues with regards accessibility of
provision for children and young people include:
•

responses from the household survey regarding preferred methods of travel
to this type of open space highlighted that 82% of residents expected to walk.
Expectations in terms of travel time show a clearer pattern than for those of
regular users, with 73% of people expecting the journey to take 5-10 minute

•

the IT for young people survey highlighted the importance of providing local
facilities, with many local children indicating that the key determinant of which
facilities they used was the location. Distance from home was perceived to be
a far greater barrier to usage than cost or poor quality facility provision

•

site assessment scores highlighted concerns over information and signage,
with the most common score being very poor. General access was rated as
good or very good, however access by public transport was generally viewed
as average.

The recommended local accessibility standards for children and young people are
summarised overleaf. It can be seen that residents expect to travel further to reach
facilities for young people than they do for children. Provision of both types of facility
is expected in close proximity to the home. Full justification for the local standard is
provided within Appendix G.
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Accessibility Standard (see Appendix G)
Recommended standard – Provision for Children
10 MINUTE (480 METRES) WALK TIME
Justification
The majority of respondents to the household questionnaire would expect to walk to
a children’s play facility (82%). Furthermore, the distances parents are willing to let
their children travel unaccompanied from their homes to play facilities has reduced
as concerns over safety have grown. However, PPG17 suggests that distance
thresholds should be reflective of the maximum distance that typical users can
reasonably be expected to travel. The 75% threshold level for children, using the
responses from the household survey, was a 10-minute walk time. This figure was
consistent across all but two of the analysis areas, indicating an overall consensus
of opinion. Furthermore the modal response was also a 10-minute walk time
(consistent across all but one of the analysis areas).
Setting the standard in accordance with the 75% threshold level is advocated in
PPG17. Moreover, going for a larger accessibility catchment is recommended in
terms of providing the Council with greater flexibility in terms of striking a balance
between qualitative and quantitative improvements in provision. A 5 minute
catchment would place a greater requirement on new provision, but local
consultation revealed the importance of high quality sites and not just new facilities.
The Council should continually seek to promote measures designed to improve
accessibility, such as better public transport or cycling routes.
A standard of 10 minutes walk time (480m) therefore meets user expectations and
provides a realist target for implementation. Furthermore, this local standard
encompasses all types of provision for children, including the larger, more strategic
sites that people could be expected to travel further to visit. The provision of local
facilities meets with the aspirations of children and young people and ensures that
the use of these play facilities is maximized. It will be important to consider the
provision of play facilities in the context of amenity open spaces, and other
typologies providing more informal play opportunities for children.
The standard of 10 minutes should also be considered in the context of other open
space types, particularly amenity green spaces, which offer informal and
unstructured opportunities for play.
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Recommended standard – Provision for Young People
URBAN - 15 MINUTES WALKTIME (720m)
RURAL - 20 MINUTES DRIVETIME
Justification

The results from the household survey highlight a significant split in the preferred
methods of travel to this type of open space. 61% of people stated that walking is
the most preferred method of travel to a young person’s facility, with 33% expecting
to drive. It is therefore recommended that a walk time for urban areas and drive time
standard for rural areas is set. A walk time is considered appropriate as these
facilities are for young people who do not always have access to a motorised
vehicle and consequently a walk time enables access for all ages and users.
However, due to the nature of the Borough and the high proportion of smaller
settlements, a drive time must be considered for the more rural settlements.
Provision of localised facilities does not meet the needs of young people as
identified within the household survey, IT young people survey, and drop in
sessions.
A recommended standard of 15 minutes walk time is in line with the 75% threshold
level, however it is important to note the implications in terms of quantitative
improvements. Setting a higher travel time threshold provides opportunities to invest
in existing facilities and highlights areas in most need (priority for new provision).
The standard also sits in line with the recommended accessibility standard for local
parks, providing an opportunity to deliver facilities for young people in these parks.
While the 75% threshold was marginally lower outside of Workington, indicating that
residents in this area expect more local facilities – the delivery of facilities for young
people in each of the rural villages would be inappropriate. Therefore a
recommended standard of 20 minutes drive time is set for rural settlements, which
is in line with the 75% threshold level.
In applying the local standards, provision for young people should be considered in
relation to other open spaces that may be used, such as amenity green spaces,
parks and outdoor sport facilities. Moreover, facilities can range from a smaller
facility such as a youth shelter and basketball hoop to a floodlit MUGA, which can
be expected to serve different catchments.

Applying provision standards – identifying geographical areas
7.30

In order to identify geographical areas of importance and those areas with required
local needs the quantitative provision for young people in the Borough should be
considered alongside the recommended local standard for accessibility. The quantity
standards enable the identification of areas that do not meet the minimum provision
standards, while the accessibility standards will help determine where those
deficiencies are of high importance. Applying the standards together is a much more
meaningful method of analysis than applying the standards separately. This will be
discussed in greater detail in Section 12 ‘The Way Forward’.
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Outdoor sports facilities
Definition
8.1

PPG17 guidance considers the provision of both indoor and outdoor sports facilities.
This section includes only outdoor sports facilities. Indoor facilities are considered
separately in the Section 11.

8.2

Outdoor sports facilities is a wide ranging category of open space, which includes
both natural and artificial surfaces for sport and recreation that are either publicly or
privately owned. Examples include playing pitches, athletics tracks, bowling greens
and golf courses with the primary purpose of participation in outdoor sports.

8.3

PPG17 considers the provision of all the different types of outdoor sport facilities as
one and does not break down the typology into more detailed assessments for each
sport. Sub strategies, considering the specific supply and demand for each sport
should be undertaken in order to fully understand localised demand for each facility
type.

8.4

Outdoor sports facilities are often a focal point of a local community, functioning as a
recreational and amenity resource in addition to a formal sports facility. This is
particularly true of pitches, which often have a secondary function of a local dog
walking and kickabout area. Likewise, amenity green space sites often provide
informal sporting opportunities.
Figure 8.1 - Croftside Bowling Green (Site ID 482)

Strategic context and consultation
8.5

Table 8.1 overleaf considers the strategic context for outdoor sports facilities across
the Borough of Allerdale.
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Table 8.1 - Strategic context – outdoor sports facilities
Document reviewed
The Allerdale Playing Pitch
Strategy (1999)

Allerdale Local Plan

Summary
It is suggested in this document that the Borough has an
adequate supply of sports pitches to meet current and future
demand, although there are pockets of unmet demand.
Some of the key findings are:

•

the provision of rugby union pitches in Allerdale is adequate
to meet current and future needs

•

within Allerdale there is adequate provision of cricket
pitches to meet current and future need

•

there are a number of grass hockey pitches within
Allerdale, but they are not suitable for competitive matches.
Therefore all league matches are played outside the
Borough.

•

Policy L2 states that any large scale development must
provide formal sports pitches in areas where a shortfall in
provision is identified

•

Policy L3 allows the improvement or development of leisure
or community services if they conform to Local Plan
guidelines

•

Policy L4 protects community facilities stating that
developments that will result in the loss of these facilities
will only be permitted if there is no shortfall.
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Links to open space, sport and recreation
study
The audit undertaken as part of this study will provide
a detailed understanding of existing provision. The
subsequent analysis and application of local
standards will guide the protection and enhancement
of future open spaces.
This study will complement the Playing Pitch
Strategy and provide a wider evidence base
regarding other outdoor sports facilities.

This open space study will provide a detailed
understanding of the quality and quantity of existing
provision. The study will also provide new local
standards specific to the provision of outdoor sports
facilities within Allerdale.
This standard will complement the work undertaken
as part of the playing pitch strategy and should be
used to guide the provision of outdoor sports facilities
in new development as well as inform the provision
of new or improved sport and recreation facilities
across Allerdale. This study will complement the
Playing Pitch Strategy and provide a wider evidence
base regarding other outdoor sports facilities.
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Current quantity position
8.6

The provision of outdoor sports facilities across the Borough is summarised in Table
8.2 below.

8.7

Analysis Areas

Current Provision

Number of sites

Smallest site
(Hectares)

Largest site
(Hectares)

LDF Population
(2021)

Provision per 1000
population (2021)

Table 8.2 – Provision of outdoor sports facilities in Allerdale (excluding golf
courses)

Workington

40.04

20

0.08

9.55

38,063

1.05

Wigton

15.88

13

0.09

4.92

15,784

1.00

Cockermouth

24.36

15

0.13

6.39

16,931

1.44

Aspatria

13.38

13

0.11

4.28

14,377

0.93

Maryport

14.9

8

0.84

3.03

19,745

0.75

Overall

108.56

69

0.08

6.39

104,900

1.03

The key issues emerging from Table 8.2 above and consultation include:
•

the current overall level of provision is equivalent to 108.56 hectares spread
across 69 sites across the Borough, which equates to an average site size of
1.6 hectares

•

Maryport has the lowest provision of outdoor sports facilities, where there are
8 sites, however in terms of the overall size of sites Aspatria has the smallest
amount of provision

•

of the five facility types surveyed, residents were dissatisfied with two types
(synthetic turf pitches 31% and tennis courts 33%), stating there was not
enough provision. The responses for the remaining three facilities; grass
pitches 50.4%, bowling greens 47.9% and golf courses 42.7%, indicated that
the levels of provision were about right. This mirrors the findings of the
Playing Pitch Strategy, which suggest that there are generally sufficient
pitches with pockets of deficiencies. The audit findings reveal an uneven
distribution of synthetic turf pitches and tennis courts, which may influence the
consultation findings

•

residents at the drop in sessions raised concerns that issues were with
quantity of provision as opposed to quality. The view that community use of
school sites would significantly advance the level and quality of provision
across the Borough was raised through various aspects of the consultation.
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Setting provision standards – quantity
8.8

The recommended local quantity standard for outdoor sports facilities has been
summarised below. Full justifications are provided within Appendix E.
Quantity Standard (see appendices E and H – standards and justification,
worksheet and calculator)
Existing level of provision

Recommended standard

1.27ha per 1000 population

1.27ha per 1000 population
Justification

Golf courses have been removed from all figures due to their size and subsequent
tendency to skew figures. Although many school sports sites are not accessible at
the current time, they are identified as important resources throughout the
consultations. School facilities have been included within the calculation, to ensure
that they are protected. The Building Schools for the Future and extended schools
programmes may offer opportunities to address future shortfalls of provision and
ensure additional facilities are available for community use. This may be critical if
participation targets are achieved, particularly in terms of providing facilities for peak
day activity.
Reflecting the views from the consultations placed of outdoor sports, and the nature
of this standard, it has been recommended that the standard is set at the existing
level of provision of 1.27 ha per 1,000 population. Additional consultation should
inform where this demand is needed most, however results from the local
consultation suggest there are demands being placed on STPs, tennis courts and
bowling greens. Based on the findings of the audit, the greatest requirement for
facilities will be the Maryport and Aspatria analysis areas.

8.9

Table 8.3 below, sets out the application of the local quantity standard for outdoor
sports facilities.
Table 8.3 - Application of quantity standard (See Appendix H)

Analysis areas

Future Provision Balanced
Against Local Standard
(1.27 hectares per 1000
population)

Workington

-8.30

Wigton

-4.17

Cockermouth

2.86

Aspatria and Silloth

-4.88

Maryport

-10.18

Overall

-24.66
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8.10

The following key issues arise from Table 8.3:
•

the key findings based upon population projections for 2021 suggest there will
be deficiencies in all areas of the Borough with the exception of Cockermouth

•

in order to meet the minimum quantity standard, in the region of 25 hectares
of outdoor sport facilities would currently be required across the Borough of
Allerdale.

Current provision – quality
8.11

The quality of existing provision for outdoor sports facilities in the Borough is
summarised in Table 8.4 below. It is important to note that site assessments are
conducted as a snapshot in time and may not always be reflective of the quality of
the site.
Table 8.4 – Selection of quality assessments results for outdoor sports facilities

8.12

Analysis Area

Number
of sites

Quality
Range

Average
Score

Highest Quality Sites

1 – Workington

20

38% - 99%

77%

Stainburn School

2 – Wigton

13

65% - 97%

84%

Wigton Bowling Green

3–
Cockermouth

15

54% - 97%

75%

Harris Park Bowling
Green

4 – Aspatria and
Silloth

13

66% - 98%

88%

Aspatria Rugby Club
OSF

5 – Maryport

8

49% - 94%

67%

Grasslot Sports
Pitches

The key issues emerging from Table 8.4, the site assessments and consultation
include:
•

within Allerdale the quality of outdoor sports facilities ranges significantly from
38% to 99%. However, overall the quality of sites is good with 45% of sites
achieving a quality score above 80%

•

only five sites within the Borough scored below 50%

•

household survey findings indicate that 43% of respondents feel the quality of
outdoor sports facilities is poor. This highlights a major difference in opinion
with regards to the quality of sports facilities in Allerdale. However, this may
be explained by the lack of use of these facilities, with 93% of respondents to
the household survey indicating they do not use outdoor sports facilities

•

consultation indicated that the quality of outdoor sports facilities in Allerdale is
considered to be average by 40% of household survey respondents. A higher
percentage of people stated that they were poor (43%) as opposed to being
good (16%).
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Setting provision standards – quality
8.13

The recommended local quality vision for outdoor sport facilities has been
summarised below. Full justification is provided in Appendix G.
Quality Standard (See Appendix F)
Recommended standard – OUTDOOR SPORTS FACILITIES
Local consultation, national guidance and best practice suggest that the
following features are essential and desirable to local residents:
Essential

Desirable

Well Kept Grass

Clean/Litter free

Level Surface

Parking Facilities

Good Site Access

Changing Facilities

Detailed analysis of the local consultation suggests that with regards to
outdoor sports facilities, the relative importance of the key components is as
follows:
Component of quality

Proportion of possible
total responses received

Weighting

Security and Safety

35%

3

Cleanliness and
maintenance

36%

4

Vegetation

17%

2

Ancillary accommodation

14%

1

Current provision – accessibility
8.14

The accessibility of sites is paramount in maximising usage as well as providing an
opportunity for all people to use the site. The recommended local standard is set in
the form of a distance threshold and is derived directly from the findings of the local
consultations.

8.15

Site specific accessibility issues were also analysed as part of the programme of site
visits where information and signage, transport and general issues were assessed.

8.16

Consultation and analysis highlights that the key issues with regards accessibility
include:
•

similar to the quality of outdoor sports facilities, there is a significant variation
in the scores for accessibility to outdoor sports facilities
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•

sites with high accessibility scores, especially sites achieving scores within
the upper quartile percentile should be protected, particularly if they have
high/significant usage and are of good quality

•

those sites scoring below the average accessibility score should be prioritised
for improvement. Seven sites scored below 45%. A space that is inaccessible
is almost irrelevant to potential users and therefore may be of little value,
irrespective of its quality

•

the household survey reveals that Allerdale residents would expect to walk to
grass pitches (61%), while the remainder would prefer to drive to tennis
courts (52%), bowling greens (56%), synthetic turf pitches (61%) and golf
courses (80%)

•

during site assessments, the modal rating for accessibility was very good. As
highlighted in the consultation, a key reason for this could be the inaccessible
sites located within schools.

Setting provision standards – accessibility
8.17

The recommended local accessibility standard for outdoor sports facilities has been
summarised overleaf. Full justification for the local standard is provided within
Appendix G.
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Accessibility Standard (See Appendix G)
Recommended standard
15-minute walk (720m) to local outdoor sports (grass pitches, tennis and
bowling greens)
20-minute drive (8km) to synthetic turf pitches and golf courses
Justification
There are several factors to consider in setting a standard for outdoor sports
facilities. In particular, the range of facilities that lie within this typology makes it
difficult to set a meaningful standard that can be applied across the board as per
PPG17 requirements. For example, residents have significantly different
expectations for synthetic turf pitches (for which they are willing to travel further)
than they do for grass pitches (where there is a presumption of more localised
provision).
Given the findings from the local consultation, it is suggested that two standards are
set, one for grass pitches, tennis courts and bowling greens, and a separate
standard for STPs and golf courses to reflect local expectations regarding driving
and walked to outdoor sport facilities. The 75% threshold level for those who expect
to walk to grass pitches, tennis and bowling greens is 15 minutes. As a
consequence, a 15 minute walk time to these “local” outdoor sports facilities is
considered an appropriate standard that will ensure quantitative improvements
whilst also focusing on improving the quality of existing provision. This is in line with
ensuring sustainable transport choices, and accounts for the wide mix of facility
types within the standard to meet user expectations.
The 75% threshold level for those who expect to drive to STPs and golf courses are
both 20 minutes. Given the more specialist nature of these facilities, and the fact
they are usually built in strategic locations to incorporate local demand, a 20 minute
drive time standard is recommended.
The use of school facilities for community use will be particularly important in the
rural areas if the recommended standard is to be delivered.
Applying provision standards – identifying geographical areas
8.18

In order to identify geographical areas of importance and those areas with required
local needs the quantitative provision of outdoor sport facilities across Allerdale
should be considered alongside the recommended local standard for accessibility.
The quantity standards enable the identification of areas that do not meet the
minimum provision standards, while the accessibility standards will help determine
where those deficiencies are of high importance. Applying the standards together is a
much more meaningful method of analysis than applying the standards separately.
This will be discussed in greater detail in Section 12 ‘The Way Forward’.
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Allotments
Definition
9.1

This typology includes all forms of allotments with a primary purpose to provide
opportunities for people to grow their own produce as part of the long term promotion
of sustainability, health and social inclusion. This type of open space may also
include urban farms.

9.2

Like other open space types, allotments can provide a number of wider benefits to
the community as well as the primary use of growing produce. These include:
•

bringing together different cultural backgrounds

•

improving physical and mental health

•

providing a source of recreation

•

making a wider contribution to green and open space.

Figure 9.1 - Allotments

9.3

Allotments are becoming increasingly popular nationally following the recognition of
the role that such facilities can play in encouraging all sectors of the community to
participate in active recreation. Of those residents who do use an allotment in
Allerdale, many people commented on how they enjoy the tranquillity of the site and
the social element of working on an allotment.

9.4

Changing trends in house building, with an increasing focus on flats and apartments,
may also generate an upward turn in the demand for allotments, as residents without
access to private gardens seek alternatives.

9.5

The quality, quantity and accessibility of allotments in Allerdale is discussed overleaf
alongside the key issues relating to the quality and quantity of provision.
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Quantity of provision
9.6

The provision of allotments in the Borough is summarised below in Table 9.1.

9.7

Analysis areas

Current
provision

Number of sites

Smallest site
(hectares)

Largest site
(hectares)

LDF population
(2021)

Provision per
1000 population
(2021)

Table 9.1 - Provision of allotments in Allerdale

Workington

8.86

10

0.2

3.28

38,063

0.23

Wigton

2.2

1

-

-

15,784

0.14

Cockermouth

0.73

1

-

-

16,931

0.04

Aspatria

2.74

2

1.28

1.46

14,377

0.19

Maryport

7.48

5

0.56

4.35

19,745

0.38

Overall

22.01

19

0.2

4.35

104,900

0.21

The key issues emerging from Table 9.1 and consultations relating to the quantity of
provision of allotments include:
•

in total, 32.6% of the population felt there was about right/more than enough
provision of allotments within Allerdale, with 27.2% stating that there was not
enough/nearly enough

•

the majority of residents in Allerdale perceive the quality of allotments to be
average (50%). 20% feel the sites are good and 30% would rate them as poor

•

72% of respondents to the household survey stated that walking would be the
most popular travel method when visiting allotments. The majority of
respondents would expect to travel up to 10 minutes to reach an allotment
site (67%)

•

there are varying levels of allotments across the Borough. The highest
amount of provision per 1000 population is found in Maryport and the lowest
amount of provision is located in Cockermouth.
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Setting provision standards - quantity
9.8

The recommended local quantity standard for allotments has been derived from the
local needs consultation and audit of provision and is summarised below. Full
justification for the local standard is provided within Appendix E.
Existing level of provision

Recommended standard

0.25 ha per 1000 population

0.25 hectares per 1000 population

Justification
There is an overall perception that there could be more allotment provision in certain
areas across the Borough (currently 0.25 ha per 1000 population). The presence of
waiting lists at a number of sites reinforces this. A standard at the existing level of
provision should be set in order to address locational deficiencies and increase the
overall level of provision.
This standard would ensure that deficiencies in the quantity of allotments and
access to allotments could be addressed across the Borough. Setting a standard at
this level would equate to the requirement for an additional 186 allotment plots
across the LDF period. This would go someway to offsetting the existing and future
unmet demand.

9.9

Table 9.2 below, sets out the application of the local quantity standard for allotments.
Table 9.2 - Application of quantity standard (See Appendix H)

Analysis areas

9.10

Future provision balanced against
local standard
(0.25 hectares per 1000 population)

Workington

-0.66

Wigton

-1.75

Cockermouth

-3.50

Aspatria and Silloth

-0.85

Maryport

2.54

Overall

-4.22

The following key issues arise from table 9.2 above:
•

based on the local standard of 0.25 hectares per 1000 population, there will
be an overall deficiency of provision within the Borough by 2021. All analysis
areas will have deficiencies with the exception of Maryport
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•

the overall deficiency Borough wide will be -4.22 hectares (against the local
standard). There is a clear need for further provision, most notably in
Cockermouth and Wigton.

Current provision – quality
9.11

The quality of existing allotments in the Borough was assessed through site visits
and is set out in Table 9.3. It is important to note that site assessments are
conducted as a snap shot in time and are therefore reflective of the quality of the site
on one specific day.

9.12

The quality scores are weighted according to the findings of the local consultation.
Those elements that were highlighted through consultation as being a particularly
important determinant of the quality of allotments have been weighted higher to
ensure that they have a greater influence on the overall quality score that each site
achieves. The full rationale behind this approach is set out in Appendix F. Residents
perceived that ancillary facilities were particularly important in the provision of
allotments.
Table 9.3 – Selection of quality scores for allotments

9.13

Analysis Area

Number
of sites

Quality
Range

Average
Score

Highest Quality
Sites

1 – Workington

10

48% 94%

70%

2 – Wigton

1

65%

-

Longhwaite
Allotments

3–
Cockermouth

1

87%

-

Gote Road
Allotments

4 – Aspatria and
Silloth

2

69% 88%

79%

Eden Street
Allotments

5 – Maryport

4

64% 75%

69%

Risehow Allotments

Park Lane Allotments

The key issues arising from Table 9.3 and consultation relating to the quality of
allotments are:
•

there is a large variation in the quality of allotment sites across Allerdale that
ranges from sites scoring 48% to 84%

•

three of the top five quality allotment sites are located in Workington, however
the area also contains the three lowest scoring sites in the Borough

•

the highest quality allotment site is Park Lane allotments, which achieved a
quality score of 94%

•

the majority of residents in Allerdale perceive the quality of allotments to be
average (50%). 20% feel the sites are good and 30% would rate them as
poor.
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Setting provision standards - quality
9.14

The recommended local quality vision for allotments is summarised below. Full
justifications and consultation relating to the quality of provision for the local standard
are provided within Appendix F.
Quality Standard (See Appendix F)
Recommended standard – ALLOTMENTS
Local consultation, national guidance and best practice suggest that the
following features are essential and desirable to local residents:
Essential

Desirable

Clean/Litter Free

Footpaths

Maintenance

Security

Good Site Access

Dog Free Area

Detailed analysis of the local consultation suggests that with regards to
allotments, the relative importance of the key components is as follows:
Component of quality

Proportion of possible
total responses received

Weighting

Security and Safety

25%

3

Cleanliness and
maintenance

33%

4

Vegetation

7%

2

Ancillary accommodation

5%

1
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Setting provision standards – accessibility
9.15

The accessibility of sites is paramount in maximising usage as well as providing as
opportunity for all people to use the site. The recommended local standard is set in
the form of a distance threshold and is derived directly from the findings of the local
consultations.

9.16

Site-specific accessibility issues were also analysed as part of the programme of site
visits and information and signage, transport and general issues were assessed.

9.17

Key issues emerging from the consultation relating to access to allotments include:
•

respondents to the household survey stated that walking (72%) would be the
most popular travel method when visiting allotments

•

attendees at drop in sessions stated that increased access to allotments is
instrumental in the drive to increase the popularity of these facilities. There
appears to be an awareness issue with a number of residents not being able
to identify where these sites are located or how to obtain plots

•

the existence of waiting lists across several sites in Allerdale represents a
barrier to access of facilities for some residents.

Setting provision standards – accessibility
9.18

The accessibility of sites is paramount in maximising usage as well as providing as
opportunity for all people to use the site. The recommended local standard is set in
the form of a distance threshold and is derived directly from the findings of the local
consultations.

9.19

Site specific accessibility issues were also analysed as part of the programme of site
visits and information and signage, transport and general issues were assessed.
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Accessibility Standard
Recommended standard

15 MINUTE WALK TIME
Justification
The provision of allotments is very much a demand led typology and this should
be reflected in the application of the accessibility and quantity standards. As such
any deficiencies that are highlighted through the application of the study should
be assessed further to indicate if there is any demand in that area.
However, as a guide a standard has been set at 15 minutes walk time. Residents
responding to the household survey indicated that they would expect to walk to
allotments and a walk time has therefore been used in line with living a healthy
lifestyle and targets to reduce the reliance on private transport. Given the 75%
threshold level is for a 15 minute work, setting a standard at this level is in
accordance with the PPG17 Companion Guide. This standard should be applied
consistently across the rural and urban areas.

Applying provision standards – identifying geographical areas
9.20

In order to identify geographical areas of importance and those areas with required
local needs the quantitative provision of allotments should be considered alongside
the recommended local standard for accessibility. The quantity standards enable the
identification of areas that do not meet the minimum provision standards, while the
accessibility standards will help determine where those deficiencies are of high
importance. Applying the standards together is a much more meaningful method of
analysis than applying the standards separately. This will be discussed in greater
detail in Section 12 ‘The Way Forward’.
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Cemeteries and churchyards
Introduction
10.1

This typology encompasses both churchyards contained within the walled boundary
of a church and cemeteries outside the confines of a church. These include private
burial grounds, local authority burial grounds and disused churchyards. Although the
primary purpose of this type of open space is for burial of the dead and quiet
contemplation, these sites frequently also have considerable value for the promotion
of wildlife conservation and biodiversity.

10.2

Many historic churchyards provide important places for quiet contemplation,
especially in busy urban areas, and often support biodiversity and interesting
geological features. As such many can also be viewed as amenity green spaces.
Unfortunately, many are also run-down and therefore it may be desirable to enhance
them. As churchyards can only exist where there is a church, the only form of
provision standard that will be required is a qualitative one.

10.3

Cemeteries and churchyards can be a significant source of open space, particularly
in rural areas. In urban areas they can represent a relatively minor resource in terms
of the land, but are able to provide areas of nature conservation importance. In some
instances, cemeteries and churchyards may be the only open space within a
settlement.

10.4

The explanations as to why some local standards cannot be produced for these
typologies are discussed in more detail below.

10.5

For Cemeteries, PPG17 Annex states "every individual cemetery has a finite capacity
and therefore there is steady need for more of them. Indeed, many areas face a
shortage of ground for burials. The need for graves, for all religious faiths, can be
calculated from population estimates, coupled with details of the average proportion
of deaths which result in a burial, and converted into a quantitative population based
provision standard."
Figure 10.1 - Christ Church, Great Broughton (Site ID 345)
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10.6

There are currently 28 churchyards and cemeteries within the Allerdale analysis
areas (excluding LDNP).

Analysis Areas

Current Provision

Number of sites

Smallest site
(Hectares)

Largest site
(Hectares)

LDF Population
(2021)

Current provision
per 1000
population

Provision per 1000
population (2021)

Table 10.1 - Current provision of cemeteries and churchyards

Workington

9.36

8

0.12

3.57

38,063

0.3

0.25

Wigton

4.6

5

0.15

3.42

15,784

0.36

0.29

Cockermouth

8.7

5

0.17

6.93

16,931

0.63

0.51

Aspatria and
Silloth

2.84

6

0.11

1.22

14,377

0.24

0.20

Maryport

1.68

4

0.31

0.71

19,745

0.1

0.085

Overall

27.18

28

0.11

3.57

104,900

0.32

0.26

•

the overall level of provision equals 27.18 hectares, producing an average
site size of 1 hectare per cemetery and/or churchyard. The size of sites varies
significantly across the analysis areas, ranging from 0.12 hectares to 6.93
hectares

•

current provision is split relatively evenly across the analysis areas

•

looking towards the future (2021), analysis of the provision per 1000 of the
population shows that Cockermouth is the best served with 0.51 hectares.
The area with the lowest amount of provision is Maryport with only 0.085
hectares. The overall figure shows that there are 0.26 hectares of cemeteries
and/or churchyards per 1000 of the population across the Borough.

Setting provision standards
Quantity standard
10.7

No quantity standards have been set for cemeteries and churchyards. PPG17 Annex
states: "many historic churchyards provide important places for quiet contemplation,
especially in busy urban areas, and often support biodiversity and interesting
geological features. As such many can also be viewed as amenity greenspaces.
Unfortunately, many are also run-down and therefore it may be desirable to enhance
them. As churchyards can only exist where there is a church, the only form of
provision standard which will be required is a qualitative one."

10.8

For cemeteries, PPG 17 Annex states "every individual cemetery has a finite capacity
and therefore there is steady need for more of them. Indeed, many areas face a
shortage of ground for burials. The need for graves, for all religious faiths, can be
calculated from population estimates, coupled with details of the average proportion
of deaths which result in a burial, and converted into a quantitative population-based
provision standard." This does not relate to a quantitative hectare per 1,000
population requirement.
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Quality of provision
10.9

The quality of each site has been assessed through a detailed site visit and the
completion of a detailed pro forma described in Section 2 and provided in Appendix
D. It is important to note that the quality score represents a snapshot in time and
records only the quality of the site at the time of the site visit. The quality of
cemeteries across the Borough is set out in Table 10.2 below.
Table 10.2 – Selection of quality scores for cemeteries and churchyards in
Allerdale
Analysis Area

Number of
Sites

Quality Range

Average Score

Workington

8

74%-100%

90%

Wigton

5

85%-94%

90%

Cockermouth

5

82%-97%

92%

Aspatria and Silloth

6

91% - 94%

93%

Maryport

4

71%-96%

88%

10.10 The key issues arising from Table 10.2 above are:
•

there is a consistency in the quality of cemeteries and churchyards across
Allerdale with sites ranging from scores of 71% to 100%. The average quality
scores are high across all analysis areas

•

Christ Church Great Broughton and St Mary’s Westfield Church are the
highest scoring sites, receiving scores of 97% and 100% respectively.

Cemeteries and churchyards - setting provision standards
10.11 In setting local standards for churchyards and cemeteries, it is only appropriate to set
a quality vision and take into account any national or local standards. Full indication
of consultation and justifications for the recommended local standards are provided
within Appendix G.
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Quality Standard (see Appendix F)
Recommended standard – CEMETERIES AND CHURCHYARDS
Local consultation, national guidance and best practice therefore suggest
that the following features are essential and desirable to local residents:
Essential

Desirable

Well Kept Grass

Seating

Flowers and Trees

Footpaths

Clean/Litter Free

Litter bins

Lighting

Detailed analysis of the local consultation suggests that with regards to
cemeteries and churchyards, the relative importance of the key components
is as follows:
Component of quality

Proportion of possible
total responses received

Weighting

Security and Safety

25%

2

Cleanliness and
maintenance

68%

4

Vegetation

29%

3

Ancillary accommodation

22%

1

Accessibility standards
10.12 With regards to accessibility there are no definitive national or local standards for
cemeteries and churchyards. There is no realistic requirement to set catchments for
such typologies as they cannot easily be influenced through planning policy and
implementation.
Applying provision standards
10.13 Given that it is not appropriate to set any local quantity or accessibility standards. It is
also not appropriate to state areas of deficiency or need. The application of
standards should therefore focus on the quality of existing sites.
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Indoor sports facilities
Introduction
11.1

PPG17 states that it is essential to consider the role that indoor sports facilities play in
meeting the needs of local residents. It states that the provision of swimming pools,
indoor sports halls, indoor bowls and indoor tennis should therefore be considered as
part of the local supply and demand assessment.

11.2

The methodology for the assessment of indoor facilities is slightly different to other PPG
17 typologies in that specific demand modelling can be undertaken in line with Sport
England parameters. It has not been a requirement of this study to set local standards
for indoor sport facilities, therefore, the emphasis and focus remains on the national
standards. It is recommended that any subsequent production of local standards should
be representative of the needs and expectations of local residents.
Strategic context and consultation
North West on the Move - A Regional Plan for Sport and Physical Activity (20042008) - Sport England

11.3

Sport England, as the national agency driving sports development takes a strategic lead
on the provision of sport.

11.4

North West on the Move is a plan for sport and physical activity in the region. Its
formulation has involved national, regional and local consultations with key
stakeholders, agencies and organisations across the private, public and voluntary
sectors that fully understand the strategic issues and local needs of the region.

11.5

The plan highlights the following five outcomes:
•

Enhancing the sporting infrastructure

•

Improving health and wellbeing

•

Developing education and skills

•

Benefiting the economy

•

Creating stronger and safer communities.

11.6

The provision of indoor sports facilities that meet local and national standards will be key
to the delivery of the above objectives.

11.7

Active Places and Active Places Power provides a key resource for the Borough Council
in the long-term management and resource planning for indoor sports. The recent Active
People Survey found that the percentage of adults participating in at least 30 minutes
moderate intensity sport and active recreation (including recreational walking) on three
or more days a week in Allerdale is 20.5% compared to 21% nationally. This indicates
that there is a similar level of physical activity in the Borough to the national average.

11.8

The key issues for indoor sports facilities emerging from a review of strategic documents
are:
•

in the recent Active People Survey 70.2% of the Allerdale community indicated
they were satisfied with the local sports provision
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•

in terms of the CPA accessibility target, 37.2% of the population within Allerdale
reside within 20 minutes travel time of a range of three different sports facility
types (one of which has achieved a quality assured standard)

•

the ‘North West on the Move’ Regional Plan for Sport is a plan for sport and
physical activity. The plan’s two main aims are to increase participation and
widen access and reducing inequalities in sport and physical activity. It identifies
five themes of which one enhancing the sporting infrastructure.

Consultation
11.9

Consultation specific to indoor sports provision in Allerdale provides an indication of
public opinion whilst providing some meaningful statistics. Key findings from consultation
provide a justification for setting local standards against local needs and include:
•

a relatively high proportion of residents do not have an opinion on the provision
of indoor sports facilities, which suggests a low level of interest

•

a number of residents at drop in sessions identified the high cost of facilities as
the main barrier to use, specifically private facilities

•

of the facility types surveyed, the highest dissatisfaction was shown with the
provision of indoor tennis, with 35% feeling there was an under provision

•

results from the household survey highlight a satisfaction regarding the provision
of swimming pools and sports halls, with over 50% of respondents stating the
provision of this type of open space is about right or more than enough

•

the highest rated aspirations by frequent users of indoor sports facilities are
range of activities, cleanliness of changing facilities, equipment maintenance and
cost.

Current position
11.10 A broad review of indoor sport and recreation facilities has been undertaken to guide
future planning within Allerdale based on the Active Places database.
11.11 Provision of sports halls, swimming pools, indoor tennis and indoor bowls has been
considered in terms of quality, quantity, and accessibility. Appendix J contains a list of all
indoor sports facilities across the Borough. This includes provision of Health and Fitness
facilities.
Quality
11.12 The PPG17 Companion Guide reinforces that design and management are factors
integral to the successful delivery of a network of high quality sport and recreation
facilities stating that:
“Quality depends on two things: the needs and expectations of users, on the one
hand, and design, management and maintenance on the other.”
11.13 The quality standard for indoor facilities should reflect the views and aspirations of the
local community and should be linked to the national benchmark and design criteria. The
views and aspirations of the community were highlighted earlier in this Section and the
suggested essential and desirable features of an indoor sports facility within Allerdale
were:
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Essential

Desirable

Range of activities

Cost of facilities

Cleanliness

Ease/security of parking

Maintenance

Welcoming staff

11.14 Improvements to the quality of existing facilities were highlighted as being of greater
importance than increases in the overall quantity of provision.
Benchmarking and design specifications
11.15 In line with PPG17 recommendations, in addition to establishing a quality vision for
sports facilities based on local community needs, a quality standard for indoor sport and
recreation facilities has been set using national benchmarks, Sport England Technical
Design Guidance Notes and Quest Best Practice Standards. Key objectives
underpinning this quality standard are:
•

to provide clear guidance relating to facility specifications, ensuring suitability of
design for the targeted range of sports and standards of play as well as
individual requirements for specialist sports and uses

•

to ensure high standards of management and customer service are attained,
which meet or exceed customer expectation and lead to a quality leisure
experience for all users of facilities.

11.16 The quality standard is therefore split into two components:
•

QS1 – design and technical

•

QS2 – management and operational.

11.17 It can be seen that some elements of the quality standard, derived from local needs and
aspirations, are linked to the specifications detailed in QS1 and QS2.
QS1: Quality standard (design and technical)
QS1: All new build and refurbishment schemes to be designed in accordance with
Sport England Guidance Notes, which provide detailed technical advice and
standards for the design and development of sports facilities.

11.18 A full list of Sport England Design Guidance Notes can be found on, and are available to
download free, from the Sport England website.
http://www.sportengland.org/index/get_resources/resource_downloads/design_guidelines.htm

11.19 The space requirement for most sports depends on the standard of play – generally the
higher the standard, the larger the area required. Although the playing area is usually of
the same dimensions, there is a need to build in provision for increased safety margins,
increased clearance height, spectator seating, etc. Similarly, design specification varies
according to level of competition with respect to flooring type and lighting lux levels, for
example.
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11.20 Sport England Design Guidance Notes are based on eight standards of play.
Consideration should be given to the desired specification of the facility in question at
the outset.
QS2: Quality standard (facility operation and management)
QS2: All leisure providers to follow industry best practice principles in relation to a)
Facilities Operation, b) Customer Relations, c) Staffing and d) Service Development and
Review. The detail of the internal systems, policies and practices underpinning
implementation of these principles will correlate directly to the scale of facility, varying
according to the position of the facility within the levels of the established hierarchy.

Supply and demand analysis – developing quantity standards
11.21 In order to derive quantity standards for each type of indoor sports facility, the level of
supply is compared to an estimated demand. The foundations of all demand
assessments are an analysis of the demographic nature of the resident population within
a catchment area of the site. Demand models are also used in the development of
provision standards.
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Sport halls
11.22 Active Places Power considers the capacity of halls to meet demand for the local
population. It also provides a measure of the number of halls (of four badminton courts
or greater) per 1000 population.
11.23 16 facilities were identified across Allerdale. These are summarised in Table 11.1 below.
Table 11.1 - Sports hall provision in Allerdale

Access

Size (number
of courts)

Supply

St Josephs Catholic High School

Public

1

0

Workington Leisure Centre

Public

4

1

Southfield Technology College

Private

6

1

Lakes College West Cumbria

Private

4

1

Maryport Civic Hall

Public

3

0

Cockermouth Leisure Centre

Public

3

0

Cockermouth School

Private

1

0

Ehenside Community School

Private

1

0

Allonby School Sports Hall

Public

1

0

St Bees School

Public

4

1

Beacon Hill Swimming Pool

Public

1

0

Keswick School

Public

4

1

Solway Community Technology College

Public

4

1

Nelson Tomlinson School

Public

4

1

Netherhall Sports College

Public

12

3

52

10

Facility

TOTAL

11.24 Assuming that a four court hall is 594m2 and one court is 148.5m2, the current level of
provision is equivalent to 52 courts in total. Based on current population figures, this is
equivalent to 0.60 courts per 1000 population.
11.25 Facility size and accessibility for public use are key factors taken into consideration
when assessing the current level of supply. Sports hall facilities that are below four
badminton courts in size are audited but not taken into consideration in the supply and
demand analysis. This is due to the restrictions placed on the mix of sports that can be
played in the hall.
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11.26 Based on these assumptions, the current supply of sports halls is equivalent to 41
badminton courts/6088m2.
11.27 Current supply and demand is summarised below:
Sport England
facility calculator
demand

Current supply

Surplus/deficiency

25.77 badminton
courts

41 badminton
courts

Surplus of 15.23
badminton courts

Active Places
power

Current supply

Surplus/deficiency

20.62 badminton
courts

41 badminton
courts

Surplus of 20.38 courts

Setting a quantity standard
11.28 Sport England has published a good practice tool kit on its website to assist local
authorities in devising appropriate contributions to open space and sport/leisure
provision. The facility calculator provides an indication of the expected level of provision
based on the population within the local authority boundary.
11.29 Based on current population figures demand equates to 25.77 courts within Allerdale.
Using this data, provision standards per 1000 population can be calculated as follows:
•

population of Allerdale – 85,452

•

therefore demand per 1000 people = (25.77 courts/85,452) * 1000

•

demand per 1000 population = 0.30 courts.

11.30 Based on the level of current supply of four
court sports halls in the Borough (10),
provision equates to 41 courts/0.48 courts
per 1000 population, above the amount
advocated by Active Places Power and the
Sport England Facility Calculator.

FACILITY CALCULATOR:
RECOMMENDED STANDARD
0.30 courts per 1,000 population

11.31 A local standard set at the existing level of provision will ensure that locational
deficiencies are identified (through the application of accessibility standards) and that
future provision expands to meet the needs of the population. This would also support
the replacement/improvement in terms of quality of existing facilities without requiring
additional provision that may not be financially viable or required.
Accessibility
11.32

With regards to accessibility, Sport England research indicates that all residents should
be within a 15 minute drive time of a sports hall. In terms of the CPA accessibility target,
37.2% of residents in Allerdale are within 20 minutes travel time (urban areas – by walk;
rural areas – by car) of a range of three different sports facility types of which one has
achieved a quality assured standard (standard suggests between 30% and 50%).
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11.33 It is important to recognise the valued contribution made by smaller provision such as
village halls within the Borough. These may allow certain sporting activities to take place
(particularly in the rural areas) and may be located much closer than the drive time
standard but are not included within the analysis as the Active Places definition of a
sports hall assumes four or more badminton courts.
Summary – sports halls
11.34 A local quantitative standard of 0.30 courts per 1000 population is recommended by the
Sport England Facility Calculator for sports hall provision in Allerdale. This is below the
current level of provision in the Borough, which equates to 0.48 courts per 1000
population. The Active Places Power parameters are also below the current level of
provision.
11.35 Improved access to private facilities may help to reduce any programming difficulties at
key sites in the Borough where there is high demand and also address issues regarding
an uneven distribution across the Borough. As participation increases, consideration
should be given to the maximisation of resources on school sites and access by the
community. Programmes such as Building Schools for the Future and the extended
schools programme offer significant opportunities.
11.36 Providers of all indoor sports facilities should strive to achieve the quality vision and
where possible, larger sites should work towards Quest accreditation, the national
benchmark for quality. Three sites in Allerdale (Cockermouth Leisure Centre, Keswick
Leisure Pool and Workington Leisure Centre) have achieved this accreditation,
highlighting a spread of good quality sites.
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Swimming pools
11.37 10 swimming pools were identified in the audit of provision across Allerdale. Table 11.2
lists these facilities:
Table 11.2 - Swimming pool provision in Allerdale
Access

Size (m²)

Workington Leisure Centre

Public

306.75

Cockermouth Leisure Centre

Public

225

St Bees School

Public

153

Beacon Hill School

Public

200

Castle Inn Hotel

Public

98

Oxleys, Keswick

Private

91

Keswick Leisure Pool

Public

250

Lodore Falls Hotel Health Club

Private

144

Wigton Swimming Pool

Public

162

Netherhall Sports College

Public

200

Facility

TOTAL

1829.75

11.38 The level of supply is dependent on whether usage of the facility is identified as public or
private. All public use facilities are included within the demand calculations, however
private facilities are excluded.
11.39 Based on the above assumptions, the current level of provision in Allerdale is equivalent
to 1594.75m2 of water space in total (based on Active Places). Based on current
population figures, this is equivalent to 18.66m2 per 1000 population. This compares
favourably to the equivalent figure for the North West (16.99m2) and the national figure
of 18.34m2.
11.40 Based on the current population (85,452), the Sport England Facility Calculator reveals
a requirement for 843.16m2 of water space (3.97 pools/15.87 lanes).
11.41 Based on a future population of 104,900, the Sport England Facility Calculator reveals a
requirement for 1035.05m2 of water space (4.87 pools/19.48 lanes).

.
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Sport England
facility calculator
demand

Current supply

Surplus/deficiency

843.16m2

1594.75m2

Surplus of 751.59m2

Active Places
Power

Current Supply

Surplus/deficiency

590.21m2

1594.75m2

Surplus of 1004.54m2

Setting a quantity standard
11.42 Sport England has published a good practice tool kit on their website to assist Local
Authorities in devising appropriate contributions to open space and sport/leisure
provision. The Sport England Facility Calculator sets out the level of provision required
based on a series of national parameters.
11.43 On this basis, demand within Allerdale is
equivalent to 843.16m2. Using these provision
standards, demand per 1000 population can be
calculated as:

FACILITY CALCULATOR:
RECOMMENDED STANDARD
9.87m2 water space per 1,000
population

•

population of Allerdale – 85,452

•

therefore demand per 1000 people = (843.16m2 / 85,452) * 1000.

11.44 The demand model indicates that 9.87m2 of water space per 1,000 population is
required to meet current demand.
11.45 Given that the current level of provision is above the equivalent figure for the North
West, the emphasis on provision being about right through consultation and the focus on
improving quality shown by residents, it is recommended that a standard equivalent to
the current level of provision be pursued.
Accessibility
11.46 With regards to accessibility, Sport England research indicates that all residents should
be within a 20-minute drive time of a swimming pool. In terms of the CPA accessibility
target, 37.2% of residents in Allerdale are within 20 minutes travel time (urban areas –
by walk; rural areas – by car) of a range of 3 different sports facility types of which one
has achieved a quality assured standard (standard suggests between 30% and 50%).
11.47 While the current level of provision appears sufficient, it is important to consider an
uneven distribution of publicly accessible facilities. While overall, it appears that supply
is greater than demand, there may remain some residents without access to facilities or
some dual use facilities. In addition, facilities accessible only to clubs making block
bookings will have an impact on supply as a result of the lack of casual access to the
facilities. Rather than the development of new facilities, it may be that there is a focus on
redevelopment or relocation of facilities to better meet community need.
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Summary – swimming pools
11.48 The quantity of swimming pools required is 9.87m2 of water space per 1000 population.
The current level of provision exceeds this level. Setting a standard at the current level
will ensure that locational deficiencies are identified (through the application of
accessibility standards) and will ensure that future provision continues to meet the
needs of the population.
11.49 It will be essential to maximise transport links to indoor sports facilities within the rural
area and ensure that opportunities in these areas are maximised.
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Indoor bowls
11.50 Allerdale currently has one indoor bowls centre (Workington Leisure Centre).
11.51 Based on the current population (85,452), the Sport England Facility Calculator reveals
a requirement for 5.87 rinks (0.98 centres). Based on a future population of 104,900 the
Sport England Facility Calculator reveals this requirement will grow to 7.21 rinks (1.20
centres).
Sport England
facility calculator
demand

Current supply

Surplus/deficiency

1 centre

Supply = demand

5.87 rinks (0.98
centres)
Setting a quantity standard

11.52 Sport England has published a good practice tool kit on their website to assist Local
Authorities in devising appropriate contributions to open space and sport/leisure
provision. The Facility Calculator provides an indication of the expected level of
provision based on the population within the local authority boundary.
11.53 Provision standards per 1000 population can be calculated by:
•

current population of Allerdale – 85,452

•

therefore demand per 1000 people = (5.87 rinks/85,452) * 1000

•

demand per 1000 population = 0.07 rinks.

11.54 Setting a standard in line with the current
levels of provision will help to highlight the
need to protect the existing indoor facility
for the Borough but will also represent a
realistic target as some residents may
make use of facilities located outside of the
Borough.

FACILITY CALCULATOR:
RECOMMENDED STANDARD
0.07 rinks per 1,000 population

Accessibility
11.55 With regards to accessibility, Sport England research indicates that all residents should
be within a 15-minute drive time of an indoor bowls hall. In terms of the CPA
accessibility target, 52.7% of residents in Allerdale are within 20 minutes travel time
(urban areas – by walk; rural areas – by car) of a range of three different sports facility
types of which one has achieved a quality assured standard (standard suggests
between 30% and 50%).
11.56

The local consultation undertaken reveals that 56% of respondents would expect to
drive to an indoor bowls rink. The 75% threshold level Borough wide indicated a 20
minute drive time.

11.57

It is recommended that the future local accessibility standard is based on local
consultation and the 75% threshold level.
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Summary – indoor bowls
11.58 There is currently one indoor bowls centre within the Borough.
11.59 A local quantity standard of 0.07 rinks per 1000 population is recommended. While this
appears sufficient provision based on current population figures, local consultation
highlighted a particular desire for more indoor bowls facilities across Allerdale. Due to
the popularity of bowls in this region, setting a standard at the current level will reveal
locational deficiencies and provide a realistic target for the majority of the population
who wish to make use of an indoor bowls facility within the Borough.
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Indoor tennis
11.60 There are currently no indoor tennis facilities within the Borough. There are four clubs
registered to the Lawn Tennis Association (LTA).
11.61

According to Active Places the nearest indoor tennis facility is Chatsworth Tennis Club
in Carlisle. The development of an indoor facility in Allerdale is a priority for Cumbria
Lawn Tennis Association.

11.62 The Sport England Facility Calculator does not consider indoor tennis facilities.
Setting a quantitative standard
11.63 It is recommended that a standard equivalent to the current level of provision in the
North West be pursued. This will help to highlight the current deficiency within the
Borough both now and over the LDF period in line with the population growth.
Accessibility
11.64 With regards to accessibility, Sport England research indicates that all residents should
be within a 15 minute drive time of an indoor tennis facility. In terms of the CPA
accessibility target, 52.7% of residents in Allerdale are within 20 minutes travel time
(urban areas – by walk; rural areas – by car) of a range of three different sports facility
types of which one has achieved a quality assured standard (standard suggests
between 30% and 50%).
11.65 The local consultation undertaken reveals that 55% of respondents would expect to
drive to an indoor tennis facility. The 75% threshold level Borough wide was a 20
minutes drive time.
11.66

Any future accessibility standard should reflect local needs and the 75% threshold level.
Overall summary – indoor tennis

11.67 There are currently no indoor tennis facilities in Allerdale.
Summary and recommendations
11.68 An analysis of the provision of sports halls, swimming pool, indoor tennis and indoor
bowls provision within Allerdale has been undertaken and current provision has been
measured against identified demand, enabling an understanding of any additional
provision required.
11.69 An overarching quality vision has been set in line with local community need, Quest and
Best Value principles.
A clean and well-maintained indoor sports facility that is easily accessible by public
transport and is available to all. It should contain adequate changing facilities, cycle
and car parking. It should cater for a wide range of sports and leisure activities that are
affordable to the local communities it serves.

11.70 The development and application of the local quantity and accessibility standards should
be considered a basis for the future strategic planning of indoor sports facilities in
Allerdale. Further detailed user consultation at key centres across the Borough and
detailed analysis of the size and characteristics of the resident population that each
centre is serving should be conducted. This information should then be supplemented
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with the production of local standards. It is essential that the Allerdale Local
Development Framework considers the provision of indoor sports facilities.
11.71 To meet the needs of an increasing population, focus should be placed on the
community use of school sites. Programmes such as Building Schools for the Future
and the extended schools programme offer significant opportunities.
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The way forward – PPG17 steps 4 and 5
Background
12.1

As detailed in Section 2, the PPG17 Companion Guide sets out a logical five-step
process for undertaking a local assessment of open space.

12.2

This report and associated appendices summarise the key findings of stages 1, 2,
and 3, specifically:
•

Step 1 – Identifying Local Needs

•

Step 2 – Auditing Local Provision

•

Step 3 – Setting Provision Standards

12.3

The recommended provision standards are derived directly from the findings of the
local needs assessment and audit and have been outlined in this report.

12.4

Steps 1-3, as undertaken, inform the Council’s Local Development Framework
documents and provide an evidence base for further development.

12.5

In order to understand the adequacy of current levels of provision, both in terms of
quality and quantity, but also spatially, steps 4 and 5 need to be undertaken,
specifically:
•

Step 4 – Applying Provision Standards; and

•

Step 5 – Drafting Policies – recommendations and strategic priorities.

12.6

The implementation of steps 4 and 5 are instrumental in the identification of issues
and should lead to the production of an open space, sport and recreation strategy
which will identify future priorities for the delivery of greenspace across the Borough.
CABE space identifies the production of a green space strategy as the 6th Stage.

12.7

Completion of steps 4 – 5 will inform further, more detailed stages of the LDF and will
be undertaken in due course.

12.8

The suggested processes that will need to be followed as part of the production of an
open space, sport and recreation strategy (following adoption of the local standards)
are set out below.
Step 4 - Applying the recommended local standards

12.9

Local standards have been recommended for quality, quantity and accessibility.
Following agreement of these standards, these standards should first be used to
identify individual areas deficient in quantity, quality, and accessibility. The key
principles behind each of these are summarised below:
1)

identify areas deficient in accessibility
-

deficiencies in accessibility are defined by applying the locally derived
accessibility standards to give an indication of those areas served and not
served by existing provision. Map 12.1 overleaf provides an example of
this.
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Map 12.1 – Accessibility catchment map
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2)

identify areas of quantitative deficiency or surplus
-

3)

areas of quantitative deficiency or surplus can be identified through the
application of the quantity standard, either to a large geographical area, or
more specifically to the population within the effective catchment of each
different type of open space, sport or recreation facility for each form of
provision. Areas of quantitative deficiency or surplus have been identified
during the course of this report.

identify quality deficiencies and value of site
-

the site assessment data produced as part of stage 3 should be plotted on
the same maps as the accessibility assessment by coding spaces or
facilities in terms of their quality and value. This will spatially identify those
open spaces or sport and recreation facilities most in need of
enhancement and also put them in the context of overall accessibility. An
example map is provided overleaf in Map 12.2.

12.10 As noted in PPG17, value is an entirely different and separate concept from quality,
and relates mainly to context (in terms of site accessibility and local quantity of
provision, level and type of use and the wider benefits). The initial site assessments
undertaken as part this study provide the majority of the information required in terms
of wider benefits etc.
12.11 When making decisions about specific sites, consideration should be given to both
the value of the individual site and the quality of the site. Without combining these
two factors, it is impossible to identify those spaces or facilities which should be given
the highest level of protection by the planning system, those which require
enhancement in some way and those which may no longer be needed for their
present purpose.
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Map 12.2 – Mapping the quality of sites
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12.12 Figure 12.1 below illustrates the various outcomes of combining value and quality
and their implications that will be investigated as part of the development of a green
space strategy.
Figure 12.1 – Assessing the value of open space sites

Quality

(ii)
High Quality/Low Value

(iv)
High Quality/High Value

•

enhance value in its primary
purpose;

•

•

re-delegate to other purpose to
increase value;

•

change of use

(vi)
Low Quality/Low Value

protect all open space

Vision: for all open spaces within
this category

(viii)
Low Quality/High Value

•

enhance quality & enhance value;

•

enhance quality if possible;

•

re-delegate to other purpose to
increase value

•

protect open space

If not possible, maybe surplus to
requirements in terms of present primary
purpose.

Value
12.13 It is then essential to consider the application of the quantity, quality and accessibility
standards in the context of each other.
4)

identify the spatial distribution of unmet needs
-

-

unmet need can be summarised as:


areas outside the distance threshold of existing facilities or spaces



areas within the distance threshold of existing provision where there is
a quantitative deficiency in provision



existing facilities or spaces that do not meet the relevant quality
standard.

it is important however that the appropriate weight is afforded to identified
deficiencies. For example, where a significant quantitative and
accessibility deficiency is identified, it is a priority to identify sites to meet
this deficiency. However, where there is a lower level of deficiency or
there is either a quantitative or accessibility deficiency but not both, if sites
can be identified to meet this deficiency, they should be considered, but
not prioritised to the same degree. This will be considered as part of the
open space, sport and recreation strategy.
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5)

forecast future needs
-

to complete stages 1-3 some assumptions have been made regarding the
future population in order to estimate the amount of provision required
over the new plan period. It is essential that the application of local
standards considers future need in addition to existing unmet deficiencies
and areas of surplus. This will include consideration of planned changes
in provision and the likely location of future population growth.

Step 5 - Drafting policies
12.14 In accordance with the PPG17 Companion Guide, a strategic framework or Open
Space, Sport and Recreation Strategy for the planning, delivery, management and
monitoring of open space, sport and recreation facilities should have four basic
components, specifically:
•

existing provision to be protected
-

•

existing provision to be enhanced
-

•

there are two discrete instances where existing provision may be in
need of enhancement. In areas where there is a quantitative deficiency
of provision but no accessibility issues the Council may wish to
increase the capacity of existing provision. Alternatively, in areas
where facilities or spaces do not meet the relevant quality standards,
enhancements will be required. Site assessments will inform qualitative
improvements

existing provision to be relocated
-

•

where the existing level of provision is below or the same as the
recommended quantity standard, sites should be protected to ensure that
the situation is not made worse over time whilst remedial action is
planned

in order to meet local needs more effectively or make better overall use
of land it may be necessary to relocate existing sites

areas where new provision should be considered
-

new sites should be located either in areas within the accessibility
catchments of existing provision but where there is a quantitative
deficiency or in areas outside of catchments. More generally, the
Council should deliver a plan led approach to significant housing
growth and open space and test potential housing locations against the
findings of the open space, sport and recreation study.

12.15 The Open Space, Sport and Recreation Strategy should also include a series of aims
and objectives linked to the action plan and implementation programme. It should
also identify investment priorities and partnership opportunities. It may also consider
the existing and future management of open spaces within the Borough.
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Funding opportunities – developer contributions
12.16 Whilst locally determined provision standards (as developed in stage 3) can be used
as a basis for planning conditions or obligations in appropriate circumstances, it is
only through the application of these standards that what is appropriate or otherwise
can be determined.
12.17 PPG17 states that the need for either on site provision or developer contributions
towards off site provision requires the application of the adopted provision standards
within the context of defined areas of accessibility, quality or quantity deficiency or
surplus in order to determine the need for either additional provision or the
enhancement of existing provision.
12.18 In principle, planning authorities will be justified in seeking either on site provision or
contributions towards new off site provision or the enhancement of existing off site
provision, for the full range of open space, sport and recreation facilities for which
they have adopted provision standards. The relative priority of different forms of
provision should be informed by the assessment of local needs and this is the main
objective of stage 4 of the PPG17 process.
Summary
12.19 The completion of a local needs assessment and audit, and the subsequent use of
the findings of these stages to produce local standards provides a sound basis upon
which to develop an Open Space Strategy.
12.20 The application of the standards will enable the identification of key issues and will
drive the future delivery of open space provision across Allerdale.
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BENEFITS OF OPEN SPACE – APPENDIX A

Wider Benefits of Open Space
•
•

Social

•
•
•
•

Recreational

•
•

Environmental

•
•
•
•
•
•

Educational

•
•

Economic

•
•
•
•

providing safe outdoor areas that are available to all ages
of the local population to mix and socialise
social cohesion - potential to engender a sense of
community ownership and pride
providing opportunities for community events, voluntary
activities and charitable fund raising
providing opportunities to improve health and take part in a
wide range of outdoor sports and activities.
providing easily accessible recreation areas as an
alternative to other more chargeable leisure pursuits
offers wide range of leisure opportunities from informal
leisure and play to formal events, activities and games.
open spaces, particularly parks, are the first areas where
children come into contact with the natural world
play opportunities are a vital factor in the development of
children.
reducing motor car dependence to access specific facilities
providing habitats for wildlife as an aid to local biodiversity
helping to stabilise urban temperatures and humidity
providing opportunities for the recycling of organic
materials
providing opportunities to reduce transport use through the
provision of local facilities.
valuable educational role in promoting an understanding of
nature and the opportunity to learn about the environment
open spaces can be used to demonstrate virtues of
sustainable development and health awareness.
adding value to surrounding property, both commercial and
residential, thus increasing local tax revenues
contribution to urban regeneration and renewal projects
contributing to attracting visitors and tourism, including
using the parks as venues for major events
encouraging employment and inward investment
complementing new development with a landscape that
enhances its value.

What do you think of parks, play areas, sport and
recreational land and other open spaces in Allerdale?
Dear Resident,
Allerdale Borough Council has recently appointed PMP to undertake an assessment of open
space across the council area. The study is a requirement of government planning guidance
and will investigate whether the current level of open space provision is sufficient in terms of
quality, quantity and accessibility to meet the needs of residents now and in the future.
We very much hope you can spare 10-15 minutes to complete the attached survey. It
will be used to help the Council understand what improvements are needed to existing open
spaces and make sure future provision of open space and sports facilities is based on the
community’s needs and views. Your household is one of 5000 randomly selected in order to
provide us with an insight into residents’ opinions on open space within Allerdale. Even if
you don’t use open spaces we are keen to hear your views. All the answers you give will be
treated as confidential.
When completing the survey please answer the questions in relation to the open spaces
within your area.
The questionnaire is quick and easy to answer. Please try to answer as many questions
as possible by placing a tick in the boxes or write your answer in the space provided. Please
return your questionnaire even if you are unable to answer all of the questions, as any
information you provide will be of great use to us.
Who should complete the survey?
You will notice that the survey has not been addressed to any particular individual in your
household. This is because we would like to hear the views of the widest possible range of
people. Therefore please ask the person in your household who will next have their
birthday to complete the survey. This includes children aged 14 and over.
If you have any questions or need any help completing the questionnaire please phone Sean
Bishop or myself at PMP on 07900 056838. Alternatively, you can email your views to:
allerdaleopenspace@pmpconsult.com
Please return your completed questionnaire in the pre-paid envelope provided by 20 April
2007. Many thanks for your help with this important survey.
Yours sincerely

Jill Puttnam
Principal Consultant
PMP
Enc.

SiteID
6
613
616
618
620
609
606
599
422
414
379
611
12
4
3
377
477
573
571
568
566
373
369
351
21
370
583
384
584
582
580
595
579
507
481
409
393
403
402
401
400
397
387
396
391
406
436
432
433

SiteName
Main Street AGS
Wampool Street AGS
Hayton Village Green
Victoria Park AGS
Bothel AGS
Mawbury AGS
Allonby Shore AGS
Allonby Shore
East Crescent AGS
The Green AGS
Petteril Street AGS
Skidaw Street AGS
Blennerhasset Green
B5300 AGS
The Square AGS
Silloth Green
Fairfield View and Fitzview AGS
Cragg Road AGS
Broughton AGS
Slatefell Drive AGS
Greyrigg Avenue AGS
Limetree Crescent AGS
Gable Avenue AGS
Broughton Park AGS
Barkers Meadow
St Helens Street AGS
Gillbeck Park AGS
Furnace Road AGS
Moorside Drive OSF
The Princess Royal AGS
Marine Road AGS
Parkside AGS
Marine Road AGS
Derwent AGS
Maryport Millenium Green
Lowther Street AGS
Sandy Lonning AGS
Hillside AGS
The Green AGS
Cedar Crescent AGS
Beechwood Close AGS
Crummock Road AGS
Camp Road AGS
The Arches AGS
Short Acre AGS
The Green Off Old Road AGS
Limetree Grove
West Avenue AGS
Brackenlands AGS

OpenSpaceType
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace

AnalysisArea Quality Percentage
Aspatria and Silloth Area
81.1
Aspatria and Silloth Area
54
Aspatria and Silloth Area
60
Aspatria and Silloth Area
73
Aspatria and Silloth Area
73.8
Aspatria and Silloth Area
76
Aspatria and Silloth Area
100
Aspatria and Silloth Area
99
Aspatria and Silloth Area
68.9
Aspatria and Silloth Area
73.5
Aspatria and Silloth Area
79.5
Aspatria and Silloth Area
81
Aspatria and Silloth Area
86
Aspatria and Silloth Area
61.7
Aspatria and Silloth Area
69.7
Aspatria and Silloth Area
86.8
Cockermouth Area
71.8
Cockermouth Area
79.5
Cockermouth Area
79.5
Cockermouth Area
88
Cockermouth Area
66.5
Cockermouth Area
87.5
Cockermouth Area
75.5
Cockermouth Area
60.5
Cockermouth Area
70.3
Cockermouth Area
84.3
Maryport Area
64
Maryport Area
44.3
Maryport Area
52.9
Maryport Area
58.5
Maryport Area
86.5
Maryport Area
74.7
Maryport Area
86.5
Maryport Area
58.6
Maryport Area
66.8
Maryport Area
48
Maryport Area
48.4
Maryport Area
60
Maryport Area
65.4
Maryport Area
65.2
Maryport Area
68
Maryport Area
54.5
Maryport Area
82.4
Maryport Area
52.3
Maryport Area
67.1
Maryport Area
84.9
Wigton Area
60
Wigton Area
60
Wigton Area
71

Accessibility Percentage
95
56.2
100
83.8
52.5
98.8
98.8
70
87.5
95
92.5
86.2
73.8
95
100
41.2
92.5
92.5
77.5
95
87.5
87.5
67.1
75
93.8
80
56.2
56.2
78.8
95
71.2
95
63.8
70
75
65
78.8
92.5
92.5
78.8
71.2
66.2
92.5
71.2
83.8
55
78.8
90

SiteID
279
285
255
291
284
296
282
290
278
274
273
267
303
533
251
272
336
143
556
552
548
529
505
524
460
311
333
330
324
323
322
319
472

SiteName
Wastwater Avenue AGS
Annie Pitts AGS
Harrington Reservior AGS
Westfield Drive AGS
Wastwater Avenue AGS
The Green
Roweterrace AGS
Garth Road AGS
Moorclose Community Green
Hunday Court AGS
Garnett Crescent AGS
Ruskin Close AGS
Senhouse Walk AGS
Udale Court AGS
Brewery House AGS
Richmond Road AGS
Moorlands Drive AGS
Bow Flats AGS
William Street AGS
Ling close AGS
Kilngreen Avenue AGS
Brierydale Lane AGS
Aspatria Rugby Club AGS
Kiln Green Avenue AGS
Quay Street AGS
Helena Thompson Museum
Main Road Play Field
Hunters Field AGS
Siddick Amenity Area
Thwaite Bank AGS
Siddick Amenity Area
Alexander Close AGS
Ashford South AGS

OpenSpaceType
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace
Amenity Greenspace

AnalysisArea Quality Percentage
Workington Area
38.2
Workington Area
51
Workington Area
45.5
Workington Area
45.8
Workington Area
68.6
Workington Area
88.6
Workington Area
63.5
Workington Area
53.3
Workington Area
56.7
Workington Area
60.5
Workington Area
65.2
Workington Area
78.7
Workington Area
83
Workington Area
67.5
Workington Area
61.4
Workington Area
37.8
Workington Area
79
Workington Area
84.9
Workington Area
53.3
Workington Area
Workington Area
89.5
Workington Area
86.5
Workington Area
56.3
Workington Area
89
Workington Area
82.7
Workington Area
100
Workington Area
67.6
Workington Area
93.8
Workington Area
52
Workington Area
67.3
Workington Area
66.2
Workington Area
55
Workington Area
65.4

Accessibility Percentage
55
80
67.5
95
63.1
98.8
91.2
20
76.2
58.8
72.5
87.7
78.8
58.8
65
47.5
66.2
95
82.5

275
302
313
470
655
429
353
360
420
388

Moorclose Park
Vulcan Park
Banklands Park
Oldside NSN
Curwen Park
Wigton Park
Cockermouth Memorial Gardens
Harris Park
St Mingoes Park
Maryport Memorial Park

Parks and Gardens
Parks and Gardens
Parks and Gardens
Parks and Gardens
Parks and Gardens
Parks and Gardens
Parks and Gardens
Parks and Gardens
Parks and Gardens
Parks and Gardens

Workington Area
Workington Area
Workington Area
Workington Area
Workington Area
Wigton Area
Cockermouth Area
Cockermouth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Maryport Area

93.8
94
59.6
66.8
56.7
79
72.9
99.1
84.3
84.3

100
98.8
58.8
76.2
70
70
75
100
81.2
85

383
615
607

Skinburness Road NSN
Silloth Green
Mawbray NSN

Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas

Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area

58.1
58.1
78.3

53.8
48.8
72

95
95
80
95
98.8
100
98.8
100
98.8
97.5
66.7
57.5
100

SiteID
426
15
340
341
343
359
364
475
372
398
399
480
508
510
577
589
629
440
431
630
645
439
268
335
329
321
318
315
312
293
289
283
534
259
257
254
171
169
99
337
288
521
553
551
544
539
535
530
58

SiteName
Land off retreat farm
Brow Bottom NSN
Woodhall Brow NSN
Barkers Meadow
Hill Crescent NSN
Dale View NSN
Etterby Close NSN
Lawson Garth NSN
Kirkbank NSN
Sycamore Drive NSN
Lime Grove NSN
The Promenade NSN
The Arches NSN
Maryport Costal Park NSN
Mote Hill NSN
Greenlands Road NSN
Station Road Industrial Park NSN
How Rigg Bank NSN
B5307 NSN
The Phoenix Project Wigen Door Step
Solway View NSN
Wigton NSN
Ruskin Close NSN
Brieryland Lane NSN
Hunters Drive NSN
Trinity Drive NSN
Charles Close NSN
Buckamire NSN
Satainburn Road NSN
Havelock Road NSN
Walkerbrown NSN
Honister Drive NSN
Ashfield Road South NSN
Salterbeck Back Field NSN
Eller Bank NSN
HARRINGTON RESERVOIR NSN
Derwent NSN
Harrington North Shore NSN
Carter Garth NSN
Briery Acres NSN
Salterbeck Resservoi
Isabella Road NSN
Abbott Wood NSN
Barncroft Avenue NSN
Walker Brow NSN
Mossbay Road NSN
Moorcroft NSN
Moorlands Drive NSN
New Bridge Road NSN

OpenSpaceType
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas

AnalysisArea Quality Percentage
Aspatria and Silloth Area
66.1
Cockermouth Area
54
Cockermouth Area
56
Cockermouth Area
72.4
Cockermouth Area
67.4
Cockermouth Area
65.4
Cockermouth Area
76.4
Cockermouth Area
59
Cockermouth Area
59.5
Maryport Area
71.1
Maryport Area
53.3
Maryport Area
76
Maryport Area
53.1
Maryport Area
68.6
Maryport Area
52.2
Maryport Area
51
Wigton Area
44
Wigton Area
48
Wigton Area
50
Wigton Area
75.2
Wigton Area
58.1
Wigton Area
76.9
Workington Area
49
Workington Area
62.4
Workington Area
60
Workington Area
76.3
Workington Area
44.3
Workington Area
53.8
Workington Area
96.4
Workington Area
Workington Area
46
Workington Area
39.4
Workington Area
55.6
Workington Area
70
Workington Area
44.5
Workington Area
55.2
Workington Area
61.1
Workington Area
61.6
Workington Area
47
Workington Area
59.5
Workington Area
53.8
Workington Area
93.9
Workington Area
48
Workington Area
Workington Area
50
Workington Area
43
Workington Area
75
Workington Area
61.2
Workington Area
48.3

Accessibility Percentage
57.5
20
48.8
52.5
40
43.8
55
20
65
70
63.8
68.8
71.2
83.8
55
60
20
47.5
20
93.8
20
55
48.8
20
40
78.8
61.2
47.5
40
20
42.5
50
100
60
70
60
80
20
73.8
80
48.8
20
46.2
58.8
66.2
20
62.5

SiteID
528
523
338
474
473
471
468
467
466
461
527

SiteName
Northside NSN
Princess Way NSN
Green Garth NSN
Beech Grove NSN
Barnett Drive NSN
Ashfield Gardens NSN
New Bridge Road OSF
Merchants Quay NSN
griffin Street NSN
Derwent Howe NSN
Calva Park NSN

194
608
619
622
601
517
602
500
511
189
574
570
356
190
188
180
187
591
197
199
200
201
204
205
207
586
596
587
20
638
219
211
212
213
214
277
215

Oughterside Play Area
Mawbray Childrens Play Area
Victoria Park Childrens Play Area
Childrens Play Area
Allonby Play Area
Westnewton Play Area
Allonby Play Area
St Mingos Park CHIL
Eden Street Play Area
Isel Road Play Area
Ghyll Ban Chil
Lawson Garth CHIL
Cockermouth Memorial Gardens Play Are
Bell Brigg Lonning Play Area
Towers Lane Play Area
Harris Park Play Area
Greyrigg Avenue Play Area
Shiver Me Timbers Play Area
Camp Road Children's Paly Area
Sany Lonning Play Area
Fletcher Crescent Play Area
The Arches Play Area
Cherry Tree Drive Play Area
The Green Play Area
Lowther Street Play Area
Ellencroft Drive Play Area
The Green off Old Road Childrens Play Area
The Beeches Play Area
Main Street Chi
West End Close CHIL
Hunday Court Play Area
Bowness Court Play Area
Laybourne Court Play Area
Bowness Court Play Area
Laybourne Court Play Area
Moorclose Community Green Play Are
Udale Court Play Area

OpenSpaceType
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Natural and semi natural areas
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children

AnalysisArea Quality Percentage
Workington Area
74
Workington Area
62.6
Workington Area
50
Workington Area
64.1
Workington Area
61.2
Workington Area
65.1
Workington Area
42.6
Workington Area
68.9
Workington Area
86.9
Workington Area
65.5
Workington Area
90.7
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Cockermouth Area
Cockermouth Area
Cockermouth Area
Cockermouth Area
Cockermouth Area
Cockermouth Area
Cockermouth Area
Cockermouth Area
Maryport Area
Maryport Area
Maryport Area
Maryport Area
Maryport Area
Maryport Area
Maryport Area
Maryport Area
Maryport Area
Maryport Area
Maryport Area
Maryport Area
Wigton Area
Workington Area
Workington Area
Workington Area
Workington Area
Workington Area
Workington Area
Workington Area

79.1
92.5
69.3
92.9
93.3
93.8
91.7
91.1
89.6
60.8
96
84.5
71.7
95.6
70.9
98.1
74.5
69.8
68.1
46.4
47.1
42.9
45.8
63.1
47.9
58.6
88
79.6
48.8
68.3
75.3
71.1
58.2
75.7
56.8
60.9
68.9

Accessibility Percentage
72.5
57.5
43.8
20
48.8
55
78.8
56.2
98.8
76.2
76.2
73.8
72.5
80
100
85
95
91.2
92.5
87.5
63.8
78.8
52.9
75
87.5
52.5
100
71.2
75
51.7
63.8
67.5
92.5
60
92.5
77.5
53.3
91.2
76.2
65
63.8
76.2
73.8
76.2
73.8
60
75
56.7

SiteID
216
217
218
210
220
221
222
224
225
226
260
295
307
557
208
228

SiteName
Udale Court Play Area
Hunday Court AGS Play Area
Ashfield Road South Play Area
Lady Court Play Area
Hunday Court Play Area
Childrens Play Area
Westfield Drive Play Area
Brewery House Play Area
Northside Play Area
Siddick Play Area
SALTERBECK BACKFIELD LARGE PLAY AREA
Walker Road Play Area
Victoria Infant Schoo
William Street Childrens Play Area
Vulcan Park Play Area
Huntes Drive Play Area

OpenSpaceType
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children

AnalysisArea Quality Percentage
Workington Area
66.4
Workington Area
73.6
Workington Area
66.4
Workington Area
75.7
Workington Area
66
Workington Area
55.4
Workington Area
47.6
Workington Area
62.2
Workington Area
62
Workington Area
70.4
Workington Area
55.4
Workington Area
57.8
Workington Area
81.2
Workington Area
85.5
Workington Area
98.8
Workington Area
91.9

Accessibility Percentage
55
73.8
60
73.8
73.8
58.8
95
65
98.6
98.8
66.2
70
100
87.5
98.8
100

549

Ramsay Brow Skate Park

Teen

Workington Area

82.9

95

512
39
378
380
381
416
419
421
502
515
516
598
501
358
478
374
368
367
362
361
347
344
375
476
482
554
479

Eden Street Bowling Green
Off Outerside House OSF
The Green Tennis Courts
Solway College
Eden Street OSF
Beacon Hill Community Pool
Aspartia Rugby Club OSF
Richmond Hill School OSF
St Mungos Park OSF Bowling Green
Blennerhasset Cricket Ground
Westnewton OSF
Gilcrux OSF
Barncroft Field
The Levels Playing Feilds
Cockermouth Sports Centre
Grassmoor Sports Centre Playing Field
Highfield Sports Ground
Bell Brigg OSF
Harris Park Tennis Court
Harris Park Bowling Green
Ghyll Ban OSF
Lawson Garth OSF
Wakefield Road OSF
Cockermouth School OSF
Croftside Bowling Green
Gote Road Cricket Ground
Tarn Close Playing Field

Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities

Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Cockermouth Area
Cockermouth Area
Cockermouth Area
Cockermouth Area
Cockermouth Area
Cockermouth Area
Cockermouth Area
Cockermouth Area
Cockermouth Area
Cockermouth Area
Cockermouth Area
Cockermouth Area
Cockermouth Area
Cockermouth Area

95.4
79.5
91.8
94.8
82.3
70
97.7
95.7
92.3
66.5
93.8
86.8
94
87.4
66.5
72.6
60.4
84.9
94.1
97.4
53.8
73
75.6
81.3
73

87.5
76.2
95
100
88.8
68.8
100
100
97.5
63.3
95
81.2
76.2
83.8
71.7
63.8
56.2
87.5
100
93.8
67.5
56.2
95
76.2
46.2

66.5

58.8

SiteID
346
411
576
590
404
395
394
390
509
437
632
41
555
631
634
640
641
644
633
531
261
270
287
299
309
317
325
327
331
464
656
525
536
537
546
558
653
256
465

SiteName
Moor Road OSF
Flimby Rugby Club
Broughton Moor Primary School OSF
Dearham Primary School OSF
Greenlands Road OSF
Ennerdale Recreation Ground
St Patricks Primary School OSF
Milltoft OSF
Grasslot Sports Pitches
The Nelson Thomlinson School OSF
Kirkland Meadows
Westend Close OSF
Port Carlise Bowling Green
Wigton Bowling Green
Kirkland Road Playing Field
B5307 Kirkbride Tennis Club
Kirkbride Bowls Club
Kirkhampton CE School OSF
Barton Laws OSF
Moorclose OSF
Rugby Pitch
Southfield Technical College OSF
Moss Bay Road Plyaing Fields
Lowsdale Park OSF
Workington Cricket Ground
Ashfield Tennis Club
School off Park Avenue
Outdoor field
Seaton Rugby Club
Vulcans Park Tennis Courts
Curwen Park OSF
Stainburn School and School College Sports Fields
Ellis Sports Ground
Rugby Pitch Solway House
The Oval
William Street OSF Rugby
Workington Town Training Pitch
St Marys Catholic School
Vulcan Park Bowling Green

OpenSpaceType
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Outdoor Sports Facilities

513
423
376
408
405

Eden St allotments
Laawson Street allotments
Gote Road allotments
Risehow allotments
Ellenborough Allotments

Allotments
Allotments
Allotments
Allotments
Allotments

AnalysisArea Quality Percentage
Cockermouth Area
68.4
Maryport Area
57.6
Maryport Area
50.2
Maryport Area
71.6
Maryport Area
75.5
Maryport Area
48.6
Maryport Area
60
Maryport Area
82.7
Maryport Area
94.5
Wigton Area
73.9
Wigton Area
Wigton Area
88
Wigton Area
88.3
Wigton Area
97.4
Wigton Area
64.5
Wigton Area
89
Wigton Area
Wigton Area
95.8
Wigton Area
72.7
Workington Area
Workington Area
37.8
Workington Area
78.7
Workington Area
61.8
Workington Area
46.1
Workington Area
96.5
Workington Area
71.4
Workington Area
93.6
Workington Area
82.6
Workington Area
94.4
Workington Area
54.5
Workington Area
61.3
Workington Area
93.6
Workington Area
95.9
Workington Area
69.8
Workington Area
81.3
Workington Area
66.5
Workington Area
49.1
Workington Area
76.9
Workington Area
99.1
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Cockermouth Area
Maryport Area
Maryport Area

87.8
69.2
87.4
75.3

Accessibility Percentage
60
76.2
55
70
60
69.2
56.2
65
95
75
67.5
72.5
100
43.3
83.8
68.8
72.5
62.5
100
76.2
53.8
47.5
65
100
100
100
98.8
43.8
100
93.8
97.5
100
71.2
53.3
66.2
98.8
83.8
68.8
61.2
65

SiteID
392
385
585
438
281
286
301
306
310
314
316
258
469
328

SiteName
Sandy Lonning allotments
Church Street allotments
Main Street allotments
Longhwaite Road allotments
Cranbourne Street allotments
Solway Road allotments
Park Lane allotments
Douglas Road allotments
Hall Brow allotments
Newlands Lane allotments
Newlands Park allotments
Saltbeck Road allotments
Northside allotments
allotments

OpenSpaceType
Allotments
Allotments
Allotments
Allotments
Allotments
Allotments
Allotments
Allotments
Allotments
Allotments
Allotments
Allotments
Allotments
Allotments

600
427
425
424
418
415
350
345
365
371
339
407
413
412
386
435
430
441
442
428
253
308
305
297
280
276
262

Christ Church
St Marys Church
St Michaels and All Angels School
The Parish Church of St Matthew
St Kentgerns Parish Church
Parish Church of St James
Broughton Baptist Church
Christ Church Broughton
Cockermouth Cemetry
All Saints Church
St Oswalds Parish Church
St Columbus Church
Flimby Cemetry
St Nicholas
St Marys Church
Wigton Cemetry
St Brides Church
St Michaels Church, Bowness-On-Solway
St Peters Church
St Johns Church
Parish Church of St Marys
Banklands Cemetry
Harrington Road Cemetry
St Michaels Church
St Marys Westfield Church
St Gregorys Catholic Church
Saltbeck Cemetry

Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Cemeteries and Churchyards

AnalysisArea Quality Percentage
Maryport Area
63.8
Maryport Area
73.2
Maryport Area
64.7
Wigton Area
65.1
Workington Area
47.9
Workington Area
64.2
Workington Area
94.2
Workington Area
57.4
Workington Area
69.7
Workington Area
78.4
Workington Area
80
Workington Area
73
Workington Area
62.2
Workington Area
73.8
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Aspatria and Silloth Area
Cockermouth Area
Cockermouth Area
Cockermouth Area
Cockermouth Area
Cockermouth Area
Maryport Area
Maryport Area
Maryport Area
Maryport Area
Wigton Area
Wigton Area
Wigton Area
Wigton Area
Wigton Area
Workington Area
Workington Area
Workington Area
Workington Area
Workington Area
Workington Area
Workington Area

93.8
93.3
94.3
91.3
91.8
92.8
89.4
97.4
94.5
82
94.4
70.5
95.8
92.3
94.4
92.8
93.3
84.6
93.7
87.7
93.3
92.6
91.8
93.2
100
86.3
73.6

Accessibility Percentage
51.2
72.5
58.8
53.8
78.8
80
98.8
46.2
62.5
88.6
93.8
80
63.3
68.8
77
48
61
76
58
74
61
78
80
45
76
64
54
70
75
80
71
54
62
76
80
78
80
64
72
80
74

GENERAL DETAILS- ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL
Changed? - (9) or (x)

Site ID:

Date of Visit:

Boundary of Site Check:
No

Site Name:

Yes

Other Sites within the site?
(e.g. play area in a park)

- complete other site
assessment and
draw on map and
label with new site
ID

Site Address:
Number of pieces of equipment/number of pitches/usage of the site on the day etc…

Secondary Function

Specific Facilities / Comments:

Type of Open Space

'Typology
Changed:

(please circle) :

1

Parks and Gardens

4

Amenity Greenspace

7

Outdoor Sports Facilities

2

Natural and semi natural areas

5

Children

8

Allotments

3

Green Corridors

6

Young People/teenagers

9

Cemteries and Churchyards

(9) or (x)

QUALITY SCORING ASSESSMENT
Very
Poor

N/A

Poor

Very
Poor

N/A

Weightin
g

3

2

1

N/A

x3

4

3

2

1

N/A

x3

5

4

3

2

1

N/A

x3

Noise

5

4

3

2

1

N/A

x1

Equipment (e.g. condition and maintenance of equipment in play

5

4

3

2

1

N/A

x3

Smells (unattractive)

5

4

3

2

1

N/A

x1

Maintenance and Management (eg evidence of staffin

5

4

3

2

1

N/A

x3

Lighting

5

4

3

2

1

N/A

x1

5

4

3

2

1

N/A

x3

5

4

3

2

1

N/A

x2

Planted areas (evidence of wildlife?)

5

4

3

2

1

N/A

x3

Grass areas

5

4

3

2

1

N/A

x2

Toilets

5

4

3

2

1

N/A

x1

(related to open spaces)

5

4

3

2

1

N/A

x1

Provision of bins for rubbish/litter

5

4

3

2

1

N/A

x3

Seats / Benches (quality and condition)

5

4

3

2

1

N/A

x2

Pathways (within the open space sites - not if suitable for cycling)

5

4

3

2

1

N/A

x3

Very Good

Good

Average

Very
Good

Good

Average

Vandalism and Graffiti

5

4

Litter problems (age of litter)

5

Dog Fouling (Please note about provision of dog bins)

Poor

Assessor's Comments

Scoring (5=Highest)

areas or recreation provision)

Equipment
Boundaries

Parking

(e.g. protection of equipment and appropriate flooring and surfaces)

(including hedges, fencing and gates - only those that are non-reside

PMP Open Space Site Assessment (SILVER)

SITE ACCESS SCORING ASSESSMENT
Assessor's Comments

Information
& Signage

Transport

General

Scoring (5=Highest)

Very
Good

Good

Average

Not
Applicabl

Weighting

Entrance to the sites (i.e. are the entrances
to sites easily seen, easily accessible etc)

5

4

3

2

1

N/A

x3

Roads, paths and cycleways and
accesses

5

4

3

2

1

N/A

x3

Disabled Access

5

4

3

2

1

N/A

x3

Accessible by public transport
(applicable for large sites only)#

5

4

3

2

1

N/A

x2

Accessible by cycleways

5

4

3

2

1

N/A

x2

Accessible by walking

5

4

3

2

1

N/A

x2

Information & Signage (i.e. is the signage to
the open spaces appropriate where required and
clear to see and easy to follow)

5

4

3

2

1

N/A

x1

Poor Very Poor

Wider Benefits

WIDER BENEFITS SCORING ASSESSMENT
Yes

No

Structural and landscape benefits

Yes

No

Ecological benefits

Yes

No

Education benefits

Yes

No

Social inclusion and health
benefits

Yes

No

Cultural and heritage benefits

Yes

No

Amenity benefits and a "sense of
place"

Yes

No

Economic benefits

Yes

No

Assessor Comments

PMP Open Space Site Assessment (SILVER)

Allerdale Borough Council - Setting Quantity Standards
Field

Comment

National Standards

Details of any existing national standards for each typology usually provided by national
organisations e.g. National Playing Fields Association for playing pitches

Current Provision (per 1,000 population)

This is the current provision in hectares per 1,000 population within the Local Authority area

Existing Local Standards

There maybe some existing local standards that will need to be taken into account and used as a
guidance benchmark when setting new local standards

Benchmarking

These are figures detailing actual provision and local standards set by PMP within other green
space and open space projects and provide another comparison benchmark when setting local
standards for other Local Authorities. This is provided as a separate sheet.
Some statistical information that will come from the household questionnaire and needs to be
applied and reported per analysis area to provide some detailed local analysis.

Consultation (too much / about right / not enough)
Consultation Comments (Quantity)

PMP Recommendation

A summary of reasons behind people’s choices of whether they feel their provision is about right
or not enough in some areas. PPG 17 indicates that where local provision is regarded as
inadequate it is important to establish why this is the case. The a feeling of deficiency can
sometimes be due to qualitative issues of existing open space sites rather than actual quantity
issues.
Any other qualitative consultation / information that has been extracted on local needs in terms of
quantity of provision e.g. from neighbourhood drop-in sessions and local strategic documents
PMP recommendation of a local standard for discussion and approval by the client - standard
should be in hectares per 1,000 population

PMP Justification

PMP reasoning and justification for the local standard that has been recommended

CLIENT APPROVAL

Client to approve local standard before analysis undertaken - any changes in standards at a later
date during the project will impact on re-doing calculations, analysis and report - the standards
drive the analysis

ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL – SETTING QUANTITY STANDARDS
Provision for Parks and Gardens
National Standards
Current Provision ha per 1,000
population (ha)

No National Standards
70 hectares (equivalent to 0.83 ha per 1000 population)
Allerdale Local Plan 1999-2006:
Policy EN19 states that any development proposal has to give regard to the conservation and enhancement of the
landscape and where possible features of landscape importance should be protected.
Cultural Strategy 2007
There is an emphasis on the value of parks and open spaces and the recognition that they are fundamental to the well
being of the community.
Allerdale Local Development Framework – Core Strategy (issues and options) September 2006:

Existing Local Standards and
strategic context

The spatial objectives of this strategy are:
• to protect and enhance the environmental, heritage and other cultural assets of Allerdale
• to ensure that the natural and built environment can, where appropriate, be enjoyed by all people, now and for
generations to come, and thereby, contribute to health, quality of life, and economic prospects
• to protect and enhance community facilities and services, and to maximize their accessibility
Allerdale Cultural Strategy
One of the aims of the strategy is to provide sustainable environments for people to enjoy through the development of
quality parks and open space.
Allerdale Environment Strategy
•
•
•

the Council will continue to adopt policies which aim to protect the natural environment from intrusive
development
the Council will continue to produce planning policies which encourage development, but not at the expense of
the environment
the Council will oppose development which is harmful, or intrusive to the environment

BENCHMARKING

Allerdale – 46% about right
Wychavon – 70% about right

Overall
Wigton
Workington
Maryport
Aspatria
Cockermouth
Consultation
(too much / about right / not
enough)

More than
enough
5.4%
1.6%
8.8%
2.8%
5.5%
5.7%

Huntingdonshire – 61% about right
Hambleton – 57% about right
About
Right
45.9%
32.8%
43.4%
43.7%
50.9%
57.5%

Nearly
Enough
11.3%
15.6%
10.6%
11.3%
10.9%
9.2%

Not
Enough
30.5%
39.1%
32.7%
36.6%
21.8%
21.8%

Ryedale – 60% about right
Telford – 44% about right

No
Opinion
6.9%
10.9%
4.4%
5.6%
10.9%
5.7%

Respondents to the household survey were asked about the current level of provision of parks and whether they think
that the number fulfils local need. In total, 51.3% of residents stated that there is more than enough or about the right
amount of parks across the borough.
The table above illustrates that across the analysis areas there is a commonly held view that the level of provision is
about right. The highest level of satisfaction can be found in Cockermouth – where 58% of residents feel that the
overall level of provision is about right. Harris Park and Memorial Gardens are located in this area and hence this
level of satisfaction is perhaps unsurprising.
The highest level of dissatisfaction was in Wigton, where 54.7% of respondents felt that there were not enough or
nearly enough parks. This is somewhat surprising given that there are two parks within this area. However, it is
important to note that current park provision is on a smaller scale, and therefore may be linked to quality and
accessibility issues as opposed to quantitative factors.
Residents at drop in sessions focused more on quality and accessibility issues with parks as opposed to the current
provision. This is echoed in the household survey results, which suggests that residents feel parks in Allerdale meet
local needs in quantitative terms.

Consultation Comments
(quantity)

The findings of the IT Young People Survey reveals that parks are children’s fourth most popular type of open space –
behind amenity green spaces, outdoor sports facilities and play areas. When asked to pick two activities that they
enjoy doing, only 13% mentioned playing in the local park.

Responses from the Parish Council questionnaires indicated that a significant proportion of visitors to parks in the
borough derive from outside of the settlement boundaries (eg Wigton). This is perhaps unsurprising considering the
majority of park provision is concentrated in the urban areas of the borough (Workington, Cockermouth). This may
also be linked to the location of formal play areas, which are often incorporated into formal parks.
Harris Park (Cockermouth) is well used, with the Memorial Gardens deemed to be an important site serving the parish.
Aspatria Parish Council were happy with provision, with one large park and a small park containing children’s play
provision. These sites are integral open spaces for both informal and formal leisure and recreational activities.
There is a clear lack of formal park provision in some of the smaller settlements (Kirkbampton). However, given the
rural nature of the borough this is not surprising.
‘PMP Recommendation
(per 1,000 population)

0.83 ha per 1000 population
Parks are perceived to be less important than some types of open space to local residents. However, there is a
greater level of satisfaction regarding the provision of parks than there are some other types of open space. The
relative split in the level of satisfaction suggests that there may be some locational deficiencies in the distribution of
parks in Allerdale.

PMP Justification

The current level of provision is equivalent to 0.83 ha per 1000 population in the borough. The clear message from
respondents to the household survey is that the level of provision is currently about right (46%). This suggests that
there are likely to be lower expectations in terms of further provision. Indeed, many of the comments received through
drop in sessions and the household survey focused on the need for qualitative improvements rather than further
quantitative provision. Therefore, it is recommended that the Council adopt a standard equivalent to the current level
of provision in Allerdale. This will enable the council to focus on improvements to the quality of parks and gardens but
also address locational deficiencies in provision. The recommended standard (which should be viewed as a minimum
level of provision across all areas) is lower than the level of provision in Workington but provides a focus for new park
provision in all other analysis areas.
The application of the accessibility standards should be undertaken alongside natural and semi natural provision and
amenity green space (given their similar “informal open space function”). This will help with the prioritisation of
quantitative increases.
Qualitative improvements are particularly important given the limited opportunity and need to provide more parks
within Allerdale. Moreover, given the population growth that will be experienced up to 2021, it is important for the local
authority to seek to enhance accessibility to existing parks, for example by improving connecting routes.

ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL – SETTING QUANTITY STANDARDS
Provision for Natural and Semi-natural Areas
English Nature Accessible Natural Greenspace Standard (ANGS) recommends at least 2 ha of accessible natural
greenspace per 1,000 people based on no-one living more than: 300m from nearest natural greenspace / 2km from a
site of 20ha / 5km from a site of 100ha / 10km from a site of 500ha
National Standards

English Nature Accessible Natural Greenspace Standard (ANGSt) recommends 1 ha of LNR per 1,000 population
Rethinking Open Space Report - Average of all LA applicable standards = 2 ha per 1,000 population - areas that
promote biodiversity and nature conservation.

Current Provision ha per 1,000
population (ha)

130 ha, equivalent to 1.52 ha per 1000 population.

Allerdale Local Plan 1999 - 2006
Policy EN 25 recognises the importance of the open countryside and states that it cannot be replaced; therefore these
areas should be protected from unnecessary built development.
The importance of natural areas within the urban environment is also recognised in Policy EN37, stating that when
assessing potential development, there should be a regard to the amenity or townscape value of the site.
Policy EN20 of the plan states that developments within or near the Solway Coast Area will be required to protect its
natural beauty. Any development that will have an adverse effect will not be permitted, unless there is an overriding
need for the development. Recreational developments may be permitted if they meet the criteria.
Allerdale Local Development Framework – Core Strategy (issues and options) September 2006
•

Some of the spatial objectives of the strategy are:
1. to protect and enhance the environmental, heritage and other cultural assets of Allerdale
2. to ensure that the natural and built environment can, where appropriate, be enjoyed by all people, now
and for generations to come, and thereby, contribute to health, quality of life, and economic prospects
3. to protect the countryside and important landscapes from unnecessary and/or damaging development

Existing Local Standards and
strategic context

Allerdale Environment Strategy
•
•
•
•

the Council will continue to adopt policies which aim to protect the natural environment from intrusive
development
the Council will continue to improve the town centres of Allerdale
the Council will continue to produce planning policies which encourage development, but not at the expense of
the environment
the Council will oppose development which is harmful, or intrusive to the environment

North West Regional Spatial Strategy (Draft) - January 2006
This stresses the importance of protecting and enhancing of the region’s built and natural environmental assets, its
coastal areas and unique culture and heritage
Solway Coast Area Of Outstanding Natural Beauty Management Plan 2004 – 2009
•
•

The strategy attempts to provide a foundation for the protection and enhancement of Solway Coast
The vision for 2030 is to provide a sustainable future for the landscape, wildlife, local communities and visitors

Benchmarking

Allerdale – 43%

Huntingdonshire – 51% about right

Ryedale – 54% about right

Wychavon – 46% about right

Hambleton – 57%

Telford – 44% about right

Based on the findings of the household survey, there is a split opinion regarding the quantity of natural and semi
natural provision in Allerdale. In total, 57.5% of the population stated that there is more than enough/about the right
amount of natural and semi natural areas within the borough and 35.1% stated that there was nearly enough/not
enough.

Consultation
(too much / about right / not
enough)

Overall
Wigton
Workington
Maryport
Aspatria
Cockermouth

More than
enough
14.2%
9.0%
7.5%
17.6%
15.4%
23.3%

About
Right
43.3%
35.8%
42.5%
47.1%
46.2%
45.3%

Nearly
Enough
9.2%
11.9%
13.2%
11.8%
3.8%
3.5%

Not
Enough
25.9%
34.3%
25.5%
20.6%
28.8%
22.1%

No Opinion
7.4%
9.0%
11.3%
2.9%
5.8%
5.8%

Looking across the analysis areas, it is evident that the levels of satisfaction are highest within the more rural analysis
areas (Aspatria), which is not surprising as people have good access to nearby countryside. It is in these areas where
provision per 1000 population is higher. The lowest level of satisfaction could be found in Wigton where 46.2% think
that the level of provision is insufficient. One may argue that the overall levels of dissatisfaction appear to be high
(35.1%) considering the nature of the borough and the large amount of open space, however it is important to
acknowledge the 7.4% of residents that had no opinion.

Consultation Comments
(quantity)

At drop in sessions there was some confusion over the quantity of natural and semi natural green space. It was
mentioned that there should be less of an emphasis on the need for natural areas in Allerdale due the high proportion
of accessible opens space within the borough. This includes a large coastal strip of beaches, dunes and coastal
grassland that stretches from south of Workington (Harrington) up to north of Silloth (Easton). There was, however,
some concern over the protection of natural areas within larger urban areas. The ‘cloffocks’ in Workington was
highlighted as well valued site under threat to development.
While many attendees at the drop in sessions expressed opinions about the value of natural and semi natural sites,
the underlying theme of these discussions related to a desire for increased emphasis on the quality and value of
existing sites, rather than increasing the quantity of provision in the borough settlements.

The general response to the Parish Council questionnaires was that the provision of natural areas in Allerdale is about
right with many stressing the rural nature of the borough. Blennerhasset and Torpenhow parish council expressed
concerns over public footpaths and the maintenance of some natural and semi natural areas. This reinforces the
feeling that quality may be more of a concern than the level of provision.

‘PMP Recommendation
(per 1,000 population)

1.52 hectares per 1000 population
Current provision across Allerdale is equivalent to 1.52 hectares per 1000 population. The spread of natural and semi
natural provision across Allerdale varies and it can be seen that provision is significantly higher in Workington and
Maryport. Due to the size of the Solway Coast and its subsequent tendency to skew figures, it has been removed
from the calculation of the local standard.

PMP Justification

While there is a split in opinion in responses to the household survey between those who perceive there to be
insufficient natural areas and those who are satisfied with current provision, the focus of all other consultations was an
emphasis on the protection of existing provision from development and improving accessibility rather than the creation
of new spaces. This relates to both increasing accessibility of natural and semi natural open space sites within
settlement boundaries as well as to areas of nearby countryside.
It is suggested that the local standard is set at the existing level of provision (to protect existing provision), and that
emphasis is placed on improving the quality of existing sites from both a recreational and conservation perspective.
The recommended standard also reflects current accessibility concerns, as noted in consultations.
The Council should continue to consider incorporating natural areas within other typologies as a key mechanism for
achieving the local standard (where there is a localised surplus of that typology). This standard should be considered a
minimum level of provision

ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL – SETTING QUANTITY STANDARDS
Amenity Green Space
English Nature Accessible Natural Greenspace Standard (ANGSt) recommends at least 2 ha of accessible natural
greenspace per 1,000 people based on no-one living more than: 300m from nearest natural greenspace / 2km from a
site of 20ha / 5km from a site of 100ha / 10km from a site of 500ha
National Standards

English Nature Accessible Natural Greenspace Standard (ANGSt) recommends 1 ha of LNR per 1,000 population
Rethinking Open Space Report - Average of all LA applicable standards = 2 ha per 1,000 population - areas that
promote biodiversity and nature conservation

Current Provision ha per 1,000
population (ha)

63 ha, equivalent to 0.74 ha per 1000 population.
Allerdale Local Plan 1999-2006

Existing Local Standards and
strategic context

BENCHMARKING

Policy EN37 and EN38 seek to protect all informal open space in urban areas which possess amenity or townscape
value. They will also be protected by policy L4, which sets out to protect the loss of existing community facilities.
Policy REN1 seeks to protect small areas of land, which have an amenity or cultural role and are valued by local
communities.
Allerdale – 35% about right

Huntingdonshire – 44% about right

Wychavon – 46% about right

Hambleton – 57%

Ryedale – 40% not enough (market
town), 42% about right (village)
Telford – 31% about right

Based on the findings of the household survey, there is a split in opinion regarding the quantity of amenity green space
in Allerdale. In total, 40.3% of the population stated that there is more than enough/about right amount of amenity
green space areas within the borough with 45.7% stating nearly enough/not enough.
Consultation
(too much / about right / not
enough)

Overall
Wigton
Workington
Maryport
Aspatria
Cockermouth

More than
enough
5.4%
1.6%
5.5%
7.5%
4.0%
7.1%

About
Right
34.9%
37.1%
30.3%
29.9%
44.0%
38.1%

Nearly
Enough
12.4%
9.7%
11.0%
10.4%
18.0%
14.3%

Not Enough
33.3%
33.9%
36.7%
41.8%
24.0%
27.4%

No
Opinion
14.0%
17.7%
16.5%
10.4%
10.0%
13.1%

When examining the individual analysis areas, results mirror those found within the overall findings. Aspatria displays
the highest level of satisfaction with 48% of residents suggesting the provision is more than enough/about right.
While the opinions of residents are consistent across all geographical areas of the borough, analysis of the audit
indicates that provision is lower in Wigton and Cockermouth.
The findings of the IT Children and Young People survey illustrates the value of this type of open space – which are
often the most localised form of recreational open space available to residents. Amenity green spaces were the most
popular type of open space with younger children (up to 11 years old) – potentially due to their limited potential to
travel. This type of open space also provides the opportunity for informal play, identified as one of the top two reasons
children and young people use amenity green spaces.
Consultation Comments
(quantity)

There was little emphasis on these amenity spaces during drop in sessions, and increasing the quantity of these type
of open spaces was perceived to be of a lower priority than maintaining the quality/other types of open space.
Similar to the findings from the household survey, the Parish Council questionnaire suggests a split in opinion
regarding the quantity of amenity green space. Areas well served include Silloth and Crosscannonby, whereas
Camerton, Kirkbampton and Aspatria all comment on the poor amount of accessible amenity green space within the
settlement.

‘PMP Recommendation
(per 1,000 population)

0.74 ha per 1000 population
The current level of provision is equivalent to 0.74 hectares per 1000 population. Consultation highlights a split in
opinion over whether there are sufficient levels of provision or not enough provision. Of those residents who
expressed an opinion (household survey) 33% think that the level of provision is insufficient, whilst only 35% think that
the level of provision is about right. It is again recognised that the rural nature of the borough lessens the need for an
increase in provision.

PMP Justification

Setting a standard at the existing level of provision is recommended (The recommended standard should be viewed
as a minimum standard). This will enable the Council to focus on improvements to the quality of sites to ensure that
each area fulfils a role that is complementary to the surrounding green space network but also deliver new sites in
areas of quantitative deficiency. This is particularly important in light of the emphasis on these spaces as localised
recreational resources such as children’s play areas and teenage facilities.

ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL – SETTING QUANTITY STANDARDS
Provision for Play Areas for Children
NPFA - 6 acre standard (2.43ha) per 1,000 population for 'playing space' consisting of 2 acres (ie 0.81 ha per 1,000
population) for children's playing space - includes areas designated for children and young people and casual or
informal playing space within housing areas

National Standards

NPFA - in the past some LA's have added 1 acre (0.4ha) arbitrary to cover 'amenity areas' and 'leisure areas' or
something similar that mat not be covered within the NPFA standard. In almost all cases, this additional requirement is
intended for residential areas and does not cover open spaces such as parks or allotments
1) LAPs - aged 4-6; 1 min walk or 100m (60m in a straight line); min area size 100msq; LAPs typically have no play
equipment and therefore could be considered as amenity greenspace
(2) LEAPs - aged min 5; min area size 400msq; should be located 400 metres or 5 minutes walking time along
pedestrian routes (240 metres in a straight line)

Current Provision ha per 1,000
population (ha)

0.67 facilities per 1000 population
Allerdale Local Plan 1999 – 2006
A new quantity standard is to be applied when developing a Green Spaces Strategy, to be fed into the new Local
Development Framework.
•

Existing Local Standards and
strategic context

Currently, Policy L1 lays out NPFA standards for children’s play space in appropriate housing developments.
In large developments, where no location is identified, there will be an appropriate nearby/off-site facility.
1. 15 – 60 dwellings – the provision of a local area for play with a minimum equipped activity zone of 100
square meters
2. 60 – 150 dwellings – the provision of a local equipped area for play with a minimum equipped activity zone
of 400 square meters
3. 150+ dwellings – the provision of a neighbourhood equipped area for play with a minimum equipped
activity zone of 500 square meters

Allerdale Local Development Framework – Core Strategy (issues and options) September 2006
One of the spatial objectives of the plan is to protect and enhance community facilities and services, and to maximize
their accessibility.

Allerdale Strategic Playsites Policy (1998- 1999)
Within this policy there was a focus on concentrating resources through the development of a hierarchy of play sites,
categorised as follows:
A – Primary importance (retained and improved)
B – Secondary importance – play areas renovated when appropriate)
C – Those which serve housing developments and there is no other local provision.

BENCHMARKING

Allerdale – 47% not enough
Wychavon – 39% about right

Huntingdonshire – 29%
Hambleton – 30% not enough

Ryedale – 39% not enough
Telford – 46% not enough

Responses from the household survey suggest that there is a dissatisfaction with the quantity of provision for children.
57.1% of the population believe that there is nearly enough/not enough, as opposed to 34.9% who believe there is
more than enough/about right

Consultation
(too much / about right / not
enough)

Overall
Wigton
Workington
Maryport
Aspatria
Cockermouth

More than
enough
4.4%
3.1%
4.5%
4.2%
5.8%
4.7%

About
Right
30.5%
27.7%
22.3%
34.7%
44.2%
31.4%

Nearly
Enough
10.6%
12.3%
7.1%
12.5%
17.3%
8.1%

Not
Enough
46.5%
46.2%
58.0%
44.4%
26.9%
45.3%

No
Opinion
8.0%
10.8%
8.0%
4.2%
5.8%
10.5%

Looking across the analysis areas, the lowest level of satisfaction can be found in Workington where 65% stated that
the level of provision is nearly enough/not enough and only 27% felt the level of provision is more than enough/about
right, a difference of 38%.
Analysis of the distribution of facilities indicates that like other types of open space, facilities are relatively unevenly
distributed across Allerdale. Reinforcing public perception, the audit indicates that the highest level of provision can be
found in Aspatria.

Many residents at drop in sessions highlighted that there is a lack of provision for children in general. This was
perceived to be particularly apparent in the more urban areas (Workington, Wigton) and it was indicated that residents
would like to see play facilities integrated within formal parks.
Similar issues were evident in the rural areas and while provision in some villages was perceived to be good, localised
deficiencies were highlighted and there were perceived to be some large villages (Rossley, Ireby) where there are no
formal facilities for children.
It was felt in drop in sessions that the provision of new children’s play sites should be considered more strategically in
future, ensuring that the needs of local residents are met in the most effective manner.
Consultation Comments
(quantity)

Children responding to the IT Survey were asked to rate the amount of open spaces near to their homes. However,
when asked to rate the amount of local play areas / spaces, the responses were evenly split between good, fair and
poor. The two most commonly mentioned types of facilities that children wanted near to their homes would be a multi
use games area (16%) and more play equipment (22%), which is reflective of the different age groups responding.
This indicates that the quality of the facility is as important as the provision of the facility. Provision of local facilities for
children to maximise opportunity for play was a key theme throughout consultations.
Reiterating the comments and findings from the household survey and drop in sessions, the Parish Council
questionnaire suggests a desire for more children’s play areas in many of the local areas. This was particularly the
case at, Dean, Kirkbampton and Camerton, which possess no children’s play areas outside of school grounds.
Bowness-on-Solway parish council also expressed an aspiration for a children’s play area outside of a school facility.
Silloth Parish Council stated that more provision is required but placed more focus on the quality of current sites.
Crosscannonby and Cockermouth are examples where quantitative deficiency does not appear to be an issue.

‘PMP Recommendation
(per 1,000 population)

0.7 facilities per 1000 population
The current level of provision is equivalent to 0.07 hectares per 1000 population or 0.67 facilities per 1000 population.
The extent to which locational deficiencies may exist within each analysis area will be dependent on the specific
location of each facility (illustrated through the application of the relevant accessibility standard).

PMP Justification

The general consensus from the consultation has been a shortage of provision for children (for example almost 47% of
respondents to the household survey think that the level of provision is insufficient). This is supplemented by
comments regarding the quality of existing sites. A standard has been recommended (derived from the local
consultation) that seeks to encourage new provision in some areas, and quality improvements in other areas.

In light of the emphasis on the need for greater levels of provision during all consultations, it is recommended that a
standard is set slightly above the existing level of provision. This would suggest that over the LDF period until 2021,
approximately 14 more play areas should be provided across the borough. This would result in an overall provision
equivalent to 0.7 facilities per 1000 population. This is based on the average size of existing facilities and takes into
account the anticipated increase in population over the LDF period.
It is important that the provision of new facilities for children is balanced with the need to increase the provision in the
smaller settlements that possess no facilities.

ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL – SETTING QUANTITY STANDARDS
Provision for Teenage Facilities
NPFA - 6 acre standard (2.43ha) per 1,000 population for 'playing space' consisting of 2 acres (ie 0.81 ha per 1,000
population) for children's playing space - includes areas designated for children and young people and casual or
informal playing space within housing areas
National Standards

NPFA - in the past some LA's have added 1 acre (0.4ha) arbitrary to cover 'amenity areas' and 'leisure areas' or
something similar that mat not be covered within the NPFA standard. In almost all cases, this additional requirement is
intended for residential areas and does not cover open spaces such as parks or allotments
(2) LEAPs - aged min 5; min area size 400msq; should be located 400 metres or 5 minutes walking time along
pedestrian routes (240 metres in a straight line)

Current Provision ha per 1,000
population (ha)

0.13 ha, equivalent to 0.1 facility per 1000 population

Allerdale Play Strategy (Draft)
Within the strategy, play focuses on play facilities and services for 0-16 year olds. The draft play strategy has a series
of recommendations linked to the quantity, quality and accessibility of play areas within Allerdale. The study concludes
that the main shortcomings in play provision are qualitative rather than quantitative.
One key objective within the strategy is finding means of sharing resources to meet the needs of children and young
people.
Existing Local Standards and
strategic context

Allerdale Corporate Improvement Plan (2007-2012)
This document sets out the long-term vision for Allerdale and adopts an appreciation for community needs and wants.
The plan focuses on the requirement of more activities and facilities for young people, specifically in Keswick,
Workington and Maryport.
Allerdale Strategic Playsites Policy (1998- 1999)
Within this policy there was a focus on concentrating resources through the development of a hierarchy of play sites,
categorised as follows:

BENCHMARKING

A – Primary importance (retained and improved)
B – Secondary importance – play areas renovated when appropriate)
C – Those which serve housing developments and there is no other local provision.
Allerdale – 73% not enough
Huntingdonshire – 61% not enough
Ryedale – 51% not enough
Wychavon – 62% not enough
Telford – 65% not enough
Hambleton – 53% not enough
Across Allerdale, the majority of residents (76.9%) stated that there is not enough provision for children and young
people. In contrast, only 9.3% think that there is either more than enough provision or that the level is about right.

Consultation
(too much / about right / not
enough)

Overall
Wigton
Workington
Maryport
Aspatria
Cockermouth

More than
enough
3.1%
0.0%
4.4%
1.4%
3.8%
4.7%

About
Right
6.2%
11.1%
5.3%
2.8%
3.8%
8.2%

Nearly
Enough
4.4%
1.6%
2.7%
9.9%
3.8%
4.7%

Not
Enough
72.5%
73.0%
74.3%
71.8%
75.5%
68.2%

No
Opinion
13.8%
14.3%
13.3%
14.1%
13.2%
14.1%

When considering the level of satisfaction across the analysis areas, the findings are relatively consistent.
Over 65% of residents in all areas indicated that provision was insufficient in quantitative terms to meet local needs.
When considering those residents who felt there to be nearly enough facilities for teenagers, this position of deficiency
is further strengthened. The perception of a lack of provision for teenagers is the most conclusive of all open space
typologies.
Correlating the audit information to the findings of the local consultation, it can be seen that the distribution of facilities
specifically designed for young people is uneven, with a concentration of facilities in Workington.

Consultation Comments
(quantity)

The majority of residents at drop in sessions felt that the quantity of facilities for young people is insufficient to meet
current need. Areas of deficiency that were highlighted include Cockermouth, Silloth and Wigton.
Many residents at drop in sessions were concerned about the provision of facilities for teenagers and suggested that
introducing more facilities would help ensure that problems of anti-social behaviour are combated. General concerns
over antisocial behaviour led to the conclusion that a youth facility would be better on the edge of town within access
for young people.
Elsewhere, there was a demand for greater attempts to provide sites that will interest younger people, for example
BMX/Skate Parks and MUGA’s. However, any potential sites would have to fulfil certain criteria – away from
residential areas, not impact on current provision of other typologies, and have minimal impact on the landscape.

Harris Park in Cockermouth was mentioned as a potential site for a skate park and consultation is underway on this
project.
Young People responding to the IT Survey were asked to rate the amount of play/youth facilities near to their homes.
The results show that there is an even split between those who felt the amount of sites is good, fair and poor. The
three most commonly mentioned types of facilities that young people would want to see in their local area would be
multi-use games areas/kick about areas, an outdoor sports facility and a swimming pool.
Respondents to the Parish Council surveys also reiterated that there was a severe lack of facilities for young people in
the borough. It was noted in the majority of towns (eg Bowness-on-Solway) that there are no facilities of this type and
that there is demand for this provision (Cockermouth skate park). This is reinforced by the audit with this type of
facility provision concentrated in Workington.

‘PMP Recommendation
(per 1,000 population)

1.5 facilities per 1000 population
The current level of provision is equivalent to 0.1 facilities per 1000 population. This is substantially lower than the
level of provision for children and reflects the lack of provision that was a key theme across consultations. Almost
73% of respondents to the household survey felt that the existing level of provision was insufficient. There is only one
facility within the Allerdale boundaries at the current time.
In light of the low number of dedicated facilities for young people, it is likely that large areas of deficiency will be
identified. Provision for young people should also be considered in the context of the provision of parks and amenity
space, which provide informal opportunities for young people.

PMP Justification

Respondents to the IT Young Peoples Survey stated that the level of provision is inadequate as was the case for
children’s provision. Both adults and young people made similar comments at drop in sessions around the borough
and the lack of provision for young people was a key issue across all consultations. A standard has therefore been
recommended that is above the existing level of provision. The location of facilities was perceived to be particularly
important to encourage young people to use facilities.
Consultation therefore clearly indicates that there is a requirement for further provision across all analysis areas and
consequently the standard has been set above the existing level of provision. The recommended standard of 1.5
facilities per 1000 population would result in the need for almost 15 additional facilities, assuming that these would be
of similar size to the current facility in Workington.

ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL – SETTING QUANTITY STANDARDS
Provision for Outdoor Sport Facilities
NPFA - 6 acre standard (2.43ha) per 1,000 population for 'playing space' consisting of 4 acres (i.e. 1.62 per 1,000
population) for outdoor sport - includes pitches, athletics tracks, bowling greens, tennis courts training areas and
croquet lawns

National Standards

'NPFA - in the past some LA's have added 1 acre (0.4ha) arbitrary to cover 'amenity areas' and 'leisure areas' or
something similar that mat not be covered within the NPFA standard. In almost all cases, this additional requirement is
intended for residential areas and does not cover open spaces such as parks or allotments.
Sport and Physical Activity Alliance (SPAA)
One of Sport England’s aims are to enhance the take up of sports opportunities by 5-16 year olds to deliver an
increase in the % of schoolchildren spending a minimum of 2 hours per week on high quality PE and school sport;

Current Provision ha per 1,000
population (ha)

109 hectares (equivalent to 1. 27 ha per 1000 population)
Allerdale Local Plan 1999-2006
•
•
•

Existing Local Standards and
strategic context

Policy L2 states that any large scale development must provide provision of formal sports pitches in areas
where a shortfall in provision is identified
Policy L3 allows the improvement or development of leisure or community services if they conform to Local
Plan guidelines
Policy L4 protects community facilities stating developments that will result in the loss of these facilities will
only be permitted if there is no shortfall

The Allerdale Playing Pitch Strategy (1999)
It is suggested in this document that the borough has an adequate supply of sports pitches to meet current and
foreseeable demand, but there are pockets of unmet demand.
Some of the key findings are:
•

The provision of rugby union pitches in Allerdale is adequate to meet current and future needs.

•

Within Allerdale there is adequate provision of cricket pitches to meet current and future need

•

There are a number of grass hockey pitches within Allerdale, but they are not suitable for competitive
matches. Therefore all league matches are played outside the Borough

Allerdale Cultural Strategy
Highlighted in this document is the need for an improvement in the quality and attractiveness of sports facilities and
services. It was mentioned that this would help to increase participation by improving the experience of customers
using the services.

Consultation
(too much / about right / not
enough)

Grass pitches:
8.6% more than enough
41.8% about right
27.0% not enough
22.6% no opinion
Bowling Greens:
6.0% more than enough
41.9% about right
18.1% not enough
34.0% no opinion

Synthetic turf pitches:
4.0% more than enough
19.0% about right
30.8% not enough
46.1% no opinion
Golf Courses:
9.1% more than enough
33.7% about right
17.0% not enough
40.1% no opinion

Tennis Courts:
4.0% more than enough
31.7% about right
33.2% not enough
31.1% no opinion

Of the five facility types surveyed, residents showed dissatisfaction with two (synthetic turf pitches 31% and tennis
courts 33%), stating there was not enough provision. The remaining three areas; grass pitches 50.4%, bowling greens
47.9% and golf courses 42.7% showed an overall satisfaction with provisions, deemed to be more than enough/about
right.
When considering the level of satisfaction across the analysis areas, Wigton showed the highest level of
dissatisfaction in 2 of the 5 types of sports facilities, stating there was not enough provision of synthetic turf pitches
(43.1%) and golf courses (35.8%). However, it also displayed the highest level of satisfaction in 2 of the 5 types of
sports facilities, suggesting there was enough/about right amount of tennis courts (49.1%) and bowling greens
(67.9%).
Residents at drop in sessions expressed a concern that there are insufficient sport facilities. In Cockermouth it was
felt that demand currently exceeds supply with an obvious need for an additional pitch for local sports teams. Internal
consultations highlighted the demand for bowling greens, indicating that many of the existing facilities are now well
used and there is an increase in demand for more indoor facilities.

Consultation Comments
(quantity)

Several comments were made at drop in sessions suggesting the need for increased use of school facilities for
community use, given that there are currently very few available for public use. This was evident in Wigton where it
was felt that some school pitches were going unused despite demand regularly exceeding supply.
Respondents to the IT survey were asked to list the top two activities they enjoy most. 43% of respondents stated that
playing sport was their favourite activity, the second most popular response. However, only 19% of respondents
stated that they used outdoor sports facilities more than any other type of open space. 16% also stated that if they
could make one improvement or have one more facility it would be an outdoor sports facility, the third most popular
response.
In response to the Parish Council questionnaire, with the exception of some of the smaller settlements (Blennerhasset
and Torpenhow), the general consensus is that there are about the right amount of outdoor sports facilities. Wigton
Town Council stated that some of their outdoor sports facilities are school based and not open to the public, which has
repercussions on the amount of publicly accessible provision in the area. A lack of access to school sites was also
highlighted as a key issue during drop in sessions.
In some cases, the demand for outdoor sports facilities is clear. Dearham Parish Council stressed the need for more
sports facilities and highlighted the development of Pottery Park as potential for an increase in provision. An improved
sports pitch, all weather pitch, and two play areas were noted as being part of a recent feasibility study. Cockermouth
Parish Council highlighted the demand from local football teams for an extra football pitch in the town.

‘PMP Recommendation
(per 1,000 population)

1.27 hectares per 1000 population
Outdoor sports facilities are very much demand-led and the outdoor sports facility typology encompasses a wide
variety of different facilities including athletics tracks, pitches, golf courses and bowling greens. However, the
concurrent theme is the high response rate of residents having no opinion, highlighting that there may be a low level of
interest regarding this type of open space. In order to understand the demand for outdoor sports facilities in a greater
level of detail it is therefore essential to consider each type of sports facility separately.
Golf courses have been removed from all figures due to their size and subsequent tendency to skew figures.
Although some school sports sites are not accessible at the current time, they are identified as important resources
throughout the consultations.

PMP Justification

School facilities have been included within the calculation, to ensure that they are protected. The Building Schools for
the Future and extended schools programmes may offer opportunities to address future shortfalls of provision and
ensure additional facilities are available for community use. This may be critical if participation targets are achieved,
particularly in terms of providing facilities for peak day activity.
In reflecting the demands placed on outdoor sports, and the nature of this standard, it has been recommended that it
is set at the existing level of provision (1.27 ha per 1,000 population). Additional consultation should inform where
additional provision is most needed, however results from the local consultation suggest there are demands being
placed on STPs, tennis courts and grass pitches. Based on the findings of the audit, the greatest requirement for
facilities will be the Maryport and Aspatria analysis areas.

ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL – SETTING QUANTITY STANDARDS
Provision for Allotments

National Standards

National Society of Allotment and Leisure Gardeners - 20 allotment plots per 1,000 households (ie 20 allotments plots
per 2,200 people (2.2 people per house) or 1 allotment plot per 200 people. With an average allotment plot of 250
sq/m this equates to 0.125 ha per 1,000 population
1970 Thorpe Report suggested 0.2 ha per 1,000 population

Current Provision ha per 1,000
population (ha)

22 ha, equivalent to 0.25 ha per 1000 population

Existing Local Standards and
strategic context
BENCHMARKING

Consultation
(too much / about right / not
enough)

Hambleton – 25% about right
Wychavon – 31% about right
More than
enough
Overall
7.3%
Wigton
1.7%
Workington
5.5%
Maryport
13.6%
Aspatria
7.8%
Cockermouth
8.4%

Huntingdonshire – 33% about right
Ryedale – 28% about right
Hambleton – 25% about right
Telford – 22%
About
Nearly
Not
No
Right
Enough
Enough
Opinion
25.3%
6.5%
20.7%
40.2%
20.3%
6.8%
25.4%
45.8%
18.3%
10.1%
20.2%
45.9%
31.8%
4.5%
18.2%
31.8%
41.2%
5.9%
19.6%
25.5%
22.9%
3.6%
20.5%
44.6%

In total, 32.6% of the population felt there was about right/more than enough provision for allotments within Allerdale,
with 27.2% stating that there was not enough/nearly enough. 40.2% expressed no opinion.
The highest level of dissatisfaction was located in Wigton, where 32.2% of residents felt that the level of provision was
nearly enough/not enough. The dissatisfaction is therefore potentially reflective of the access issues to existing
facilities and the waiting lists highlighted in consultations.
The highest level of satisfaction was found in Aspatria where 49% of respondents felt there was about right/more than
enough provision for allotments.
The number of people interested in owning/managing an allotment in Allerdale when asked:
Yes – 14%
No – 86%

There was a general feeling from residents at drop in sessions that there is potential for more allotment sites with a
number of waiting lists existing throughout the borough. It was mentioned by residents in Wigton that there has been a
waiting list of 40 people since 2005, and a lack of land has halted the development of more plots. This was also
echoed in Cockermouth, where more than 30 people are on the waiting list according to local residents and
Cockermouth Parish Council.

Consultation Comments
(quantity)

The findings from the drop in sessions are supported by the responses to the Parish Council questionnaire. A number
of plots appear to be well used and there is clearly demand for more land (Crosscannonby, Cockermouth). Dean
Parish Council stressed that allotment provision has been requested but there is no suitable land available.
Cockermouth Parish Council are also seeking more land for extra plots. It was felt by some Parish Councils that
allotment plots provide an opportunity for community cohesion and that this formal provision may be overlooked due to
the rural nature of many settlements and the fact that the majority of residents have their own gardens. A number of
towns were noted as having no allotment provision (Belnnerhasset and Torpenhow, Dearham, Bromfield and
Kirkbampton). The following allotment provision was noted from the Parish Council survey:
Silloth (53 plots, 6 on waiting list)
Cockermouth (75 plots, 38 on waiting list)
Crosscannonby (38 plots, No waiting lists)
Aspatria (33 plots, No waiting lists)
All Hallows (26, Waiting List)
HesketNewmarket (9, no waiting lists)

'PMP Recommendation
(per 1,000 population)

0.25 hectares per 1000 population.

PMP Justification

There is an overall perception that there could be more allotment provision in certain areas across the borough
(currently 0.25 ha per 1000 population). The presence of waiting lists at a number of sites across the borough
suggests that a standard slightly above the existing level of provision should be set in order to address these
deficiencies and increase the overall level of provision.
This standard would ensure that deficiencies in the quantity of allotments and access to allotments can be addressed
across the borough. Setting a standard at this level would equate to the requirement for an additional 186 allotment
plots across the LDF period. This would go someway to offsetting the existing and future unmet demand.

ALLERDALE – SETTING QUANTITY STANDARDS
PROVISION FOR GREEN CORRIDORS
National Standards
Current Provision ha per 1,000
population (ha)
Consultation
(too much / about right / not
enough)

None
N/a

Results from the household survey show that 9.21% of respondents use green corridors more than any other type of
open space. This may be reflective of the rural nature of the borough. Due to the linear nature of green corridors, it
was not appropriate to audit the provision of green corridors or include it within the household survey.
Findings from the drop in sessions suggest that in terms of quantity, Allerdale is reasonably well served, with the
importance and usage of this typology extremely high. There were more concerns over the quality and access of
these areas (footpaths, cycleways) as opposed to the provision. It was noted that green corridors such as footpaths
and cycleways act as important linkages from urban settlements into the countryside and other nearby settlements.

Consultation Comments
(quantity)

‘PMP Recommendation
(per 1,000 population)

PMP Justification

It was also noted in Workington that the ‘urban fringes’ that surround the town are not always conducive to public use.
The Northside to Moorclose cycleway runs over 37 miles of track but there have been concerns over accessibility and
maintenance, discussed further in quality and accessibility standards.
Residents in Wigton and Cockermouth felt that there was a needed for more footpaths linking the town with the
surrounding natural areas and parks. For example, one resident from Fletchertown highlighted the difficulty in
accessing Wigton by foot or bike due the lack of footpaths/cycleways.
PPG17 states that the need for Green Corridors arises from the need to promote environmentally sustainable forms of
transport such as walking and cycling within urban areas. This means that there is no sensible way of stating a
provision standard, just as there is no way of having a standard for the proportion of land in an area which it will be
desirable to allocate for roads.

APPENDIX F – QUALITY STANDARDS

Allerdale Borough Council - Setting Quality Standards / Vision
Field

Comment

National Standards and/or Benchmarks

Details of any existing national standards for each typology usually provided by national
organisations e.g. Green Flag criteria for parks produced by Civic Trust

Existing Local Quality Standards

There maybe some existing local standards that will need to be taken into account and used as a
guidance benchmark when setting new local standards

Benchmarking against other authorities for
satisfaction of quality

These are figures detailing satisfaction levels of other authorities to the quality of their open space

Consultation (Household Survey - aspirations)

Results from the household survey with regards to users of each typology in relation to their
aspirations and needs and existing quality experiences

Consultation (other)

Results from all the consultations undertaken with regards the quality issues for each typology

PMP Recommendation

PMP recommendation of a local quality standard for discussion and approval by the client

PMP Justification

PMP reasoning and justification for the locals standard that has been recommended

CLIENT APPROVAL

Client to approve local standard before analysis undertaken

APPENDIX F – QUALITY STANDARDS
Setting the Local Quality Standards – Explanation and justification of the recommended approach
For each typology, the recommended quality standards have been derived directly from local consultations, where residents were asked to consider their
opinions on the quality of sites in their local area and also to highlight the key features of a good quality site for each typology.
For each typology, these key features have been divided into those that are essential, and those that are desirable. National standards for provision and good
practice examples for the rest of the country have also been taken into account as part of these recommendations.
These lists therefore set out the quality vision (as required by PPG17), which should be applied to all new sites and should inform the enhancement of
existing sites.
For each typology, two lists are therefore provided. An example is set out below:
Essential
Clean and litter free
Provision of seats
Provision of bins
Even footpaths

Desirable
Toilets
Nature features
An information board

In order to relate the recommended quality vision to the site assessments, those priorities derived from consultation have been used to inform the percentage
scores achieved during site assessments. For each type of open space, those elements that have emerged as being of particular priority to local residents
during consultation are given a greater weighting in the site assessments. This weighting ensures that those areas considered to be of higher relative
importance have a greater influence on the overall score achieved.
The key aspirations of local residents with regards the quality of open spaces have therefore been categorised into the four overarching categories
considered within the site assessments, specifically:
•
•
•
•

Cleanliness and maintenance
Vegetation
Ancillary accommodation
Security and safety.

These classifications are set out overleaf:

APPENDIX F – QUALITY STANDARDS
Cleanliness and maintenance
Well kept grass
Clean and litter free
Dog free area

Vegetation
Flowers/Trees
Level surface
Nature features
Water features

Ancillary accommodation
Changing facilities
Parking facilities
Footpaths
Toilets
Seating
Dog bins
Range of provision for children /
young people
Picnic area
Cafe
Litter bins
Information boards

Security and safety
Good site access
On site security

For each typology, the number of responses received (with regards to each of the above features) is considered alongside other comments made on quality
during consultations, whilst national standards have been used to determine the relative importance of each of the four key areas.
Given that for each typology, respondents were able to select as many key features as they felt appropriate, the proportion of respondents prioritising each
feature is determined by calculating the total number of responses that could have been received and measuring this against the number of responses that
were actually received.
The following example sets out the calculations using the above methodology and assumes the assumption that there were 100 respondents (stating they
used parks and gardens) who responded with their ideal features for this typology in the survey (respondents could have ticked every box if they felt this was
appropriate).
Site assessment classification
Cleanliness and maintenance
Vegetation
Ancillary accommodation
Security and safety

Number of features contributing to
this classification grouping
4
3
8
3

Total number of possible
responses
400
300
800
300

The response rate for each of the four site assessment classifications e.g. cleanliness and maintenance, is therefore derived by calculating the options ticked
as a percentage of the total number of responses that could have been selected. A fictitious example, building on the previous example, is set out overleaf:
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Site assessment
classification
Cleanliness and maintenance
Vegetation
Ancillary accommodation
Security and safety

Number of features
contributing to this
classification grouping
4
3
8
3

Total number of possible
responses

Responses received

Percentage

400
300
800
300

264
25
400
280

66%
8%
50%
93%

The percentage response rates above (in addition to qualitative feedback through consultations) can then be used to determine the relative importance of
each component of quality. Using the example above, it can be seen that for this typology, security and safety are most important features, cleanliness and
maintenance is second and ancillary accommodation and vegetation are less important.
This relative importance will be reflected in the overall score of the site assessment through a weighting system whereby:
The score for the most valued element will be multiplied by four
The score for the second most valued aspect will be multiplied by three
The score for the third most valued aspect will be multiplied by two
The score for the fourth element will be multiplied by one.
For each typology, all sites can therefore be measured against each other in order to determine which sites best meet public need.
This approach means that in line with PPG17, both the quality vision and the site assessment scores are directly correlated with the findings of the local
consultation. The justification behind all of these standards is that they are directly reflective of local needs and the degree to which sites achieve the
required standard can be measured using the findings from the site assessments.
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ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL – SETTING QUALITY STANDARDS / VISION
PARKS AND GARDENS
GREEN FLAG CRITERIA - Welcoming Place / Healthy, Safe and Secure / Clean and Well-maintained / Sustainable /
Conservation and Heritage / Community Involvement / Marketing / Management.
National Standards and/or
Benchmarks

According to the national CPA indicators for Allerdale 90.13% (2003/4) of residents think that over the past three years
that parks and open spaces have got better or stayed the same. Measuring this statistic against authorities nationally,
Allerdale falls within the 1st quartile (where 1st is best). The national mean value is 86.8%.
Allerdale Local Plan 1999 - 2006
Whilst there are no specific quality standards at the current time, the objectives of the leisure section of the 1999 Local
Plan seek to ensure that the borough has sufficient provision of safe, attractive and useable public open space, and
recognises the value of such open space to the quality of life of Allerdale residents and that all urban residents should
have easy access to such facilities.

Existing Local Quality Standards
and strategic context

Policies EN22 and EN23 extends protection to areas designated as Landscapes of County Importance and Locally
Important Landscape Areas, furthermore Policy EN24 also states that the character and features of parks and gardens
of historic or landscape interest will be protected and enhanced.
Although there are no current Green Flag awards within the borough the Council is seeking to achieve Green Flag
status at Vulcan Park in Workington and there is an investment programme in place to address the existing
maintenance issues.

Benchmarking other local
authorities’ satisfaction

Allerdale – 44% average
Ryedale – 58% good

Telford – 36% good
Huntingdonshire – 46% good

Hambleton – 44% average

Highest rated aspirations from the household survey: Clean and litter free (72%), well kept grass (54%), flowers and
trees (47%), toilets (37.5%) and facilities for children and young people (37.5%).
Consultation
(Household Survey - aspirations)
(Of those that rated parks and
gardens as their most frequently
used open space – 23%)

Consultation Household Survey other

Respondents to the survey highlighted specifically adequate lighting (35%) and the reputation of the site (26%) as
being key to providing safe open spaces such as parks and gardens.
When asked about the quality of park sites, of those people who gave an opinion, dog fouling (36%) and litter
problems (35%) were perceived to be significant problems. Miss-use of the site (27%) and vandalism and graffiti
(26%) was rated as a minor problem. Poor maintenance and safety and age of equipment were considered less of a
problem.
Parks are considered to be of average quality by 44% of household survey respondents. Across the analysis areas,
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there is a variation in levels of satisfaction. The highest levels of satisfaction are found in Aspatria where 46% of
respondents feel that the quality of provision is good. The lowest levels of satisfaction are found in Wigton where only
23% of respondents feel that the quality of park provision is good.
At the drop in sessions, it was perceived that the quality of parks is satisfactory but is declining. It was mentioned that
some parks, notably in urban areas, had been subject to neglect and underinvestment. Pottery Park in Dearham was
identified as a site suffering from a lack of facilities and was in need of improvements. In addition the issue of dog
fouling in parks was raised around the borough and particularly cited at Graves Park and Memorial Park in
Cockermouth and Curwen Park in Workington. Despite this, it was noted that Vulcan Park in Workington is looking for
Green Flag status and has received investment to help achieve this.

Consultation (Other including IT
Young People Survey)

Another issue raised throughout the consultation focused on the resources and maintenance to keep the parks at a
standard to meet residents’ needs. There were also some concerns at drop in sessions about increasing problems
with litter in parks. Curwen Park in Workington was mentioned as an example site suffering from litter problems. Other
park sites with quality issues flagged through the Parish Council survey responses included St Mungo’s Park
(drainage issues) and Pottery Park in Dearham (lack of facilities).
Of those responding to the IT survey for young people, 17% indicated that parks are their favourite type of open
space. The location of open space and the opportunities to meet friends were however perceived to be more important
by young people than the quality of open space. 47% of all children and young people felt that the quality of open
spaces and parks was good.
Overall the majority of comments received through the consultation linked to the general cleanliness of parks and
gardens (litter, dog fouling issues) and maintenance (grass and equipment).
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Local consultation, national guidance and best practice therefore suggest that the following features are
essential and desirable to local residents:
Essential
Flowers/Trees
Clean / Litter Free
Well Kept Grass

PMP Recommendation

Detailed analysis of the local consultation suggests that with regards to parks, the relative importance of the
key components is as follows:
Component of quality
Security and Safety
Cleanliness and maintenance
Vegetation
Ancillary accommodation

PMP Justification

Desirable
Clear Footpaths
Litter Bins
Toilets

Proportion of possible total
responses received
11%
49%
23%
17%

Weighting
1
4
3
2
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ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL – SETTING QUALITY STANDARDS / VISION
NATURAL AND SEMI NATURAL

National Standards and/or
Benchmarks

Countryside Agency (now part of the Natural England Partnership) - land should be managed to conserve or enhance
its rich landscape, biodiversity, heritage and local customs. GREEN FLAG CRITERIA - Welcoming Place / Healthy,
Safe and Secure / Clean and Well-maintained / Sustainable / Conservation and Heritage / Community Involvement /
Marketing / Management.
Natural England highlights the need to conserve and protect the natural environment and promotes local community
involvement and consultation. They also have a commitment to work with Local Authorities in developing Local Area
Agreements (LAA) for improved community infrastructure to enhance access to high quality natural environments
Allerdale Local Plan 1999 - 2006
Whilst there are no specific quality standards at the current time, the objectives of the leisure section of the 1999 Local
Plan seek to ensure that the borough has sufficient provision of safe, attractive and useable public open space, and
recognises the value of such open space to the quality of life of Allerdale residents and that all urban residents should
have easy access to such facilities. Additionally Section 4 of the Local Plan covers environmental protection and is
concerned with the quality of the natural environment.

Existing Local Quality Standards
and strategic context

More specifically Policy EN20 of the plan states that developments within or near the Solway Coast Area will be
required to protect its natural beauty. Any development that will have an adverse effect will not be permitted, unless
there is an overriding need for the development. Recreational developments may be permitted if they meet the
criteria. And Policies EN27 and EN28 ensure the protection of SSSI’s and wildlife sites from any development that will
have an adverse effect on the sites.
Allerdale Environment Strategy - the aims of the strategy significant to this study include the Council will continue to
adopt policies which aim to protect the natural environment from intrusive development and the Council will oppose
development which is harmful, or intrusive to the environment.
The Solway Coast - Area Of Outstanding Natural Beauty Management Plan 2004 – 2009 provides the foundation
for the protection and enhancement of natural and semi-natural areas on the Solway Coast. The vision for up to 2030
is to provide a sustainable future for the landscape, wildlife, local communities and visitors. The vision covers 7 areas
Landscape, Natural Heritage, Cultural Heritage, Communities, Tourism and Recreation, Transport and Access and
Education and Information.

Benchmarking other Local

Allerdale – 51% good

Telford – 38% average

Hambleton – 51% good
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Authorities’ satisfaction

Consultation
(Household Survey - aspirations)
(Of those that rated natural and
semi-natural sites as their most
frequently used open space –
39%)

Huntingdonshire – 54% good
This type of open space was that selected as the type of open space that was used most frequently by respondents to
the household survey. Highest rated aspirations from the household survey: Clean and litter free (63%), nature
features (54%), footpaths (37%), flowers and trees (31%) and dog walking facilities (27.5%).
Respondents to the survey highlighted specifically the reputation of the site (17%), other users being around (17%)
and staff on site (15%) as being key to providing safe open spaces.
When asked about the quality of natural and semi-natural sites, of those people who gave an opinion, 36% considered
dog fouling and 34% litter problems were a problem. Areas of less concern included vandalism and graffiti, the safety
and age of equipment and poor maintenance.
Based on the findings of the household survey, natural and semi natural open space is very popular with residents of
Allerdale with 59% of respondents stating that they visit this typology more than once a month.

Consultation Household Survey other

51% of respondents to the household survey felt that the quality of sites was good, 32% indicated these open spaces
were average and the remaining 18% felt that the quality of sites was poor. The quality ratings given by residents were
similar across all analysis areas; with the exception of Aspatria where 67% of respondents felt the quality of natural
areas is good.
There was a lower emphasis in the drop in sessions on natural and semi natural open spaces than other open space
typologies. The coastal path stretching from south of Workington up to north of Silloth was highlighted as a particularly
valued natural area. However it was noted that in the large coastal areas of Maryport there are some issues with litter,
dog fouling and noise is sometimes a problem e.g. quad bikes using the dunes. Other comments linked to the coastal
route (Solway) around Maryport, mentioned that there were no more litter pickers and despite complaints nothing has
been done. The general consensus from attendees at drop in sessions was that the appearance sometimes lets down
this important provision.

Consultation (Other including IT
Young People Survey)

The importance of balancing wildlife and ecological benefits with recreational use was highlighted. It was felt that the
quality of the ecological environment was equally as important as the recreational opportunities offered by natural and
semi natural areas. It was highlighted that sites should contain a varied mix of appropriate vegetation with appropriate
management.
The Brickworks in Camerton was identified as a well-valued site and has been subject to development, focusing on
improving links with green corridors and enhancing vegetation and wildlife. Incorporating pathways was also noted as
a priority to ensure the site is accessible to all local residents.
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Of those children and young people responding to the IT survey, 10% indicated that natural and semi-natural areas
are their favourite type of open space. 75% of all children and young people felt that the quality of open spaces and
natural and semi natural was good to fair. The opportunities to meet friends and free use of natural and semi natural
areas were perceived to be more important by young people than the quality of these types of open spaces.
Overall the aspirations for these types of open space reflect more informal provision with natural features, however
cleanliness remains an important factor of this type of open space provision.
Local consultation, national guidance and best practice therefore suggest that the following features are
essential and desirable to local residents:
Essential
Nature Features
Clean / Litter Free
Clear Footpaths

PMP Recommendation

Desirable
Water Features
Flowers / Trees
Dog Bins

Detailed analysis of the local consultation suggests that with regards to natural and semi natural areas, the
relative importance of the key components is as follows:
Component of quality
Security and Safety
Cleanliness and maintenance
Vegetation
Ancillary accommodation

Proportion of possible total
responses received
12%
39%
33%
16%

Weighting
1
4
3
2

Analysis suggests the improvement in quality of natural and semi-natural open space is considered to be
more important than increasing its provision.
PMP Justification
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ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL – SETTING QUALITY STANDARDS / VISION
AMENITY GREEN SPACE
National Standards and/or
Benchmarks
Existing Local Quality Standards
and strategic context
Benchmarking other Local
Authorities satisfaction

Consultation
(Household Survey - aspirations)
(Of those that rated amenity green
space sites as their most
frequently used open space – 4%)

Consultation Household Survey other

GREEN FLAG CRITERIA - Welcoming Place / Healthy, Safe and Secure / Clean and Well-maintained / Sustainable /
Conservation and Heritage / Community Involvement / Marketing / Management
No existing quality standards
Allerdale – 51% average

Telford – 48% average

Huntingdonshire – 44% average

Ryedale – 49% average
Hambleton – 51% average
Amenity green spaces were one of the least used (Q7 Household Survey) types of open space in Allerdale, however
the visual benefits of this type of open space are often as important as the level of use. Of those people indicating that
they used this open space, the highest rated aspirations were clean and litter free (71%) and well-kept grass (57%).
The main safety factors considered appropriate for amenity green spaces was adequate lighting (43%). The majority
of other safety measures were considered inappropriate for AGS. Areas for concern included miss-use of site and dog
fouling.
Consultation indicated that the quality of amenity areas is perceived to be average by 51% of household respondents.
A higher percentage of people stated that amenity spaces were poor (33%) as opposed to good (16%). The quality
ratings allocated by respondents were relatively similar across all analysis areas, with the modal response being
average. The highest levels of satisfaction were from those in Aspatria with 31% feeling that the quality of amenity
areas is good.
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Within the household survey general comments section, safety concerns are a particular issue with residents and are
acting as a barrier to use of amenity spaces. It was felt that the installation of adequate lighting might alleviate some of
these concerns and therefore increase the number of users. Lighting at amenity green space sites was an aspiration
for many residents.
Children responding to the IT young people survey highlighted that amenity spaces were their most frequently used
open space (34%). Reasons for usage of these sites related primarily to it being free to use, the close proximity to their
homes and a good place to meet people rather than the quality or range of facilities provided. Young people
highlighted that the quality of their local open spaces was perceived to be average, with some improvements required.

Consultation (Other including IT
Young People Survey)

This view was reflected in internal consultations, where it was indicated that the quality of amenity spaces is lower
than that of parks, particularly with regards the range of facilities available. The benefits of amenity spaces for
landscaping of local areas as well as providing a recreational resource were recognised. These sites are also
recognised for their importance in the provision of local informal play opportunities outside of the formal equipped play
environment. Amenity green spaces are instrumental in the delivery of this objective.
It was indicated that the quality of these sites in some instances were lacking and that problems with maintenance
were a concern. Anti social behaviour at amenity green space sites was also identified as an issue in some areas.
Other quality issues flagged for amenity green spaces through the Parish Council survey responses included the
village green in Camerton, which was stated as an area suffering from lack of maintenance.
Amenity green spaces offer both a recreational and visual amenity, however for both of these cleanliness and
maintenance is paramount.
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Local consultation, national guidance and best practice therefore suggest that the following features are
essential and desirable to local residents:
Essential
Footpaths
Dog Bins
Clean / Litter Free

PMP Recommendation

Desirable
Well Kept Grass
Nature Features
Litter Bins

Detailed analysis of the local consultation suggests that with regards to amenity green spaces, the relative
importance of the key components is as follows:
Component of quality
Security and Safety
Cleanliness and maintenance
Vegetation
Ancillary accommodation

Proportion of possible total
responses received
11%
55%
25%
16%

Weighting
1
4
3
2

Analysis suggests the improvement in quality of amenity green space is considered to be more important
than increasing its provision.
PMP Justification
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ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL – SETTING QUALITY STANDARDS / VISION
PLAY AREAS FOR CHILDREN
Criteria set out by the NPFA in relation to LAPs, LEAPs and NEAPs provide some quality aspirations in terms of
seating for adults, a varied range of equipment and meeting places for teenagers. GREEN FLAG CRITERIA are also
relevant to play areas and include Welcoming Place / Healthy, Safe and Secure / Clean and Well-maintained /
Sustainable / Conservation and Heritage / Community Involvement / Marketing / Management
National Standards and/or
Benchmarks

Existing Local Quality Standards
and strategic context

CABE Space believes that the use of target hardening as a first response to anti-social behavior is resulting in the
fortification of our urban environment, and highlights that there is a better solution: invest in place making and
improving public spaces to prevent the onset and escalation of these problems. Evidence from CABE Space’s study
shows that well designed, well maintained public spaces can contribute to reducing the incidence of vandalism and
anti-social behavior, and result in long term cost savings.’ CABE Space Policy Note: preventing anti-social behavior in
public
spaces
Allerdale Draft Play Strategy 2007 – the overriding objective of the draft strategy is to “increase the quality of
children’s play opportunities in a variety of settings and to ensure that all Allerdale’s children and young people have
easy access to such opportunities”. The draft play strategy has a series of recommendations linked to the quantity,
quality and accessibility of play areas within Allerdale. As part of the play strategy a series of site assessments were
undertaken across all play sites and this concluded that the majority of the provision within the urban areas was of low
value and low quality whilst in the rural areas they are of higher quality and higher value. The key quality weaknesses
identified through this study included unimaginative design, lack of signage, lack of planting and biodiversity and
access is often through poorly drained grass areas. The study concludes that the main shortcomings in play provision
are qualitative rather than quantitative.
Allerdale Local Plan 1999 – 2006 - Policy L1 of the 1999 Local Plan outlines the amount of and accessibility of play
provision to be provided with new housing developments but does not state specifically quality standards for play
provision.

Benchmarking other Local
Authorities’ satisfaction
Consultation
(Household Survey - aspirations)

Allerdale – 40% average

Telford – 36% average

Ryedale – 47% average

Hambleton – 40% average

Huntingdonshire – 35% average

13% of respondents to the household survey use play areas for children most frequently of all typologies. However, it
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(Of those that rated play areas for
children sites as their most
frequently used open space –
13%)

is important to note that the level of use of children’s play areas demonstrated through the household survey may not
be representative of the actual level of use due to the age of the majority of respondents. Only a small percentage of
people under the age of 16 completed the household survey, therefore it is important to consider all other consultation,
in particular the findings of the IT survey.
Of those people stating they do use children’s play areas as their most frequent type of open space (as part of the
household survey), their highest rated aspirations are clean/litter free (78%), facilities for the young (70%), well kept
grass (40%), toilets (40%) and a dog free area (38%). The factors that were more commonly mentioned as helping to
make respondents feel safer at this typology were staff on site, reputation, adequate lighting and CCTV.
When asked about the quality of the play areas for children, of those people who gave an opinion, vandalism and
graffiti (30%) and dog fouling (28%) were rated as a significant problem by a number of respondents. In contrast, poor
maintenance and the safety and age of equipment were considered less of a problem.
Of those responses received through the IT survey and of these respondents 27% used play areas most frequently. Of
these regular users, 25% of respondents felt the play areas were of good quality with a further 40% of respondents
stating the quality is fair. The factors that were more commonly mentioned by children and young people as helping to
make them feel safer at play areas were the provision of adequate lighting and CCTV.
Consultation indicated that the quality of children’s play areas is rated average by 40% of household respondents. A
higher percentage of people stated that they were poor (37%) as opposed to being good (23%).

Consultation Household Survey other

The quality ratings stated by residents were similar across all analysis areas, with the exception of Aspatria. This was
the only analysis area where the modal answer was ‘good’ (41%). A major reason behind this rating may lie in the fact
that that 44% of the people in this area stated that there was about the right amount of provision of play areas, thus
creating an underlying feeling of satisfaction with this type of provision. The lowest satisfaction levels were found in
Maryport (39%) and Workington (50%) where respondents felt the quality of play areas was poor.
General comments within the household survey produced recurring themes in terms of safety concerns and problems
with facilities, further cementing issues surrounding these sites. The overall findings from the survey reveal that play
areas for children in Allerdale are thought to be lacking in terms of both the number (particularly in Workington and
Wigton) and the quality of facilities. This acts as a barrier for residents who wish to access these sites.

Consultation (Other including IT
Young People Survey)

Residents at drop in sessions expressed concerns that older children use facilities intended for younger children and
cause damage and vandalism. It was felt that this might be a consequence of a lack of provision for teenagers.
There were concerns that a number of play areas had not been maintained with damaged equipment not being
replaced.
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Whilst consultation highlighted the need for further facilities for children and young people, it was considered that
these need to be carefully located to protect residential amenity. A common response was that play areas should be
incorporated into housing development schemes, with play areas receiving priority maintenance and improvements
when needed.
27% of respondents to the IT Children and Young People survey use play areas more than any other type of open
space. When asked to highlight the main improvement that they would like to see provided in their local areas, more
play equipment and a better range of play equipment were the two most common answers. This is reflective of issues
identified in other consultations, where the need to ensure that play equipment is varied and challenging was a
consistent theme.
In terms of quality, 40% of respondents to the IT survey rated the play areas as fair whilst 25% felt the quality of play
facilities were good. Comments made at drop in sessions suggested that steering groups of young people are needed
in order to consult with their peers to ascertain the needs of this target group.
Other quality issues flagged for children’s play areas through the Parish Council survey responses included comments
on vandalism and poor play equipment in various play areas across the borough.
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Local consultation, national guidance and best practice therefore suggest that the following features are
essential and desirable to local residents:
Essential
Range of Play Equipment
Well Kept Grass
Clean/Litter Free
Safety / Lighting

Desirable
Dog Free Area
Good Access
Equipment maintenance

Detailed analysis of the local consultation suggests that with regards to play areas for children, the relative
importance of the key components is as follows:
PMP Recommendation
Component of quality
Security and Safety
Cleanliness and maintenance
Vegetation
Ancillary accommodation

Proportion of possible total
responses received
15%
54%
16%
22%

Weighting
1
4
2
3

Analysis highlights the need for innovative and imaginative provision of facilities for children. Community
involvement from children in the provision of play facilities was also considered to be particularly important.
PMP Justification
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ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL – SETTING QUALITY STANDARDS / VISION
PROVISION FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
NPFA guidance relating to LAPs, LEAPs and NEAPs provide some quality aspirations in terms of seating for adults,
varied range of equipment and meeting places for teenagers. GREEN FLAG CRITERIA - Welcoming Place / Healthy,
Safe and Secure / Clean and Well-maintained / Sustainable / Conservation and Heritage / Community Involvement /
Marketing / Management.
National Standards and/or
Benchmarks

Existing Local Quality Standards
and strategic context

CABE Space believes that the use of target hardening as a first response to anti-social behavior is resulting in the
fortification of our urban environment. Investment: invest in place making and improving public spaces should be used
to prevent the onset and escalation of these problems. Evidence from CABE Space’s study shows that well
designed, well maintained public spaces can contribute to reducing the incidence of vandalism and anti-social
behavior, and result in long term cost savings.’ CABE Space Policy Note: preventing anti-social behavior in public
spaces
Allerdale Draft Play Strategy 2007 – the overriding objective of the draft strategy is to “increase the quality of
children’s play opportunities in a variety of settings and to ensure that all Allerdale’s children and young people have
easy access to such opportunities”. The draft play strategy has a series of recommendations linked to the quantity,
quality and accessibility of play areas within Allerdale. As part of the play strategy a series of site assessments were
undertaken across all play sites / young people’s provision and this concluded that the majority of the provision within
the urban areas was of low value and low quality whilst in the rural areas they are of higher quality and higher value.
The key quality weaknesses identified through this study included unimaginative design, lack of signage, lack of
planting and biodiversity and access is often through poorly drained grass areas. The study concludes that the main
shortcomings in play provision are qualitative rather than quantitative.
Allerdale Local Plan 1999 –2006 - Policy L1 of the 1999 Local Plan outlines the amount of and accessibility of play /
young person’s provision to be provided with new housing developments but does not state specifically quality
standards for play provision.

Benchmarking other Local
Authorities’ satisfaction

Allerdale – 83% poor

Telford – 39% poor

Huntingdonshire – 37% poor

Ryedale – 57% poor

Hambleton – 83% poor

Consultation
(Household Survey - aspirations)
(Of those that rated teenage

Less than 1% of respondents to the household survey use teenage facilities most frequently of all typologies.
However, it is important to note that the level of use demonstrated through the household survey may not be
representative of the actual level of use on the ground due to the age of the majority of respondents (85% of
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facilities as their most frequently
used open space – 0.5%)

respondents stated that they don’t use teenage facilities). Only a small percentage of people under the age of 16
completed the household survey, therefore it is important to consider all other consultations across the borough.
Aspirations, which were stated included clean/litter free, and the range and quality of the facilities for young people.
Of the responses that were received through the IT survey, 27% used young people areas most frequently. Of these
regular users 43% of respondents felt these areas were of good quality with a further 33% of respondents stating the
quality is fair. The factors that were more commonly mentioned by young people as helping to make them feel safer at
young people’s provision were adequate lighting and CCTV. 56% of respondents stated they had felt unsafe at some
point when using open spaces in Allerdale and this was higher in the 12-14 year age group.

Consultation Household Survey other

Consultation indicated that the quality of teenage facilities is rated poor by 83% of household survey respondents.
This is significantly higher than for any of the other typologies. This high level of dissatisfaction is consistent across all
of the analysis areas. These issues surrounding the quality of existing provision are compounded by the
dissatisfaction with the quantity of provision – with 77% of respondents stating that there are either nearly enough or
not enough teenage facilities.
From the general comments given, parents seem to suggest that there is a distinct lack of facilities for their teenagers;
furthermore, safety concerns of existing sites are seen as an issue that prevents them from being used.

Many residents at drop in sessions expressed concerns that older children use facilities intended for younger children
and cause damage and vandalism. It was felt that this might be a consequence of a lack of provision for teenagers.
Unlike many other typologies, comments at drop in sessions focused on the quantity of provision for young people
rather than the quality of existing provision.
Consultation (Other including IT
Young People Survey)

Attendees at drop in sessions emphasised the importance of consulting potential users of facilities in discussions,
rather than creating facilities that do not meet their needs. A particular example cited was Vulcan Park skate park in
Workington, where it was mentioned that young people were consulted on the design of the site. A common response
was that there should be more of these sites, but only where there is sufficient demand.
Young people responding to the IT Young people survey indicated that on the whole, facilities are perceived to be of
average quality. Quantity of provision was perceived to be less of an issue with the majority of children and young
people considering the amount provision being good to fair. The key issue emerging relating to the quality of facilities
was that the quality of provision suffers from a poor variety of facilities.
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Local consultation, national guidance and best practice therefore suggest that the following features are
essential and desirable to local residents:
Essential
Clean/Litter Free
Good Access
Range of Facilities / Equipment
Safety / Lighting

PMP Recommendation

Desirable
Equipment maintenance
Clear Footpaths
Litter bins

Detailed analysis of the local consultation suggests that with regards to facilities for young people, the
relative importance of the key components is as follows:
Component of quality

Security and Safety
Cleanliness and maintenance
Vegetation
Ancillary accommodation

Proportion of possible total
responses received
25%
33%
13%
32%

Weighting
2
4
1
3

Analysis highlights the need for innovative and imaginative provision of facilities for teenagers. Community
involvement from teenagers in the provision of facilities was also considered to be particularly important.
PMP Justification
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ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL – SETTING QUALITY STANDARDS / VISION
OUTDOOR SPORTS FACILITIES
NPFA suggests in order to provide good quality sports facilities, which are fit for purpose, consideration should be
given to the quality of provision including gradients, orientation, ancillary accommodation, planting and community
safety.

National Standards and/or
Benchmarks

Green Flag Criteria - Welcoming Place / Healthy, Safe and Secure / Clean and Well-maintained / Sustainable /
Conservation and Heritage / Community Involvement / Marketing / Management.
The Green Flag award is recognised on the approved list of quality assurance schemes listed by Sport England. CPA
choice and opportunity indicators stipulate that residents should be within three different sport and recreation facilities
one of which is quality assured. Parks containing pitches which have achieved the Green Flag award can therefore
contribute to the achievement of this indicator, reinforcing the importance of the Green Flag Criteria on the national
stage.
Sport England’s December 2006 Choice and Opportunity Scores reveal that 37.2% of the population of Allerdale are
within 3 facilities.

Existing Local Quality Standards
and strategic context

Benchmarking other Local
Authorities’ satisfaction

The Allerdale Playing Pitch Strategy (1999) - assesses the provision of playing fields in Allerdale (incorporating
football, rugby union, rugby league, cricket, hockey and touch rugby). Emphasis of the strategy focuses on the quantity
of outdoor sports provision, however relevant quality comments include:
•
a number of teams have inadequate changing facilities or none at all, team questionnaires showed low levels of
satisfaction with the quality and maintenance of pitches and a minority of teams cannot play on their preferred
match day
•
rugby union teams were satisfied with the quality of pitches (with the exception of Workington Sports Centre),
however a number of teams have inadequate or no changing facilities
•
cricket teams indicated a high satisfaction with the quality of pitches and the vast majority play on their first
choice pitch. However, changing facilities were perceived to be inadequate or not available
•
there are a number of grass hockey pitches within Allerdale, but they are not suitable for competitive matches.
There are no specific quality standards for outdoor sports facilities in either the Allerdale Local Plan (1999) or the
Playing Pitch Strategy.
Telford – 39% average
Huntingdonshire – 33% good
Allerdale – 43% poor
Ryedale – 41% average
Hambleton – 44% poor
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Consultation
(Household Survey - aspirations)
(Of those that rated outdoor
sports facility sites as their most
frequently used open space –
3.5%)

A small percentage of people stated outdoor sports facilities (3.5%) as their most frequently used open space. Of
those people indicating that they used this open space the highest rated aspirations were; well kept grass (46%), good
site access (46%), clean/litter free (38%), changing facilities (38%) and parking facilities (30%).
Safety factors considered important for outdoor sports facilities included adequate lighting (41%) staff-on-site (41%)
and CCTV (34%). A significant proportion of residents have experienced minor problems in relation to vandalism and
graffiti (48%), litter problems (48%) and miss use of sites (45%). In contrast, safety and age of the equipment, poor
maintenance and dog fouling are not considered problematic.
The household survey reveals that 93% of residents in Allerdale do not use outdoor sport facilities at the current time.
However within the remaining 7% who do use these facilities, 75% use them weekly or more frequently, showing the
demand led nature of this typology and their importance to this group of residents.

Consultation Household Survey other

The findings of the Active People Survey, reveals that 20.58% of residents participate in at least 30 minutes of
moderate intensity sport or active recreation three or more times a week, placing Allerdale just below the national
average of 21%. Whilst 5.6% of the community give their time to volunteering in sport and physical activity, which is
above the national figure of 4.7%. Therefore demand for high quality sports facilities will be relatively high.
Consultation indicated that the quality of outdoor sports facilities in Allerdale is considered to be poor by 43% of
household survey respondents. With a higher percentage of people stated that they were average (40%) as opposed
to being good (16%).
Residents in Maryport and Aspatria displayed a higher level of satisfaction with outdoor sports facilities with 31%
(Maryport) and 22% (Aspatria) of people stating that the quality of the facilities was good. Throughout the analysis
areas the modal response was average. The modal response was poor for Workington (50%), Wigton (49%) and
Cockermouth (57%) suggesting there are quality issues at facilities within these areas of the borough.

Consultation (Other including IT
Young people survey)

Residents at drop in sessions expressed more concern on the quantity of provision as opposed to the quality.
However, there was particular emphasis on poor drainage (despite investment) and uneven playing surfaces on
pitches throughout Allerdale. Grassmoor Sports Centre in Cockermouth and Pottery Park in Dearham were
highlighted as sites affected by waterlogging.
The negative response to the quality of sports pitches in Allerdale was further supported by the demand expressed for
artificial playing surfaces. Netherhall Sports College in Maryport was highlighted at drop in sessions as an example of
good practice and the need for more of these types of facilities was expressed across the borough.
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The lack of quantity and over use of current sites generates a knock on effect on the quality of existing facilities,
causing long-term deterioration in quality. Some residents highlighted the value of school facilities, although there
were concerns over community use restrictions by internal officers, focusing particularly on the lack of appropriate
ancillary accommodation.
Most bowling greens are well used and the quality is perceived to be good. Wigton was noted as an example of good
practice with two sites recognised as of international standard.
Responses to the IT survey for both children and young people highlighted that outdoor sports facilities are not as well
used as some types of open spaces, with only 19% of young people indicated that they used outdoor sports facilities.
In terms of quality, 35% felt that the sports facilities were clean, safe and nice to use, whilst nearly as many, 31% of
respondents, felt that the facilities are sometimes unclean with litter and could do with improvements.
The quality issues associated with outdoor sports facilities link to both grass pitches and the ancillary accommodation.
Local consultation, national guidance and best practice therefore suggest that the following features are
essential and desirable to local residents:
Essential
Well Kept Grass
Level Surface
Good Site Access
PMP Recommendation

Detailed analysis of the local consultation suggests that with regards to outdoor sports facilities, the relative
importance of the key components is as follows:
Component of quality
Security and Safety
Cleanliness and maintenance
Vegetation
Ancillary accommodation

PMP Justification

Desirable
Clean/Litter free
Parking Facilities
Changing Facilities

Proportion of possible total
responses received
35%
36%
17%
14%

Weighting
3
4
2
1
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ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL – SETTING QUALITY STANDARDS / VISION
ALLOTMENTS
National Standards and/or
Benchmarks

GREEN FLAG CRITERIA - Welcoming Place / Healthy, Safe and Secure / Clean and Well-maintained / Sustainable /
Conservation and Heritage / Community Involvement / Marketing / Management.

Existing Local Quality Standards
and strategic context
Benchmarking other Local
Authorities’ satisfaction

No existing quality standards. The Council does not currently own or manage any allotment sites, these are the
responsibility of the Parish / Town Councils.
Telford – 42% average
Huntingdonshire – 16% good
Allerdale – 50% average
Ryedale – n/k
Hambleton – 50% average
3% of respondents of the household survey stated that allotments are their most frequently used type of open space.
A further 14% of respondents expressed an interest in having an allotment. This was relatively consistent across the
analysis areas, however the greatest registered interest was within the Cockermouth area. This highlights the
demand-led nature of this type of open space and suggests that demand is suppressed within the borough.
Alternatively it could be suggested that there is a lack of awareness of the availability of existing allotments.

Consultation
(Household Survey - aspirations)
(Of those that rated allotment
sites as their most frequently
used open space – 3%)

Consultation Household Survey other

Consultation (Other including IT
Young people survey)

The majority of residents in Allerdale perceive the quality of allotments to be average (50%), whilst 20% of
respondents feel the sites are good and 30% would rate them as poor. When analysing the individual analysis areas
the quality ratings follow those given in the overall results. The highest satisfaction levels are once again found in
Aspatria where 30% of people perceive the quality of allotments to be good.
General comments regarding these sites illustrate several barriers to participation, namely, a lack of knowledge and
available information regarding accessing and obtaining an allotment site. Addressing this issue may convert people
from merely being interested to actively using these open spaces.
A further issue noted through the drop in sessions, is the number of people currently on lengthy waiting lists across
different areas as flagged through the drop in sessions (namely Wigton, Cockermouth and Maryport areas). Due to
the small number of people who currently use these sites frequently, addressing this issue should be of utmost
importance. Comments were also made with regards to allotment holders having to share their plots.
Residents attending drop in sessions felt that the quality of allotments was varying. Fletcher Town (in Wigton area)
allotments was mentioned as an example where maintenance is required.
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Local consultation, national guidance and best practice therefore suggest that the following features are
essential and desirable to local residents:
Essential
Clean / Litter Free
Maintenance
Good Site Access
PMP Recommendation

Detailed analysis of the local consultation suggests that with regards to allotments, the relative importance of
the key components is as follows:
Component of quality
Security and Safety
Cleanliness and maintenance
Vegetation
Ancillary accommodation

PMP Justification

Desirable
Footpaths
Security
Dog Free Area

Proportion of possible total
responses received
25%
33%
7%
5%

Weighting
3
4
2
1
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ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL – SETTING QUALITY STANDARDS / VISION
GREEN CORRIDORS
GREEN FLAG CRITERIA - Welcoming Place / Healthy, Safe and Secure / Clean and Well-maintained / Sustainable /
Conservation and Heritage / Community Involvement / Marketing / Management.
National Standards and/or
Benchmarks

Countryside Agency (now a key partner in Natural England)- what the user should expect to find is) a path provided by
the protection and reinforcement of existing vegetation; ii) ground not soft enough to allow a horse or cycle to sink into
it; iii) a path on unvegetated natural surfaces.
Natural England, the Countryside Agency and the British Heart Foundation advocate providing a network of local
health walks to promote the ‘Walking the Way to Health Initiative’, something that can easily be enhanced through the
provision of quality green corridors and natural linkages with other open spaces.

Existing Local Quality Standards
and strategic context

Consultation
(Household Survey - aspirations)
(Of those that rated green
corridors as their most frequently
used open space – 9%)

Consultation Household Survey other

Consultation (Other including IT
Young People Survey)

No existing quality standards.
9% of household survey respondents stated that they used this type of open space most frequently. Of those people
who gave an opinion, the highest rated aspirations are: clean/litter free (68.5%), nature features (46%), footpaths
(46%), dog walking facilities (37%) and litter bins (31%).
Factors considered important to provide safe green corridors include reputation (23%), adequate lighting (20%) and
other users (39%). Safety and age of equipment, miss-use of site and vandalism and graffiti are not considered to be
a problem with this type of open space provision. However, responses suggest that litter problems and dog fouling are
more of an issue, with a greater proportion of respondents indicating that they have experienced minor or significant
problems when using green corridors.
Overall, 44% of respondents stated that the quality of green corridors in Allerdale is average, with 32% rating them as
good. The frequency of use substantiates these results, with 46% of respondents stating that they use green corridors
weekly or more, reflecting the popularity of this type of open space.
The importance of public footpaths and cycle routes were emphasised through the drop in sessions, with residents
highlighting that these are well used and well valued within the borough. Some residents commented that public
footpaths are lacking and there are access issues with some paths with farmers blocking the pathways.
Other comments linked to quality related to the Northside of Moor Close cycle path, specifically in terms of
maintenance with litter and broken glass issues. The track is 37 miles in length and residents complained this is spoilt
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by antisocial behaviour, dog mess, fly tipping (e.g. Mitchell Avenue). It was commented that with limited rangers (i.e.
with only one for the whole track) there is a limit to how the litter problems can be resolved.
Green corridors were a key theme throughout the consultation, with many people reinforcing the important role these
sites play in linking open spaces for both recreational value and wildlife. Maintenance of these corridors was perceived
to be particularly important in encouraging residents to use these facilities.
Local consultation, national guidance and best practice therefore suggest that the following features are
essential and desirable to local residents:
Essential
Clean / Litter Free
Footpaths / Cycle Ways
Good Access
PMP Recommendation

Detailed analysis of the local consultation suggests that with regards to green corridors, the relative
importance of the key components is as follows:
Component of quality
Security and Safety
Cleanliness and maintenance
Vegetation
Ancillary accommodation

PMP Justification

Desirable
Nature Features
Litter Bins
Maintenance

Proportion of possible total
responses received
7%
35%
26%
17%

Weighting
1
4
3
2
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ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL – SETTING QUALITY STANDARDS / VISION
CEMETERIES AND CHURCHYARDS
National Standards and/or
Benchmarks

NONE

Existing Local Quality Standards
and strategic context

No existing quality standards

Consultation
(Household Survey - aspirations)
(Of those that rated cemeteries
and churchyards as their most
frequently used open space – 6%)

Only 6% of household survey respondents stated that they used this type of open space most frequently. Of those
people who gave an opinion, the highest rated aspirations are well clean/litter free (84%) well-kept grass (74%), and
flowers and trees (63%).
The majority of users (95%) of this type of open space stated they felt safe visiting cemeteries and churchyards.
Factors considered important to provide safe cemeteries and churchyards include staff on site (37%), adequate
lighting (32%) and CCTV (21%). The only significant problems experienced when visiting this type of site is dog fouling
(37%) and vandalism and graffiti (32%) whilst litter (37%) was considered to be a minor problem.
Consultation from the household survey indicated that the quality of cemeteries and churchyards is rated good by 44%
of respondents and average by 51%. These ratings are consistent throughout the geographical areas of the borough.

Consultation Household Survey other

Consultation

Despite the low number of respondents who stated this type of open space as their most frequently visited (due to the
niche status of this type of site), the general consensus is that the standard of these sites are on the whole are good.
There was little mention of the quality of cemeteries and churchyards at drop in sessions however those comments
received supported the view of the household survey in that this type of open space is well kept and in some instances
commented on as ‘immaculate’. Additionally the value of these sites as important wildlife habitats was reinforced.
Internal consultations highlighted that many cemeteries and churchyards across the borough are used as public
recreational amenities.
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Local consultation, national guidance and best practice therefore suggest that the following features are
essential and desirable to local residents:
Essential
Well Kept Grass
Flowers and Trees
Clean / Litter Free
Lighting
PMP Recommendation

Detailed analysis of the local consultation suggests that with regards to cemeteries and churchyards, the
relative importance of the key components is as follows:
Component of quality
Security and Safety
Cleanliness and maintenance
Vegetation
Ancillary accommodation

PMP Justification

Desirable
Seating
Footpaths
Litter bins

Proportion of possible total
responses received
25%
68%
29%
22%

Weighting
2
4
3
1

Cemeteries and churchyards can provide an important open space function - particularly in rural areas where they
may be the only open space in the village. However, it is essential that sites are regularly maintained with clear
footpaths so as to increase the ease of access and safety for those who visit the sites. The wildlife benefits of these
sites were wildly recognised across consultations.
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Allerdale Borough Council - Setting Accessibility Standards
Field

Comment

National Standards and/or Benchmarks

Details of any existing national standards for each typology usually provided by national organisations e.g.
Natural England make recommendations of access for 'Natural Greenspace'

Existing Local Accessibility Standards

There maybe some existing local standards that will need to be taken into account and used as a guidance
benchmark when setting new local standards

Other Local Authorities Standards (set by
PMP)

These are figures detailing other local standards set by PMP within other green space and open space
projects and provide another comparison benchmark when setting local standards for other Local Authorities.

Consultation (Household Survey - establish
75% threshold catchments)

Some statistical information that will come from the household questionnaire - need to take the 75% level as
recommended by PPG 17 Companion Guide (ie from a list of responses - what is the time 75% are willing to
travel)

PMP Recommendation

PMP recommendation of a local standard for discussion and approval by the client - standard should be in
time and/or distance

PMP Justification

PMP reasoning and justification for the local standard that has been recommended

CLIENT APPROVAL

Client to approve local standard before analysis undertaken - any changes in standards at a later date during
the project will impact on re-doing calculations, analysis and report - the standards drive the analysis

LOCAL ACCESSIBILITY STANDARD

Final Local Standard agreed and approved that will be stated in the report and used for analysis purposes standard should be in time and/or distance
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Accessibility standards – assumptions

Walking

All areas

Average of 3mph

Conversion (walking)

Time (mins)

Miles

metres

Factor Reduction

metres
(straight line to be
mapped)

5
10

0.25
0.5

400
800

40%
40%

240
480

15
20
25
30

0.75
1
1.25
1.5

1200
1600
2000
2400

40%

720

40%
40%
40%

960
1200
1440

Assumption
National Guidelines reduce actual distances into straight-line distances by a 40% reduction. This is to
allow for the fact that routes to open spaces are not straight-line distances but more complex. The
40% reduction is based on robust research by the NPFA in numerous areas using a representative
sample of pedestrian routes.
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ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL – SETTING ACCESSIBILITY STANDARDS
PARKS AND GARDENS
National Standards and/or
Benchmarks

No national standards
Allerdale Local Development Framework – Core Strategy (issues and options) September 2006:

Existing Local Accessibility Standards

Other Local Authorities Standards
(by PMP)

The spatial objectives of this strategy are:
•
to protect and enhance the environmental, heritage and other cultural assets of Allerdale
•
to ensure that the natural and built environment can, where appropriate, be enjoyed by all people, now and
for generations to come, and thereby, contribute to health, quality of life, and economic prospects
•
to protect and enhance community facilities and services, and to maximize their accessibility
District Parks in Ryedale – 15 min
(drive)
North Shropshire – 15 minute walk
time

Parks in Alnwick and Berwick –
10-minute walk-time (Urban).
No standards set for rural

South Northamptonshire – 5 minute
walk time
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Consultation

HOUSEHOLD SURVEY - CURRENT USAGE PATTERNS
22% of respondents to the household survey stated that they use parks more frequently than any other typology.
Of this group of respondents, the majority choose to walk there (74%). Driving was the preferred mode of travel for
the remaining respondents. This is particularly the case in relation to residents in analysis areas where there is a
lack of formal park provision (Aspatria).
When asked how far they currently travel to use parks, there was a large degree of variation in the times stated by
regular users. 39% of respondents said that it takes them less than 5 minutes, 31% between 5 and 10 minutes and
13% between 11 and 20 minutes.
HOUSEHOLD SURVEY - PREFERRED METHOD OF TRAVEL
Analysis of responses from the household survey regarding preferred methods of travel and realistic travel times to
this type of open space highlighted walking as the modal response, with a total of 63%. However a relatively high
percentage of people stated travelling by car as a preferred option, 35% in total. The breakdown across the
analysis areas shows that respondents from Workington (83%), Maryport (83%), Wigton (51%) and Aspatria (53%)
would predominantly expect to walk to parks, whereas those respondents living in Cockermouth (58%) would have
a tendency to travel by car.
Although travel times varied for those respondents who travel by car, a 5-10 minute (64%) and an 11-15 minute
(13%) journey were the most common response times. PPG17 states that the variation in distances travelled
should be addressed using the concept of the 'effective catchment' - defined as the distance travelled by around
75-80% of users. The survey findings show that out of those who would prefer to walk to parks, 75% would be
willing to travel up to 15 minutes. Within the analysis area where the dominant expectation was to drive to parks
(Cockermouth), the 75% threshold level was 10 minutes.
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Consultation

For those respondents who walk to parks, the most common response time was between 5-10 minutes (38%); with
the 75% level calculated at 15 minutes walk time. Analysis of the five individual analysis areas shows varied
results. Wigton and Workington showed a 75% threshold of 15 minutes and the modal response of 10 minutes.
Aspatria and Maryport showed a slightly lower 75% threshold and modal response. Cockermouth showed a slightly
higher 75% threshold of 20 minutes, which is likely to be reflected by the location of parks within this settlement.
OTHER CONSULTATIONS
Residents at drop in sessions indicated that they would be willing to travel further to reach parks and this is
evidenced by the household survey analysis where a significant proportion of respondents would be willing to drive
to this type of open space. For example, residents in Wigton suggested that a large proportion of park users come
from outside the village as well as Wigton residents.
The findings of the IT Young People survey reveal that 17% of respondents use parks more than any other type of
open space, the fourth most commonly used open space. However, 27% of respondents use play areas more than
any other type of open space, some of which may be located in parks.
Responses from the Parish Council questionnaires reinforced the views of the drop in session comments. Wigton
Parish Council stated that a number of people visit the local parks from outside of the settlement boundary, perhaps
reflecting the low provision of parks in more rural areas. Cockermouth Parish Council commented favourably on
access to open spaces in the settlement, stating that it is possible access all open space sites in Cockermouth
within a 20 minutes walk or 5/10-minute drive.

PMP Recommendation

URBAN STANDARD – 15 MINUTE WALK TIME (720M)
RURAL STANDARD – 15 MINUTE DRIVE TIME
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There is an emphasis in favour of walking to local parks and gardens, both in terms of current travel patterns and
expectations. The standard for all areas is therefore set at 15 minutes (720 metres) for walking to local parks and
gardens, based on the 75% threshold level borough wide (as advocated in the PPG17 companion guide). This
encompasses all areas and is representative of the viewpoint of residents of all areas (due to the number of
responses this information can be said to be statistically robust). While the mode is 10 minutes, setting the standard
at 15 minutes provides a more realistic target and is in line with the 75% threshold.
PMP Justification

Given that parks tend to be larger more strategic facilities, offering a range of activities, it would not be realistic to
expect this type of facility within a shorter walking time and also for provision within each village, therefore, a drive
time of 15 minutes has been set for the rural areas, in light of the findings from the household survey and other
consultation. This is supported by the consultation undertaken in the rural area, where it can be seen that residents
expect to travel by car, with a 75% threshold level of 15 minutes.
It is important to seek to enhance the accessibility of all existing parks – for example by promoting new entrance
points or better routes to them and/or information and signage to address issues of residents falling outside of an
accessibility catchment for a park and garden.

Client Approval

Local Accessibility Standard
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ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL – SETTING ACCESSIBILITY STANDARDS
NATURAL AND SEMI NATURAL OPEN SPACE

National Standards and/or
Benchmarks

English Nature Accessible Natural Greenspace Standard (ANGSt) recommends at least 2 ha of accessible natural
greenspace per 1,000 people based on no-one living more than: 300m from nearest natural greenspace / 2km from
a site of 20ha / 5km from a site of 100ha / 10km from a site of 500ha. Woodland Trust Access Standards
recommend that no person should live more than 500m from at least one area of accessible woodland of no less
than 2ha in size and that there should also be at least one area of accessible woodland of no less than 20ha within
4km (8km round-trip) of people’s homes
Natural England have a commitment to champion preventative health solutions in the natural environment and have
adopted an objective of providing accessible natural space within 300 metres (or 5 minutes walk) of every home in
England for exercise, relaxation and wellbeing. http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/pdf/campaigns/Health_card.pdf
Allerdale Local Plan 1999-2006
The local plan aims to ensure that the natural and built environment can, where appropriate, be enjoyed by all
people, now and for generations to come, and thereby, contribute to health, quality of life, and economic prospects.

Existing Local Accessibility Standards

The objectives of the leisure section of the Local Plan seek to ensure that the borough has sufficient provision of
safe, attractive and useable public open space, and recognises the value of such open space to the quality of life of
Allerdale residents and that all urban residents should have easy access to such facilities.
The Solway Coast - Area Of Outstanding Natural Beauty Management Plan 2004 – 2009 provides the
foundation for the protection and enhancement of natural and semi-natural areas on the Solway Coast. The vision
for up to 2030 is to provide a sustainable future for the landscape, wildlife, local communities and visitors. The
vision covers 7 areas; Landscape, Natural Heritage, Cultural Heritage, Communities, Tourism and Recreation,
Transport and Access and Education and Information.

Other Local Authorities Standards
(by PMP)

Ryedale – 15 Minute walk-time
South Northamptonshire – 15
minute walk-time

Alnwick and Berwick – 15 minute
walk-time
North Shropshire – 15 minute
walk time

Huntingdonshire – 15 walk-time
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CURRENT USAGE PATTERNS
39% of respondents to the household survey stated that they use this type of open space most frequently – making
it the most popular type of open space across Allerdale. Within this group of regular natural and semi natural open
space users, walking is the most common mode of travel used to access sites (63%). Using a car is the second
most popular mode of travel (33%). Travel times of current users were generally distributed over three timeframes;
0-5 minutes (39%), 5-10 minutes (22%) and 11-15 minutes (18%).
PREFERRED MODE OF TRAVEL
Similar to the patterns exhibited by regular users, responses from the household survey regarding preferred
methods of travel to natural and semi-natural open spaces are dominated by walking (63%), with travelling by car
the second choice (30%).
Of those who would expect to walk to a natural and semi natural open space, 56% would be willing to travel
between 5-10 minutes. Of those who would expect to drive, there was a greater degree of variety in responses –
with 38% expecting to travel between 5-10 minutes, 19% between 11-15 minutes and 25% between 16-20 minutes.
These figures are consistent across all of the analysis areas.

Consultation

It can be calculated that 75% of the total population would be willing to travel up to 15 minutes on foot to this type of
open space (the modal response is a 10 minute walk time). It is likely that people travelling up to 15 minutes are
travelling to larger strategic sites and have the ability to do so, whereas other residents are more reliant on smaller,
more localised areas of natural and semi-natural provision. The breakdown of individual areas shows comparable
results in both Wigton and Workington (20 minutes), however the 75% threshold was lower in Maryport (16.25
minutes), Aspatria (12.5 minutes) and Cockermouth (10 minutes).
OTHER CONSULTATIONS
There is a large provision of natural and semi natural open space sites within Allerdale and residents expressed
that this type of open space is less of a priority than others due the rural nature of the borough. There were,
however, generally positive comments about the natural landscape that makes up the coastal fringe stretching from
Workington up to Bowness-on-Solway, with some of the coast classified as an Area of Natural Beauty (Solway
Coast). However, several residents made reference to the large amount of coastal open space that is inaccessible
due to the difficult terrain (grassland, dunes).
Attendees at drop in sessions also highlighted the value and importance of the ‘urban fringes’ that surround
borough settlements. Some felt that due to poor linkages through pathways, these areas were not being used to
their full potential and were often inaccessible due to an intensive farmland surrounding many settlements.
Respondents to the Parish Council questionnaires highlighted some deficiencies in accessing natural open space
in the borough, particularly via public rights of way such as footpaths and cycleways. Camerton Parish Council
emphasised the importance of Camerton brickworks, however much of the site has been made inaccessible
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due to scrub and a lack of maintenance and general management. It was mentioned that this natural area attracts
people from outside the village and is a key site but has been subject to neglect.
PMP Recommendation

STANDARD – 15 MINUTE WALK TIME (720M)
Local consultation highlights the relative split in opinion regarding whether natural and semi natural sites should be
accessed by walking or driving (33% of respondents would travel by car, whilst 63% of people stated that they
would travel by foot).

PMP Justification

A drive time standard would produce a significantly larger distance threshold than a walk time standard. PPG17
states that higher thresholds may be appropriate if there is no realistic possibility of sufficient new provision to allow
lower thresholds to be achievable, but can result in levels of provision that are too low and may not meet some
local needs. In the context of the local consultation findings regarding the quantity of provision (26% think that
there is not enough as opposed to 14% who think there is more than enough), and given the rural nature of the
borough and the close proximity of all settlements to natural and semi natural open space, a standard based on
walk time is recommended, helping deliver a greater number of localised natural and semi natural open space.
An assessment of the 75% threshold level borough wide suggests that residents are willing to walk up to 15
minutes to a natural and semi natural open space. Given the high levels of agreement from respondents to the
household survey regarding the appropriateness of a 15-minute walk time, it is recommended that the standard is
set at this level.

Client Approval

Local Accessibility Standard
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ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL – SETTING ACCESSIBILITY STANDARDS
AMENITY GREEN SPACE
National Standards and/or
Benchmarks

No national standards

Existing Local Accessibility Standards

There are no existing local accessibility standards.

Other Local Authorities Standards
(by PMP)

Hambleton – 15 minute walk-time
(market towns) 10 minute walk-time
(villages)
Huntingdonshire – 10 minute walktime

Alnwick and Berwick – 10 minutes
Walk – URBAN only (Local Park)

South Northamptonshire – 5 walk-time

Ryedale – 10 minutes walk
(market town)

North Shropshire – 10 minute walk time
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CURRENT USAGE PATTERNS
A small percentage of respondents to the household survey stated that they use this type of open space most
frequently (4%), it is therefore difficult to produce sound analysis on current usage patterns based on the sample
size provided, a more detailed analysis is given below in terms of expected mode of transport and travel time in
relation to all respondents.
PREFERRED MODE OF TRAVEL
When accessing amenity areas the majority of people would prefer to walk (75%), with 63% of respondents stating
a journey should take between 5-10 minutes.
The figures relating to preferred travel patterns and length of journey are similar in all analysis areas. A typical
example of this is Workington, where 77% of respondents would prefer to walk, with 68% stating this journey
should take 5-10 minutes.
Consultation

Using the borough wide results, it can be calculated that 75% of the total population would travel 10 minutes on foot
to amenity areas, however the most common travel time stated is 5 minutes walk-time. Analysis of the modal
response for individual analysis areas shows an identical response for Maryport, Workington and Cockermouth, but
a slightly higher modal response of 10 minutes for Aspatria and Wigton.
OTHER CONSULTATIONS
34% of respondents to the IT children and Young People Survey stated that they used grassy areas within housing
developments more than any other type of open space. Amenity Green Spaces are often the most localised form
of open space, which may reflect the high response.
There was little emphasis on these amenity spaces during drop in sessions and this typology was perceived to be
of a lower priority than other types of open space. Those parishes that stated the level of provision was good
(Silloth, Crosscannonby) also suggested there was no problem with accessibility. However there were concerns
over access in other towns that had a lower level of provision. For example, Bromfield parish council commented
that there are a number of amenity areas that are underused due to a lack of access and maintenance.

PMP Recommendation

STANDARD – 10 MINUTES WALK TIME (480M)
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Given the large emphasis on walking rather than driving in terms of the expectations of respondents it is suggested
that a walking standard is set. The expressed desire for local amenity space from respondents to the household
survey (46% feel there is not enough or nearly enough) supports a standard based on walking.

PMP Justification

Client Approval

At a borough wide level, the 75% threshold level from the household survey of a 10 minutes walk is higher than the
modal response (5 minutes). Setting a standard based on the 75% threshold level of a 10-minute walk time is
recommended, rationalised against the local nature of open space in general and the aspiration of residents for
these local open spaces. In the absence of open space, sport and recreation provision within close proximity of
residents, the value of localised amenity green spaces is particularly important. As evidenced in the IT young
People Survey, the popularity of these spaces reinforces the need for a walking standard, with these spaces
providing a means for informal play.
Furthermore, having a smaller distance threshold will reveal a larger number of accessibility deficiencies, and within
these areas the provision of alternative forms of open space can often substitute for provision of informal amenity
green spaces (NSN) and new amenity green spaces may not also be a priority in these areas. A smaller
accessibility catchment will ensure all residents have local access to some type of open space, facilitating delivery
of increased participation in sport and physical activity.
Local Accessibility Standard
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ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL – SETTING ACCESSIBILITY STANDARDS
PLAY AREAS FOR CHILDREN
NPFA
LAPs - aged 4-6; 1 min walk or 100m (60m in a straight line); min area size 100msq; LAPs typically have no play
equipment and therefore could be considered as amenity greenspace
National Standards and/or
Benchmarks

LEAPs - aged min 5; min area size 400msq; should be located 400 metres or 5 minutes walking time along
pedestrian routes (240 metres in a straight line)
NEAPs aged min 8; min area size 1000msq; should be located 1,000 metres or 15 minutes walking time along
pedestrian routes (600 metres in a straight line)
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There are no existing local accessibility standards for children’s play areas in the Allerdale Local Plan (19992006). However Policy L1 of the 1999 Local Plan outlines the amount of play provision to be provided with new
housing developments:
1.
2.
3.
4.

15 – 60 dwellings – the provision of a local area for play with a minimum equipped activity zone of 100
square meters
60 – 150 dwellings – the provision of a local equipped area for play with a minimum equipped activity zone
of 400 square meters
150+ dwellings – the provision of a neighbourhood equipped area for play with a minimum equipped activity
zone of 500 square meters
if play provision cannot be provided within the housing site an off-site facility must be provided.

Allerdale Play Strategy (Draft 1) – ‘A Play Strategy for Allerdale’
An overriding play policy and strategy is to:
“increase the quality of children’s play opportunities in a variety of settings and to ensure that all Allerdale’s children
and young people have easy access to such opportunities”.
There is an emphasis on ensuring easy access to play opportunities in local neighbourhoods which includes
designated play spaces and shared public space. Linked to this, the strategy refers to the development of pathways
to improve accessibility and play opportunities for children. The draft strategy goes on to make recommendations
on distance thresholds for the individual play sites in both urban and rural areas:
•
•
•

Urban areas – fixed equipped play areas – straight line threshold of 600m (walking standard)
Rural areas – fixed equipped play areas – straight line threshold of 1.5km (cycling standard)
Rural areas – fixed equipped play areas – straight line threshold of 7.5km (drive time)

Existing Local Accessibility Standards
These recommendations are a broad and flexible guide to the distance in which people are willing to travel and is
based on a number of factors.
Play Policy for the Babies, Children & Young People of Cumbria
This policy aims to set out a vision for play and provide play opportunities to all across the borough.
“Working in partnership across Cumbria, and reflecting the diversity of both urban and rural communities, we will
ensure that babies, children and young people have access to good quality play opportunities, activities and
environments”.
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Other Local Authorities Standards
(by PMP)

Alnwick and Berwick – 10 minute
walk-time
Huntingdonshire – 10 minute walktime

South Northamptonshire – 10
minute walk-time
Hambleton – 10 minute walk-time

Ryedale – 10 minute walk-time
North Shropshire – 10 minute walk time
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CURRENT USAGE PATTERNS
A relatively small percentage of respondents to the household survey stated that they use this type of open space
most frequently (13%); this may be due to the fact that this type of open space has a very specific function. When
accessing this type of open space 65% of respondents stated walking was their current method of travel.
In terms of journey time, results show a varied split over three time frames; 0-5 minutes (32%), 5-10 minutes (40%)
and 11-15 minutes (17%), thus displaying a flexibility in terms of how far people currently travel to this type of open
site. This may be influenced by the location of existing facilities.
PREFERRED MODE OF TRAVEL
Similar to the patterns exhibited by regular users, responses from the household survey regarding preferred
methods of travel to this type of open space highlighted that 82% of residents expected to walk. Expectations in
terms of travel time show a clearer pattern than for those of regular users, with 73% of people expecting the journey
to take 5-10 minutes.

Consultation

Travel expectations across the analysis areas shows almost identical figures to those collated at the borough-wide
level – a typical example being Wigton, where 81% of respondents stated walking was their preferred method of
travel with 64% of these people suggesting a typical journey should take between 5-10 minutes. There are few
differences amongst all five analysis areas with the exception of Maryport where a slightly higher proportion (93%)
of respondents stated walking was their preferred method.
Using the borough-wide results, it can be calculated that 75% of the total population would travel 10 minutes on foot
to children’s play areas and this is supported through the most common travel time of 10 minutes walk-time. This is
also consistent when analysed on an area-by-area basis, with the exception of Maryport (20 minutes) and
Workington (15 minutes). This may be an indication of current provision within these areas.
OTHER CONSULTATION
Residents at drop in sessions stressed the need for more local facilities, particularly in the smaller settlements. It
was commented that due to a number of poor quality facilities locally, it was necessary to travel to good quality play
areas, often located in larger towns and major parks.
27% of respondents to the IT Survey identified play areas as the type of open space they used most often, the
second most popular type of open space. When asked about what they liked least about the open space they used
most often, 30% stated that it was too far away from where they live, and 27% stated that it is the only place they
can go.
Some Parish Councils noted problems in accessing play areas located on school sites and expressed a desire for
additional sites accessible to all residents (Bowness-on-Solway).
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PMP Recommendation

STANDARD – 10 MINUTES WALK TIME (480M)
The majority of respondents to the household questionnaire would expect to walk to a children’s play facility (82%).
Furthermore, the distances parents are willing to let their children travel unaccompanied from their homes to play
facilities has reduced as concerns over safety have grown. However, PPG17 suggests that distance thresholds
should be reflective of the maximum distance that typical users can reasonably be expected to travel. The 75%
threshold level for children, using the responses from the household survey, was a 10-minute walk time. This figure
was consistent across all but two of the analysis areas, indicating an overall consensus of opinion. Furthermore the
modal response was also a 10-minute walk time (consistent across all but one of the analysis areas).

PMP Justification

Setting the standard in accordance with the 75% threshold level is advocated in PPG17. Moreover, going for a
larger accessibility catchment is recommended in terms of providing the council with greater flexibility in terms of
striking a balance between qualitative and quantitative improvements in provision. A 5-minute catchment would
place a greater requirement on new provision, but local consultation revealed the importance of high quality sites
and not just new facilities. The Council should continually seek to promote measures designed to improve
accessibility, such as better public transport or cycling routes.
A standard of 10 minutes walk time (480m) therefore meets user expectations and provides a realist target for
implementation. Furthermore, this local standard encompasses all types of provision for children, including the
larger, more strategic sites that people could be expected to travel further to visit. The provision of local facilities
meets with the aspirations of children and young people and ensures that the use of these play facilities is
maximized. It will be important to consider the provision of play facilities in the context of amenity open spaces, and
other typologies providing more informal play opportunities for children.
The standard of 10 minutes should also be considered in the context of other open space types, particularly
amenity green spaces, which offer informal and unstructured opportunities for play.

Client Approval

Local Accessibility Standard
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ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL – SETTING ACCESSIBILITY STANDARDS
PROVISION FOR TEENAGERS
NPFA
LAPs - aged 4-6; 1 min walk or 100m (60m in a straight line); min area size 100msq; LAPs typically have no play
equipment and therefore could be considered as amenity greenspace
National Standards and/or
Benchmarks

LEAPs - aged min 5; min area size 400msq; should be located 400 metres or 5 minutes walking time along
pedestrian routes (240 metres in a straight line)
NEAPs aged min 8; min area size 1000msq; should be located 1,000 metres or 15 minutes walking time along
pedestrian routes (600 metres in a straight line)
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Allerdale Local Plan 1999-2006
The plan highlights a priorities to protect and enhance community facilities and services, and to maximize their
accessibility.
Play Policy for the Babies, Children & Young People of Cumbria
This policy aims to set out a vision for play and provide play opportunities to all across the borough.
“Working in partnership across Cumbria, and reflecting the diversity of both urban and rural communities, we will
ensure that babies, children and young people have access to good quality play opportunities, activities and
environments”
Allerdale Play Strategy (Draft 1) – ‘A Play Strategy for Allerdale’
Existing Local Accessibility Standards

An overriding play policy and strategy is to:
“increase the quality of children’s play opportunities in a variety of settings and to ensure that all Allerdale’s children
and young people have easy access to such opportunities”.
There is an emphasis on ensuring easy access to play opportunities in local neighbourhoods which includes
designated play spaces and shared public space. Linked to this, the strategy refers to the development of pathways
to improve accessibility and play opportunities for children and young people. The draft strategy goes on to make
recommendations on distance thresholds for the individual play sites in both urban and rural areas:
•
•
•

Urban areas – fixed equipped play areas – straight line threshold of 600m (walking standard)
Rural areas – fixed equipped play areas – straight line threshold of 1.5km (cycling standard)
Rural areas – fixed equipped play areas – straight line threshold of 7.5km (drive time)

These recommendations are a broad and flexible guide to the distance in which people are willing to travel and is
based on a number of factors.

Other Local Authorities Standards
(by PMP)

Alnwick and Berwick – 10 minute
walk-time

Ryedale – 15 minute walk-time
(Urban)
20 minute drive-time (Rural)

Huntingdonshire – 15 minute walk-time

South Northamptonshire – 10
minute walk-time

Hambleton – 15 minute walk-time

North Shropshire – 10 minute walk time
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CURRENT USAGE PATTERNS
The use of this type of open space is very specific to its function and the availability of the data collected on current
usage through the household survey makes it difficult to assess given the small number of responses (1%). The
statistically robust evidence base generated by the household survey enables detailed analysis and interpretation
of the expectations and aspirations of local residents.
PREFERRED MODE OF TRAVEL
61% of respondents stated that walking would be their preferred option when travelling to this type of open space.
However, a substantial proportion would expect to travel by car (33%). Of those respondents who would expect to
walk to teenager facilities – the most commonly held expectation is that this journey should take 5-10 minutes
(58%). Of those respondents who would expect to drive to teenage facilities, 43% would expect to travel between
0-5 minutes and 25% would expect to drive between 11-15 minutes. When looking across the analysis areas, the
figures relating to preferred travel patterns and length of journey are similar in all areas. A typical example of this
being Aspatria, where 63% of respondents would prefer to walk, with 60% stating this journey should take 5-10
minutes.

Consultation

The findings of the household survey suggest that across Allerdale 75% of the total population would travel 15
minutes on foot to access teenage facilities, however the modal response was slightly lower, calculated as a 10minute walk time. The breakdown of individual areas shows comparable results in all areas, however the 75%
threshold for those that travel on foot was higher in Workington (20 minutes). This was also the case for those that
drive to teenage facilities, with results suggesting that across Allerdale 75% of the population are willing to travel 20
minutes.
OTHER CONSULTATION
The IT young people survey highlighted the importance of the location of the facility, with most young people
indicating that they are likely to use facilities near their home. When asked about what they liked least about their
most used open space or facility, 30% felt that it was too far away from their home.
Some drop in session comments, however, stressed the need for these facilities to be located on the outskirts of
towns/villages due to concerns over noise and antisocial behaviour in residential areas. The general feeling from
the Parish Council questionnaires was that there was a severe lack of provision for young people and there needed
to be more facilities accessible to local communities. Cockermouth Parish Council highlighted the desire for a
skateboard park in the town, as young people currently have to travel to Workington to access this type of facility.

PMP Recommendation

URBAN STANDARD – 15 MINUTES WALK TIME (720M)
RURAL STANDARD – 20 MINUTES DRIVE TIME
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The results from the household survey highlight a significant split in the preferred methods of travel to this type of
open space. 61% of people stated that walking is the most preferred method of travel to a young person’s facility,
with 33% expecting to drive. It is therefore recommended that a walk time for urban areas and drive time standard
for rural areas are set. A walk time is considered appropriate as these facilities are for young people who do not
always have access to a motorised vehicle and consequently a walk time enables access for all ages and users.
However, due to the nature of the borough and the high proportion of smaller settlements, a drive time must be
considered for the more rural settlements. Provision of localised facilities does not meet the needs of young people
as identified within the household survey, IT young people survey, and drop in sessions.

PMP Justification

A recommended standard of 15 minutes walk time is in line with the 75% threshold level, however, it is important to
note the implications in terms of quantitative improvements. Setting a higher travel time threshold provides
opportunities to invest in existing facilities and highlights areas in most need (priority for new provision). The
standard also sits in line with the recommended accessibility standard for local parks, providing an opportunity to
deliver facilities for young people in these parks.
While the 75% threshold was marginally lower outside of Workington, indicating that residents in this area expect
more local facilities – the delivery of facilities for teenagers in each of the rural villages would be inappropriate.
Therefore a recommended standard of 20 minutes drive time is set for rural settlements, which is in line with the
75% threshold level.
In applying the local standards, teenage provision should be considered in relation to other open spaces that are
used by young people, such as amenity green spaces, parks and outdoor sport facilities. Moreover, youth facilities
can range from a smaller facility such as a youth shelter and basketball hoop to a floodlit multi use games area,
which can be expected to serve different catchments.

Client Approval

Local Accessibility Standard
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ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL – SETTING ACCESSIBILITY STANDARDS
OUTDOOR SPORTS FACILITIES
National Standards and/or
Benchmarks

No national standards, although the Comprehensive Performance Assessment highlights “% of the population
within 20 minutes of a range of 3 different sports facility types, one of which much be quality assured” as one of
their key performance indicators. Sport England’s December 2006 Choice and Opportunity Scores reveal the
current figure as 37.21%.
Allerdale Local Plan 1999-2006

Existing Local Accessibility Standards

Other Local Authorities Standards
(by PMP)

To protect and enhance community facilities and services, and to maximize their accessibility.

Hambleton – 15 minute drive time
for pitches, tennis courts, bowls
facilities and synthetic turf pitches

Ryedale – 15 minute walk-time
(Urban)
20 minute drive-time (Rural)
(For all outdoor sports facilities)

Huntingdonshire – 15 minute walk-time
for grass pitches and tennis courts. 15
minute drive-time fro STP’s and bowling
greens

South Northamptonshire 10 minute
walk-time to Grass pitches,
MUGA's and Tennis Courts and 20
minute drive-time to Golf Courses,
Bowling Clubs and STP's -

Alnwick and Berwick – 15-minute
walk-time (Urban)
15 minute drive-time (rural)

North Shropshire – 15 minute walk time
(grass pitches, tennis courts and
bowling greens), 20 minute drive time
(synthetic turf pitches, golf course and
athletics track)
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CURRENT USAGE PATTERNS
The use of this type of open space is very specific to its function and is very much a demand-led typology. The total
number of people stating this was their most frequented type of open space was minimal (3%). It is therefore
difficult to produce sound analysis on current usage patterns based on the sample size provided; a more detailed
analysis is given below in terms of expected mode of transport and travel time.
PREFERRED MODE OF TRAVEL
Responses from the household survey regarding preferred travel method for the different types of open space
highlighted the variation between types of facilities. Results for all areas included:
Grass Pitches – Walk (61%), Car (36%)
Synthetic Turf – Walk (33%), Car (61%)
Tennis Courts – Walk (40%), Car (52%)
Bowling Greens – Walk (39%), Car (56%)
Golf Courses – Walk (17%), Car (80%)
The results above highlight how there are differing preferences in Allerdale regarding the five types of outdoor sport
facilities. More people expect to walk to grass pitches, however, for all other types of outdoor sports facilities,
driving is the preference. However, the only typology with a widely held expectation towards driving was golf
courses.

Consultation

Looking across the analysis areas, the travel expectations followed a similar pattern to the results given across the
borough, with only a few exceptions. In Maryport, 77% of respondents stated they would walk to bowling greens. In
Cockermouth, people would predominantly use the car when travelling to bowling greens (86%). It is evident that
residents in the rural areas expect local facilities, as do those in urban areas.
For grass pitches, for which there was an overall preference for walking, the 75% threshold level was a 15-minute
walk time. For two of the remaining types of outdoor sport facilities (bowling greens and tennis courts), of those
that would expect to drive, the 75% threshold level was a 15-minute drive. The 75 % threshold level was higher,
however, for synthetic turf pitches (20 minutes) and golf courses (21.25 minutes). This may be reflective of the
location and provision of these types of facility, with more people willing to travel further.
OTHER CONSULTATIONS
Access to local sport facilities was perceived to be important by drop in session attendees. It was felt that
community use of school sites was essential and furthermore that private sites should be freely available.
In relation to all weather facilities, comments were raised at drop in sessions suggesting that these need to be
located in two or three locations throughout the borough – so as to be more accessible to local residents. Currently
residents have to travel some distance, often with poor public transport, to reach all weather surfaces (eg
Netherhall Sports College, Maryport).
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This issue was also raised by Dearham Parish Council, who stated that there is a need for localised recreational
facilities, both within the town and throughout Allerdale. Currently local residents have to travel to facilities in other
towns, which has an impact on community cohesion.

PMP Recommendation

15 MINUTE WALK (720m) to local outdoor sports (grass pitches, tennis and bowling
greens)
20 MINUTE DRIVETIME (8km) to synthetic turf pitches and golf courses
There are several factors to consider in setting a standard for outdoor sports facilities. In particular, the range of
facilities that lie within this typology makes it difficult to set a meaningful standard that can be applied across the
board as per PPG17 requirements. For example, residents have significantly different expectations for synthetic
turf pitches (for which they are willing to travel further) than they do for grass pitches (where there is a presumption
of more localised provision).

PMP Justification

Given the findings from the local consultation, it is suggested that two standards are set, one for grass pitches,
tennis courts and bowling greens, and a separate standard for STPs and golf courses to reflect local expectations
regarding driving and walking to outdoor sport facilities. The 75% threshold level for those who expect to walk to
grass pitches, tennis and bowling greens ranges is 15 minutes. A 15 minute walk time to these “local” outdoor
sports facilities is therefore considered an appropriate standard that will ensure quantitative improvements whilst
also focusing on improving the quality of existing provision.
The 75% threshold level for those who expect to drive to STP’s and Golf Courses is 20 minutes. Given the more
specialist nature of these facilities, and the fact they are usually built in strategic locations to incorporate local
demand, a 20-minute drive time standard is recommended.
The use of school facilities for community use will be particularly important in the rural areas if the recommended
standard is to be delivered.

Client Approval

Local Accessibility Standard
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ALLERDALE – SETTING ACCESSIBILITY STANDARDS
INDOOR SPORTS FACILITIES
National Standards and/or
Benchmarks

CPA targets measure the number of residents that are within a range of three different sports facility types.
Sport England accessibility targets reinforce those measured within the CPA.

Existing Local Accessibility Standards
Other Authorities - Benchmarking

Wychavon – 20 minute drive time

Wolverhampton – 20 minute walk
time (urban areas)

Northampton – 15 minute drive time
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PREFERRED MODE OF TRAVEL
Responses from the household survey regarding the preferred travel method for the different types of open space
highlighted the variation between types of facilities. Results for all areas included:
Swimming pools – Walk (28%), Car (68%)
Sports halls – Walk (30%), Car (66%)
Indoor Bowls – (26%), Car (70%)
Indoor Tennis – (27%), Car (71%)
Findings from the household survey show that over half the residents expected to travel by car to use indoor sports
facilities. This suggests that the existing distribution of facilities in Allerdale may be uneven. However, over 25% of
residents also expect to walk to indoor sports facilities. The overall findings are consistent when looking at the
individual analysis areas.
Borough wide results reveal that 75% of residents are willing to travel for up to 20 minutes on foot to access indoor
sports facilities in Allerdale. However, the modal response across all facility types was lower at 10 minutes. For
those residents who expect to travel by car, 75% are prepared to travel 20 minutes to access indoor bowls, indoor
tennis and swimming pools. To access sports halls residents are willing to travel up to 15 minutes.

Consultation

Below are the 75% threshold levels for the urban and rural areas for each facility type (split as recommended by the
Sport England CPA Accessibility Indicator). Allerdale is predominantly rural, however Workington is classified as
urban; hence the inclusion of urban areas in the threshold levels. As can be seen, 75% of residents living in the
urban areas would expect to walk 20 minutes (720 metres) to access an indoor sports facility. Within the rural
areas, residents would be willing to drive up to 20 minutes to access a facility. The 75% levels are consistent
across all of the facility types with the exception of those who would prefer to drive to sports halls (15 minutes).
Swimming pools – Urban – 20 minute walk, Rural – 20 minute drive
Sports halls – Urban – 20 minute walk, Rural – 15 minute drive
Indoor Bowls – Urban – 20 minute walk, Rural – 20 minute drive
Indoor Tennis – Urban – 20 minute walk, Rural – 20 minute drive
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OTHER CONSULTATIONS
Only 6% of respondents to the IT Young People survey stated that they used indoor facilities more often than any
other typology. 21% of respondents stated that they if they could add one facility to their local area it would be a
swimming pool. 16% stated that they would prefer a sports hall. Cost and distance travelled to access the facilities
are often two of the biggest barriers to entry for young people.
Residents attending drop in sessions indicated that they expect to find swimming pools and sports halls within the
urban areas and within close proximity to home. In the more rural areas it was clear that while residents expected
local facilities, it was acknowledged that these would be smaller facilities and there was a clear willingness to travel
to reach larger facilities (Netherhall Sports College).
PMP Recommendation

STANDARD – 20 MINUTE WALK TIME
STANDARD – 20 MINUTE DRIVE TIME
Similar to Outdoor Sport Facilities, the range of facilities that lie within this typology makes it difficult to set a
meaningful standard that can be applied across the board as per PPG17 requirements. In line with the CPA
indicator, Allerdale has been split into rural and urban areas, as such, different modes of transport to access indoor
facilities have been established.
Within the rural areas, in line with the 75% threshold, of those respondents who suggested that they would drive to
indoor sports facilities (>66%), it is recommended that the local accessibility standard should be set at a 20 minute
drive time for all facility types.

PMP Justification

Within the urban area, and for those who expect to walk to indoor sports facilities (>26%), the 75% threshold is also
20 minutes. This is representative of the expectations and aspirations of local residents within Allerdale.
Sport England guidance on the implementation of the national CPA standards suggests that the range of facilities is
essential in giving people a choice. Greater choice in the different types of facilities which people have access to
and the proximity of these facilities to where they live will increase the likelihood that people will visit and become
more active. This has been the rationale behind setting a challenging standard for the urban areas.
The use of school facilities for community use will be particularly important if the recommended standards are to be
delivered.
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ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL – SETTING ACCESSIBILITY STANDARDS
ALLOTMENTS
National Standards and/or
Benchmarks

No national standards

Existing Local Accessibility Standards

No existing quality standards. The Council does not currently own or manage any allotment sites, these are the
responsibility of the Parish / Town Councils.

Other Local Authorities Standards
(by PMP)

Huntingdonshire – 15 minute walktime

Ryedale – 15 minute walk-time
(Rural)
15 minute drive-time (Urban)

Alnwick and Berwick – 15 minute
drive –time for urban areas. No
standards set for rural areas.

Hambleton – 15 minute walk-time

North Shropshire – 15 minute walk time
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CURRENT USAGE PATTERNS
The use of this type of open space is very specific to its function and is very much demand-led. The total number of
people stating this was their most frequented type of open space was minimal (3%). It is therefore difficult to
produce sound analysis on current usage patterns based on the sample size provided; a more detailed analysis is
given below in terms of expected mode of transport and travel time.
PREFERRED MODE OF TRAVEL

Consultation

Respondents to the household survey stated that walking (72%) would be the most popular travel method when
visiting allotments. The majority of respondents would expect to walk up to 10 minutes to reach an allotment site
(71%). Looking across the analysis areas reinforces these overall results with the exception of Workington, where
only 52% stated walking as their preferred mode of travel. 48% stated that driving would be their preferred mode of
travel, however this could be reflective of current provision and location.
Using the borough-wide results, it can be calculated that 75% of the total population would travel 15 minutes on foot
to allotments in Allerdale. Individual travel times for each area were relatively constant or below the overall
threshold. Workington was the only exception where 75% of the population would travel up to 20 minutes on foot.
OTHER CONSULTATION
Attendees at drop in sessions stated that increased access to allotments is instrumental in the drive to increase the
popularity of these facilities. There appears to be an awareness issue with a number of residents not being able to
identify where these sites are located or how to obtain plots. Despite this, the existence of waiting lists across
several sites in Allerdale represents a barrier to access of facilities for some residents. This was reinforced by a
number of Parish Council’s who emphasised that allotments are hard to access for a number of residents due to
waiting lists and lack of available land (Cockermouth).

PMP Recommendation

15 MINUTE WALK TIME (720M)
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The provision of allotments is very much a demand led typology and this should be reflected in the application of
the accessibility and quantity standards. As such any deficiencies that are highlighted through the application of
the study should be assessed further to indicate if there is any demand in that area.

PMP Justification

Client Approval

However, as a guide a standard has been set at 15 minutes walk time. Residents responding to the household
survey indicated that they would expect to walk to allotments and a walk time has therefore been used in line with
living a healthy lifestyle and targets to reduce the reliance on private transport. Given the 75% threshold level is for
a 15-minute walk, setting a standard at this level is in accordance with the PPG17 Companion Guide. This
standard should be applied consistently across the rural and urban areas.

Local Accessibility Standard

ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL – SETTING ACCESSIBILITY STANDARDS
GREEN CORRIDORS
There is no realistic requirement to set catchments for such an open space typology as they cannot be easily
influenced through planning policy and implementation and are very much opportunity-led rather than demand-led.
Provision of green corridors will however be an integral part of the effective delivery of open space, sport and
recreation facilities across Allerdale.

ALLERDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL – SETTING ACCESSIBILITY STANDARDS
CEMETERIES AND CHURCHYARDS
With regards to accessibility there are no definitive national or local standards for cemeteries and churchyards. There
is no realistic requirement to set catchments for such typologies as they cannot easily be influenced through planning
policy and implementation.

Allerdale Borough Council - Open Space Calculations (Quantity)

Populations

Parks and
Gardens (in
hectares)

Nat & Semi Nat Open
Space (in hectares)

Amenity
Greenspace (in
hectares)

Workington area

31006

56.45

91.36

21.91

2.99

Wigton area

12858

1.55

7.22

2.15

0.28

Cockermouth

13792

10.61

3.42

2.66

Aspatri and Silloth area

11712

1.28

5.4

Maryport area

16084

0.72

23.2

85,452

70.61

Workington area

31006

Wigton area

12858

Category

Provision for Young
Provision for
Children (hectares) People (hectares)

Allotments (in
hectares)

Outdoor Sports Facilities (jn
hectares)

0.13

8.86

40.04

0

2.2

15.88

0.67

0

0.73

24.36

23.31

1.28

0

2.74

13.38

13.22

0.88

0

7.48

14.9

130.60

63.25

6.10

0.13

22.01

108.56

1.8206
0.1205
0.7693
0.1093
0.0448
0.8263

2.9465
0.5615
0.2480
0.4611
1.4424
1.5283

0.7066
0.1672
0.1929
1.9903
0.8219
0.7402

0.0964
0.0218
0.0486
0.1093
0.0547
0.0714

0.0042
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0015

0.2858
0.1711
0.0529
0.2339
0.4651
0.2576

1.2914
1.2350
1.7662
1.1424
0.9264
1.2704

1.4831

2.4002

0.5756

0.0786

0.00

0.2328

1.0519

0.0982

0.4574

0.1362

0.0177

0.00

0.1394

1.0061

0.6267

0.2020

0.1571

0.0396

0.00

0.0431

1.4388

0.0890

0.3756

1.6213

0.0890

0.00

0.1906

0.9307

0.0365

1.1750

0.6695

0.0446

0.00

0.3788

0.7546

0.6731

1.2450

0.6030

0.0582

0.00

0.2098

1.0349

Total Provision - Existing Open Space (ha)

LDNP
OVERALL
Existing Open Space (ha per 1000 Population)

Cockermouth

13792

Aspatri and Silloth area

11712

Maryport area
OVERALL

16084

85,452

Future Open Space (ha per 1000 Population) 2021
Workington area
Wigton area
Cockermouth

Quantity Calculations

Aspatri and Silloth area
Maryport area
OVERALL

38,063
15,784
16,931
14,377
19,745
104,900

Consultation (%)
More than Enough
About Right
Nearly Enough
Not Enough
No Opinion

RECOMMENDED PROVISION STANDARD

5
46
11
31
7

14
43
9
26
7

5
35
12
33
14

4
31
11
47
8

3
6
4
73
14

7
25
7
21
40

0.83

1.52

0.74

0.08

0.02

0.25

33

1.27

Balance
Workington area

31006

30.72

44.23

-1.03

0.51

-0.49

1.11

0.66

Wigton area

12858

-9.12

-12.32

-7.36

-0.75

-0.26

-1.01

Cockermouth

13792

-0.84

-17.54

-7.55

-0.43

-0.28

-2.72

Aspatri and Silloth area

11712

-8.44

-12.40

14.64

0.34

-0.23

-0.19

16084

-12.63

-1.25

1.32

-0.41

-0.32

3.46

85,452

-0.32

0.71

0.02

-0.74

-1.58

0.65

-0.45
6.84
-1.49
-5.53
0.04

Maryport area
OVERALL
Future Balance 2021
Workington area
Wigton area
Cockermouth
Aspatri and Silloth area
Maryport area
OVERALL

38,063
15,784
16,931
14,377
19,745
104,900

24.86

33.50

-6.26

-0.06

-0.63

-0.66

-8.30

-11.55

-16.77

-9.53

-0.98

-0.32

-1.75

-4.17

-3.44

-22.32

-9.87

-0.68

-0.34

-3.50

2.86

-10.65

-16.45

12.67

0.13

-0.29

-0.85

-4.88

-15.67

-6.81

-1.39

-0.70

-0.39

2.54

-10.18

-16.46

-28.85

-14.38

-2.29

-1.97

-4.22

-24.66
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National Policy Context: Planning Policy Guidance Note (PPG) 17: Planning for
Open Space, Sport and Recreation & Assessing Needs and Opportunities PPG17 Companion Guide
PPG17 states that local authorities should undertake robust assessments of the existing
and future needs of their communities for open space, sports and recreational facilities
(paragraph 1).
The document also states that local authorities should undertake audits of existing open
space, sports and recreational facilities, the use made of existing facilities, access in
terms of location and costs and opportunities for new open space and facilities
(paragraph 2).
Paragraph 5 states that “The Government expects all local authorities to carry out
assessments of needs and audits of open space and recreational facilities”. National
standards are no longer considered to meet local needs as they do not take into account
the demographics of an area, the specific needs of residents and the extent of built
development
The policy guidance sets out priorities for local authorities in terms of:
•

assessing needs and opportunities – undertaking audits of open space, sport and
recreational facilities

•

setting local standards

•

maintaining an adequate supply of open space

•

planning for new open space.

The companion guide sets out the process for undertaking local
assessments of needs and audits of provision. It also:
•

indicates how councils can establish the needs of local
communities and apply provision standards

•

promotes a consistent approach across varying types of
open space.

DLTR
Green Spaces, Better Places - The Final Report of the Urban
Green Spaces Taskforce, DTLR (2002)
The main messages to emerge from Green Spaces, Better
Places are:
•

urban parks and open spaces remain popular, despite a
decline in the quality as well as quantitative elements

•

open spaces make an important contribution to the
quality of life in many areas and help to deliver wider
social, economic and environmental benefits
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•

planners and planning mechanisms need to take better account of the need for
parks and open spaces including related management and maintenance issues

•

parks and open spaces should be central to any vision of sustainable modern
towns and cities

•

strong civic and local pride and responsibility are necessary to achieve the vision
reinforced by a successful green spaces strategy

•

there is a need for a more co-ordinated approach at the national level to guide
local strategies.

Living Places: Cleaner, Safer, Greener ODPM (October 2002)
The Government stated that parks and green spaces need more
visible champions and clearer structures for co-ordinating policy and
action better at all levels.
Several existing national bodies have responsibilities or programmes
with impact on various aspects of urban green spaces including
English Heritage, Sport England, Groundwork, English Nature, the
Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment (CABE), the
Countryside Agency and the Forestry Commission.
Instead of setting up a new body, the Government stated it would take
action on three levels to improve co-ordination of policy and action for urban parks and
green spaces. It will:
•

provide a clearer national policy framework

•

invite CABE to set up a new unit for urban spaces (CABE Space)

•

encourage a strategic partnership to support the work of the new unit and inform
national policy and local delivery.

Improving urban parks, play areas and green space, DTLR
(May 2002)
In May 2002 the DTLR produced this linked research report to
Green Spaces, Better Places which looked at patterns of use,
barriers to open space and the wider role of open space in
urban regeneration.
The vital importance of parks and other urban green spaces in
enhancing the urban environment and the quality of city life has
been recognised in both the Urban Taskforce report and the
Urban White Paper.
Wider Value of Open Space
There are clear links demonstrating how parks and other green spaces meet wider
council policy objectives linked to other agendas, like education, diversity, health, safety,
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environment, jobs and regeneration can help raise the political profile and commitment
of an authority to green space issues. In particular they:
•

contribute significantly to social inclusion because they are free and accessible to
all

•

can become a centre of community spirit

•

contribute to child development through scope for outdoor, energetic and
imaginative play

•

offer numerous educational opportunities

•

provide a range of health, environmental and economic benefits.

The report also highlights major issues in the management, funding and integration of
open spaces into the wider context of urban renewal and planning:
Community Involvement - Community involvement in local parks can lead to increased
use, enhancement of quality and richness of experience and, in particular, can ensure
that the facilities are suited to local needs.
Resources - The acknowledged decline in the quality of care of the urban green space
resource in England can be linked to declining local authority green space budgets but in
terms of different external sources for capital development, the Heritage Lottery Fund
and Section 106 Agreements are seen as the most valuable.
Partnerships - between a local authority and community groups, funding agencies and
business can result in significant added value, both in terms of finances and quality of
green space.
Urban Renewal - Four levels of integration of urban green space into urban renewal can
be identified, characterised by an increasing strategic synergy between environment,
economy and community. They are:
•

attracting inward economic investment through the provision of attractive urban
landscapes

•

unforeseen spin-offs from grassroots green space initiatives

•

parks as flagships in neighbourhood renewal

•

strategic, multi-agency area based regeneration, linking environment and
economy.

Sport England
Planning for Open Space, Sport England (Sept 2002)
The main messages from Sport England within this document are:
•

Sport England’s policy on planning applications for
development of playing fields (A Sporting Future for the
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Playing Fields of England) provides 5 exceptions to its normal stance of opposing
any loss of all or part of such facilities and are reflected in PPG 17 (paragraphs
10-15)
•

Sport England must be consulted on development proposals affecting playing
fields at any time in the previous 5 years or is identified as a playing field in a
development plan

•

it is highly likely that planning inspectors will no longer accept a Six Acre Standard
approach in emerging development plans and therefore increasing the importance
of setting local standards

•

in undertaking a playing pitch assessment as part of an overall open space
assessment, local authorities will need to consider the revised advice and
methodology ‘Towards a Level Playing Field: A manual for the production of
Playing Pitch Strategies’.

A Sporting Future for the Playing Fields of England / Playing
Fields for Sport Revisited, Sport England (2000)
These documents provide Sport England’s planning policy
statement on playing fields. It acknowledges that playing fields:
•

are one of the most important resources for sport in
England as they provide the space which is required for the
playing of team sports on outdoor pitches

•

as open space particularly in urban areas are becoming an
increasingly scarce resource

•

can provide an important landscape function, perform the function of a strategic
gap or provide a resource for other community activities and informal recreation.

CABE Space
CABE Space is part of the Commission for the Architecture and the
Built Environment (CABE) and is publicly funded by the Office of the
Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM). CABE Space aims :
“to bring excellence to the design, management and maintenance of
parks and public space in towns and cities.”
Through their work, they encourage people to think holistically about green space, and
what it means for the health and well being of communities, routes to school and work,
and recreation through play and sport. Their ultimate goal is to ensure that people in
England have easy access to well designed and well looked after public space.
Lessons learnt for some of CABE Space’s case studies include:
•

strategic vision is essential
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•

political commitment is essential

•

think long-term

•

start by making the case for high quality green spaces in-house (persuading
other departments is key – high priority)

•

a need to market parks and green spaces

•

a need to manage resources more efficiently

•

work with others - projects are partnerships

•

keep good records: monitor investments and outcomes

•

consult widely and get public support for your work

Green Space Strategies – a good practice guide CABE Space (May 2004)
The guidance draws on the principles of the Government’s Planning
Policy Guidance Note 17 and will help contribute to national objectives
for better public spaces, focusing on three broad stages in producing a
green space strategy.
•

Stage 1: Preliminary activities
- provides the foundation of a successful strategy

•

Stage 2: Information gathering and analysis
- provides the objective and subjective data necessary
make informed judgements

•

to

Stage 3: Strategy production
- preparing a consultation draft and final strategy drawing on consultation
responses

The document demonstrates why a green space strategy is important and the potential
opportunity and benefits that it can provide, including:
•

reinforcing local identity and enhancing the physical character of an area, so
shaping existing and future development

•

maintaining the visual amenity and increasing the attractiveness of a locality to
create a sense of civic pride

•

securing external funding and focusing capital and revenue expenditure costeffectively

•

improving physical and social inclusion including accessibility, particularly for
young, disabled and older people

•

protecting and enhancing levels of biodiversity and ecological habitats
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Is the grass greener…? Learning from the international innovations in
urban green space management, CABE Space (July 2004)
This is an international perspective using examples of good and bad
practice that demonstrate the many issues common to English local
authorities that international cities also face and providing practical
solutions that have combat the problems overseas.
The guide focuses in particular on aspects of management and
maintenance practice, providing a series of challenging and inspiring
solutions to common issues that are not dissimilar to current English
practice.
The problem in England!
The document describes the problems faced by green space and
how English towns and cities are often criticised for:
•

being poorly maintained – uncoordinated development and maintenance activities

•

being insecure – the hostile nature of many green spaces

•

lacking a coherent approach to their management – conflicting interventions
by a multitude of agencies, without clear overall responsibility

•

offering little to their users – lacking in facilities and amenities and being a
haven for anti-social behaviour

•

being poorly designed – unwelcoming to people, created with poor quality materials

Manifesto for better public spaces, CABE Space (2003)
There is huge national demand for better quality parks and public
spaces. Surveys repeatedly show how much the public values them,
while research reveals how closely the quality of public spaces links to
levels of health, crime and the quality of life in every neighbourhood.
CABE Space ‘manifesto for better public spaces’ explains the 10 things
we must do to achieve this:
1)

ensure that creating and caring for well-designed parks, streets
and other public spaces is a national and local political priority

2)

encourage people of all ages – including children, young people and retired
people – to play an active role in deciding what our parks and public spaces
should be like and how they should be looked after

3)

ensure that everyone understands the importance of good design to the vitality of
our cities, towns and suburbs and that designers, planners and managers all
have the right skills to create high quality public spaces

4)

ensure that the care of parks and public spaces is acknowledged to be an
essential service
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5)

work to increase public debate about the issue of risk in outside spaces, and will
encourage people to make decisions that give more weight to the benefits of
interesting spaces, rather than to the perceived risks

6)

work to ensure that national and local health policy recognises the role of high
quality parks and public space in helping people to become physically active, to
recover from illness, and to increase their general health and well-being

7)

work to ensure that good paths and seating, play opportunities, signs in local
languages, cultural events and art are understood to be essential elements of
great places – not optional extras that can be cut from the budget

8)

encourage people who are designing and managing parks and public spaces to
protect and enhance biodiversity and to promote its enjoyment to local people

9)

seek to ensure that public spaces feel safe to use by encouraging councils to
adopt a positive approach to crime prevention through investment in good design
and management of the whole network or urban green spaces

10)

encourage people from all sectors of the community to give time to improving
their local environment. If we work together we can transform our public spaces
and help to improve everyone’s quality of life.

The Value of Public Space, CABE Space (March 2004)
CABE Space market how high quality parks and public spaces create economic, social
and environmental value, as well as being beneficial to physical and mental health,
children and young people and a variety of other external issues.
Specific examples are used to illustrate the benefits and highlight
the issues arising on the value of public space:
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(a)

The economic value of public spaces - A high quality public environment is an
essential part of any regeneration strategy and can impact positively on the local
economy. For example - property prices

(b)

The impact on physical and mental health - Research has shown that well
maintained public spaces can help to improve physical and mental health
encouraging more people to become active.

(c)

Benefits and children and young people - Good quality public spaces encourage
children to play freely outdoors and experience the natural environment,
providing children with opportunities for fun, exercise and learning.

(d)

Reducing crime and fear of crime - Better management of public spaces can help
to reduce crime rates and help to allay fears of crime, especially in open spaces.

(e)

Social dimension of public space - Well-designed and maintained open spaces
can help bring communities together, providing meeting places in the right
context and fostering social ties.

(f)

Movement in and between spaces - One of the fundamental functions of public
space is to allow people to move around with the challenge of reconciling the
needs of different modes of transport.

(g)

Value from biodiversity and nature - Public spaces and gardens helps to bring
important environmental benefits to urban areas, as well as providing an
opportunity for people to be close to nature.

A Guide to Producing Park and Green Space
Management Plans, CABE Space (May 2004)
A primary intention of the guide is to encourage wider use of
management plans by dispelling the myth that the creation of a site
management plan is an exceptionally difficult task that can be
undertaken only by an expert.
The guide presents ideas on benefits of management plans identifying
steps to be taken to writing the plan. It also provides a list of subject
areas that need to be addressed in any comprehensive management
plan. The document has been split into two sections, providing a
logical explanation of the management process:
Part 1: Planning the plan
•

the who, what, when, where and how questions that may arise in the preparation of
a park and green space management plan.

Part 2: Content and structure of the plan
•

what information needs to be contained in the final management plan and how
should that information be presented?
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Decent parks? Decent behaviour? – The link between
the quality of parks and user behaviour, CABE
space (May 2005)
Based on research that supports public consultation that poor
maintenance of parks, in turn, attracts anti-social behaviour.
Encouragingly it provides examples of places where a combination of
good design, management and maintenance has transformed no-go
areas back into popular community spaces.
There are nine case studies explored in the report. Below are some of
the key elements that have made these parks a better place to be:
•

take advantage of the potential for buildings within parks for natural surveillance
e.g. from cafes, flats offices

•

involve the community early in the process and continually

•

involve ‘problem’ groups as part of the solution where possible and work hard to
avoid single group dominance in the park

•

provide activities and facilities to ensure young people feel a sense of ownership.
Address young peoples fear of crime as well as that of adults

The evidence in this report suggests that parks were in decline and failing to meet
customer expectations long before anti-social behaviour started to become the dominant
characteristic, however by investing and creating good-quality parks and green spaces,
which are staffed and provide a range of attractive facilities for the local community, can
be an effective use of resource.

Improving access to the countryside: Planning bulletin
17, Sport England (2006)
In October 2005 new access to the countryside rights allowed walkers in the West
Midlands and the East of England to join their counterparts in the rest of England
enjoying open access rights on areas of mountain, moor, heath and down.
The countryside offers a range of benefits to people’s quality of life, health and well
being. It offers the opportunity for fresh air, to enjoy scenery, healthy exercise,
adventure, recreation and appreciation of nature.
Walking has formed the cornerstone of recent campaigns to encourage people to be
more active, including Everyday Sport by Sport England, developing the 30 minutes of
moderate daily exercise as recommended by health experts.
Exclusions to access exist to protect the natural environment, it is important to evaluate
whether recent changes in legislation and the promotion of a new approach will provide
the necessary momentum for resolving wider recreational issues in the countryside.
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Planning for play: Guidance on the development and
implementation of a local play strategy, National Children’s
Bureau and Big Lottery Fund (2006)
‘Planning for play’ outlines the importance of adequate play opportunities for children
and young people. Play is of fundamental importance for children and young people’s
health and well-being, their relationships, their development and their learning.
Evidence is emerging that increased opportunity for free play is the most effective way of
encouraging children to get the recommended 60 minutes of moderate-intense physical
activity per day. A range of increasing health problems are associated with decreased
play opportunities.
The document sets out advice on how to develop a local play strategy, which is reflective
of the PPG17 process.

Allerdale Indoor Facility Audit (30mile buffer of Workington)
Sports Halls
Access

Actual Size
(Badminton
Courts)

n/a est: 180 sq metres
594 sq metres

Public
Public

1
4

Ward
St Johns
Ward
Moorclose

918 sq metres

Private

6

Moorclose

LA

561 sq meters
486 sq metres
486 sq metres
180 sq meters

Private
Public
Public
Private

4
3
3
1

in house
LA
Trust
In house

Ehenside Community School, Cleator

181 sq meters

Private

1

Harrington
Netherhall
All Saints
All Saints
Cleaton
Moor South

Allonby School sports Hall, Maryport

180 sq meters

Public

1

Holme Ward

In house

180 sq meters
561 sq metres

Public
Public
Public

4
1
4

St Bees
Aspatria
Keswick

In house
in house
In house

594 sq metres

Public

4

Silloth

In house

594 sq metres

Public

4

Wigton

In house

Site name
St Josephs Cathlolic High School,
Workington
Workington Leisure Centre
Southfield Technology College Sports
Hall, Workington
Lakes College West Cumbria,
Workington
Maryport Civic Hall
Cockermouth Leisure Centre
Cockermouth School

St Bees School, St Bees
Beacon Hill Swimming Pool
Keswick School
Solway Community Technology
College, Wigton
Nelson Tomlinson School

Netherhall Sports College, Maryport
Upper School Hall, Netherhall Sports
College

Specification

486 sq metres

Public

7

Netherhall

included in above

Public

2

Netherhall

Public

1

Netherhall

Public

4

Netherhall

Lower School West Hall
Blue Gymnasium, Netherhall Sports
College

Management

Comments

In house
Trust

In house

Badminton, Netball,
Bastketball, 5-a-side,
Volleyball, Indoor Cricket
Martial Arts, badminton,
aerobics
Dance, Aerobics, Circuit
Training

Swimming Pools
Site name

Access

Specification

Actual Size

Ward

Management

Comments

Workington Leisure Centre and Pool
Cockermouth Leisure Centre

Public
Public

306.75 sq metres
225 sq metres

6 Lanes, 25m
4 Lanes, 25m

Trust
Trust

2 pools

St Bees School
Beacon Hill School Swimming Pool,
Wigton

Public

153 sq metres

4 Lanes, 17m

Public

200 sq metres

25m

Castle Inn Hotel Health Club, Keswick

Public

98 sq metres

14m

Oxleys, Keswick

Private

91 sq metres

13m

Moorclose
All Saints
St Bees
Ward
Aspatria
Ward
Boltons
Ward
Boltons
Ward

in house
in house
Commercial
Commercial

Learner/Training Pool
Registered membership
use

Keswick Leisure Pool
Lodore Falls Hotel Health Club,
Keswick
Wigton Swimming Pool (Wigton Baths)
Netherhall/Ellenside Swimming Pool,
Netherhall Sports College

16m

Keswick
Ward
Derwent
Valley Ward

Commercial

162 sq metres

5Lanes, 18m

Wigton Ward

in house

200 sq metres

4 Lanes, 20m

Netherhall

in house

Management

Public

250 sq metres

25m

Private

144 sq metres

Public
Public/Private

Trust
Learner/training/lido,
membership use

Health and Fitness
Actual Size
(stations)

Public

14

Energize Ladies Fitness, Workington

Public

69

Workington Leisure Centre and Pool

Public

40

Intrim Fitness Centre, Workington
Oval Centre, Workington
Lakes College West Cumbria,
workington

Public
Public

85
24

Ward
St Johns
Ward
St Johns
Ward
Moorclose
Ward
St Michaels
Ward
Moss Bay

Public

19

Harrington

In house

BodyFlex and Body & Soul, Maryport
Lifestyle and Shapers Fitness Centre,
Cockermouth

Public

30

Ewanrigg

commercial

Private

80

commercial

Cockermouth Leisure Centre

Public

28

Grasmoor Sports Centre, Cockermouth
The Castle Inn Hotel Health Club,
Keswick
Oxleys, Keswick

Public

15

Christchurch
All Saints
Ward
All Saints
Ward

Public
Private

16
7

commercial
commercial

Site name
St Josephs Cathlolic High School,
Workington

Access

Specification

Comments

In house
commercial
trust
commercial
commercial
sports club/community

trust
commercial

Keswick Leisure Pool
Lodore Falls Hotel Health Club,
Keswick
Solway Fitness Centre, Wigton
Water Street Health and Fitness Club,
Wigton

Public

32

Public
Public

11
20

Boltons
Boltons
keswick
ward
Derwent
Valley Ward
Siloth

Public

60

Wigton Ward

commercial

Netherhall Sports Centre Fitness Suite

Public

?

Netherhall

In house

Armathwaite Hotel, Keswick

Private

?

Boltons

commercial

registered membership
use

Actual Size (no
of rinks)
2

Ward
Moorlcose

Management

Comments

trust
commercial
commercial

Indoor Bowls Facilities
Site name
Workington Leisure Centre

Access
Public

Specification

Allerdale Open Space Survey
DEFINITIONS OF OPEN SPACE
Parks and gardens - These include country parks, town parks and local parks and formal gardens
Natural areas - Woods, Nature Reserves and unmanaged greenspaces such as scrubland and wildlife areas
Green Corridors - These are footpaths, canal towpaths, bridleways and cycleways
Amenity areas - These are small or large greenspaces often found amongst housing estates (e.g. Village Greens)
Play areas for children - These are equipped play areas for children (e.g. swings, slides and climbing frames)
Facilities for young people / teenagers - These range from youth shelters to skate parks and multi-use-games-areas
Outdoor sports facilities - Grass pitches, bowling greens, tennis courts, synthetic turf pitches and golf courses
Allotments - Public or private open spaces dedicated to growing produce and gardening
Cemeteries and Churchyards - Open and closed burial grounds and cemeteries
Indoor sports facilities -These include sports halls and swimming pools

Please respond to the questions thinking about open space in your local area
SECTION ONE - Quantity of open space in your local area
Q1

Please tick below whether you feel there is ENOUGH OR NOT ENOUGH provision for each type of open space within your
local area and if possible, explain briefly the reason for your answer (e.g. not enough in your area/ quality is poor/
inaccessible).
More than
Nearly
About right
Not enough
No opinion
enough
enough
Parks and gardens
Reason for answer

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

Natural areas
Reason for answer

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

Amenity areas
Reason for answer

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

Play areas for children
Reason for answer

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

Facilities for Young people / teenagers
Reason for answer

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

Allotments
Reason for answer

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

Travel time to open space in your local area
Q2

Please write the TIME you would expect to travel and the type of transport you would expect to use when travelling to open
space in your local area (please state one time and travel mode for each open space type only e.g. if you expect to walk to a
play area for children and take 10 minutes to get there, please write 10 in the Walk column):
Walk
Cycle
Bus
Car
Parks and gardens
Natural areas
Amenity areas
Play areas for children
Facilities for young people / teenagers
Allotments

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

n
j
k
l
m
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n

n
j
k
l
m
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n

n
j
k
l
m
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n

n
j
k
l
m
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n

Use of open space in your local area
Q3

How OFTEN do you use each of the following types of open space? (Please tick one option only for each type of open
space.)
Less than
Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Don't use
once a month
Parks and gardens
Natural areas
Green corridors
Amenity areas
Play areas for children
Facilities for young people / teenagers
Allotments
Churchyards and cemeteries

Q4

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g

Is there anything which prevents you from visiting the above types of open space more often or at all? Please explain your
reasons in the boxes below and state the type of open space you are referring to.

Too far away...

Quality of facilities...

Too many roads to cross

Safety concerns

Size of sites

Lack of facilities

Lack of access by public transport
Q5

Do you or any member of your household own/ manage/ use an allotment in Allerdale?
Yes (please proceed to Q7)
No
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
Other (please specify)

Q6

If NO, would you be interested in using an allotment within your local area?
Yes
No
c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

If YES please indicate
why you are not an
allotment user already

Quality of open space in your local area
Q7

How would you rate the quality of the following types of open space in your local area? (If you are unsure please leave
blank)
Good
Average
Poor
Parks and gardens
Natural areas
Green corridors
Amenity areas
Play areas for children
Facilities for young people / teenagers
Outdoor sports facilities
Allotments
Churchyards and cemeteries

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g

SECTION TWO - Specific to the type of open space you use most frequently

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g

Q8

Which open space TYPE do you use MOST FREQUENTLY in your local area? (PLEASE TICK ONLY ONE.)
Parks and gardens
Amenity areas
Outdoor sports facilities
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
Natural areas

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g

Green corridors
Q9

Play areas for children
Facilities for young people /
teenagers

Allotments

c
d
e
f
g

Cemeteries and churchyards

c
d
e
f
g

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g

Please name the SITE you use MOST FREQUENTLY and where it is located. (e.g. village/part of town)

Site Name..

Location

QUESTIONS 10 - 15 SHOULD RELATE TO THE OPEN SPACE TYPE YOU USE MOST FREQUENTLY AS
INDICATED IN QUESTIONS 8 and 9
Travel
Q10

How do you normally TRAVEL there? (please tick one box only)
Walk
Public transport
c
d
e
f
g
Car

Q11

c
d
e
f
g

Cycle

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g

How LONG does it take you to reach this type of open space?(please tick one box only)
Less than 5 minutes
Between 10-15 minutes
Between 20-30 minutes
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
Between 5-10 minutes

c
d
e
f
g

Between 15-20 minutes

Over 30 minutes

c
d
e
f
g

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g

Aspirations
Q12

If you were describing your ideal features within this type of open space, what would be the TOP FEATURES you think
should be provided? (please only tick up to FIVE)
Well kept grass
Level surface/ good
Nature features (eg
Facilities for children
c
d
e
f
g
drainage
wildlife)
and young people
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
Clean / litter free
c
d
e
f
g
Events eg music
Pond
/
lake
/water
Good access to site
c
d
e
f
g
Flowers/trees and
features
c
d
e
f
g
Toilets
On site security (eg
shrubs
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
Dog walking facilities g
warden/CCTV)
c
d
e
f
Changing facilities
Cafe
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
Dog free area
Information boards
c
d
e
f
g
Parking facilities
Seating
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
Litter bins
c
d
e
f
g
Footpaths
Picnic area
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g
g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g

Other
Q13

Q14

Do you feel safe when using this type of open space?
Yes
No
c
d
e
f
g

Sometimes

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

Which of the following factors would make you feel SAFER using this type of open space? (please tick one or more)
Adequate lighting
Staff on site (e.g. park rangers) g
Overlooked by housing
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
Clear route to open space
CCTV

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g

Reputation of area / space
Clear boundaries

Other users

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g

Other (please specify)

Quality
Q15

Please indicate whether you experience any of the following PROBLEMS at the open space type you visit most frequently as
indicated in Q8 by rating the seriousness of the problem in the boxes below:
Significant Problem
Minor Problem
No problem
Vandalism and graffiti
Safety and age of equipment (play areas,
seating)

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g

Poor maintenance

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g
j
k
l
m
n
c
d
e
f
g

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g
j
k
l
m
n
c
d
e
f
g

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g
j
k
l
m
n
c
d
e
f
g

Litter problems
Misuse of site (e.g. unruly behaviour)
Dog Fouling

SECTION THREE - Outdoor sports facilities in your local area
General thoughts about facilities in your local area

Q16

Please tick below whether you feel there is ENOUGH OR NOT ENOUGH provision for each type of outdoor sport facility in
your local area and if possible, explain briefly the reason for your answer.
More than enough
About right
Not enough
No opinion
Grass Pitches

Reason for answer
Synthetic Turf Pitches

Reason for answer
Tennis courts

Reason for answer
Bowling greens

Reason for answer
Golf courses

Reason for answer
Q17

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

c
d
e
f
g

Please write the TIME you would expect to travel against the type of transport you would expect to use for each outdoor
facility type.
Walk
Cycle
Public Transport
Car

n
j
k
l
m
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n

Grass pitches
Synthetic Turf Pitches
Tennis Courts
Bowling Greens
Golf Courses

n
j
k
l
m
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n

n
j
k
l
m
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n

n
j
k
l
m
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n

SECTION FOUR - Indoor sports facilities in your area
Q18

If you were describing your ideal features for indoor sport facilities, what would be the TOP FIVE FEATURES you think
should be provided? (please only tick up to FIVE)

Accessible routes to leisure
facilities
W elcoming staff
Ease of booking

Range of activities
Q19

Information available
Cleanliness of changing
rooms
Maintenance of facility /
equipment

c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g

Refreshments / vending

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g

Ease / security of parking
Child care facilities
Cost of facilities

Please tick below whether you feel there is ENOUGH or NOT ENOUGH provision for each type of indoor facility in your local
area and if possible, explain briefly the reason for your answer
More than
Nearly
About right
Not enough
No opinion
enough
enough
Swimming Pools

Reason for answer
Sports Halls

Reason for answer
Indoor Bowls

Reason for answer
Indoor Tennis

Reason for answer
Q20

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

Please write the TIME you would expect to travel and the type of transport you would expect to use when travelling to
indoor sport facilities in Allerdale (please state one time and travel mode for each facility type only)
Walk
Cycle
Public Transport
Car
Swimming Pools
Sports Halls
Indoor Bowls
Indoor Tennis

n
j
k
l
m
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n

n
j
k
l
m
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n

n
j
k
l
m
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n

n
j
k
l
m
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n
j
k
l
m
n

General comments
Q21

If you have any other COMMENTS that you would like to make regarding open space and outdoor sports facilities in
Allerdale, please write them in the box below.

Q22

Would you be interested in being part of a Friends Group to help maintain and manage the open spaces in your local area?
YES
NO
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g

If Yes, please provide
your name and
contact details:

SECTION FIVE - Some details about you
Q23

Q24

Are you;
Male
How old are you?
Under 16
16-24

Q25

c
d
e
f
g

Female

c
d
e
f
g

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g

25-39

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g

60-75

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g

Mixed White and Black
Caribbean
Mixed White and Black African

40-59

Which of the following best describes your ethnic origin?
White British
Black Other
c
d
e
f
g
White Irish
White Other
Black British
Black African
Black Caribbean

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g

Asian British
Asian Pakistani
Asian Indian
Asian Bangladesh
Asian Other

75+

Mixed White and Asian
Mixed Other
Chinese

g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g
g
c
d
e
f
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g
c
d
e
f
g

Other (please specify)
Q26

Are there any children in the household under 16 years?
Yes
No
c
d
e
f
g

Q27

Please provide your post code.

Q28

If you live in a village, please state the name of the village.

c
d
e
f
g

PMP Consultancy is registered under the Data Protection Act 1998 with the Notification Department of the Information Commission.

Thank you for completing this questionnaire, please return it in the prepaid envelope provided by
Friday 20 April 2007

